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(Thereupon, the court reporter was &worn&
after which the follQwing proceedings were
had:)

THE COURT:

Call your next witness.

MR. BETTIUS:

May I have permission to address

::

the Court for a minute?
2HE COURT:

MR. STEVENS:

If there is no objection by counsel.

1 have no objection to his

addressing the Court at tbls point.
THE COURT:

MR. BETTIUS:

.:.J.'
. ' ..

All rl&ht.

Your Hoaor, the next line of

testimony I'm going to put

on

relates to the construction

of these units in Fairfax County.
One of the issues ln the case has been whether
these unite are profitable or DOt profitable.

Counsel

in his preparation of thia case -- in bls research, in
his own mind and the theory of his ease ia that cost is
one minuscule element of this case.
Thera are many problems with the ordinance

.

under the Fifth Amendment and the Fourteenth Amendment
of the United States Constitution and the Constitution of
the State of Virginia more specifically.

.I

I

Il

:1·

i
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Profit is not the issue here.

This testimony

ia being elicited merely to abov that ia many circumstances
lt is unprofitable, and with that I will call Mr. Simona

-- Thereupon

BOWARD SIMON
was called as a witness, and after being duly sworn,

was examined and testified as follows:
DIRECT EXAMINATION
BY MR. BETTIUS:
Q

Please state your name.
..

'

..

:

. .
'· ·.:. ,.".!;:./: ·' ...

.....

~

A

Boward Simon.

Q

You have been previously sworn, sir1

A

Yes.

Q

Where do you reside?

A

Montgomery County.

Q

Ara you a principal in Guardian Construction?

A

1 8 m owner and secretary of the corporation.

Q

Insofar as your construction activity is

concerned, tell His Honor what that company does.
A

Our company is primarily ia the development

and the building of single family and. town houses and
multifamily homes in Fairfax and Montgomery County.

.!

.
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Q

Bow many projects have you completed or do you

have under.Wty in Fairfax at the present time?
A

At the present time we have one large project

and one in Montgomery.
for over 11 years.

We have been building in Fairfax

We have built about ten subdivisions,

.I gueaa.

Q

Now, with reference to the site that 1a tbe

subject of this litigation, would you indicate for the
record where the property that you presently own and
which is the subject of

~hie

litigation la located, etr1
·:-;-

A

The property that we presently own is located

on Burke Road to approximately 12 to 1,500 feet from the
intersection of Rolling, just aoutb of the Southern
Railroad tracks going towards the Town of Burke.

Q

Would you draw a circle around that piece of

property, Mr. Simon?
THE COURT:

Doesn't it have a name next to it?

BY MR. BETTIUS:
Q

That property is the Goldblatt property?

A

Yes.
THE COURT:

number one.

.
That's on Stipulation exhibit

·..·
·~-

....
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•

'

BY MR. BETTIUS:
Q

Mr. Simon, relative to your development

of thia

particular neighborhood, did you have any prior experieuce
before the acquisition of tbe Goldblatt tract in
connection with the development of town house units in
this area?
A

Yea, we owned 173 acres adjacent to the

Goldblatt property and we are presently building 177 town
houses and 2SO single-family dwelling&.
Q

Have any of

tb~ee

units been aoldt

-~

··~

~

A

Fifty-one are preeeatly sold and occupied ed

we have approximately another

one

hundred under construe-

tion.
Q

Would you describe for Hle Honor in terms of

square footage the size of those units?
A

The units, the town house units that we are

presently building are approximately 2pl00 to 2,400 square
feet.

Q

And what is the nature of the material from

which they are constructed?
A

The town house that we are presently building

baa a brick front.

They have a certain amount of siding.

They are three levels.

11

In every building there is a basement and two
levels above, depending on the grade.

Some of them are

split entries on the upside of the lots, but basically
they are all three level unitso

Q

And what is the price that_you established

and sold these units for?

A

These units sell for $34,000 to $38,500.

Q

How are these unite financed?

A

I would say two-thirds of them have been built

under the 203 FHA

progr~m

and the balance have been --

they have all been inspected and built under the 203

program 0 but most of them have been sold either FHA-VA 8
and approximateiy one-third conventionally.
Q

When did you acquire the Goldblatt property!.

A

We acquired the Goldblatt property in December

of 1969.
Q

At that time what information if any did you

bave relative to a future imposition of a requirement to
build low and moderate income housing?

A

None wbatsoevero

Q

At the time of the zoning of this ease, what

iaformation did you have relative.to the imposition of a

requirement to build' low and moderate lneome housing?
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A

None.

The property was zoned before the

ordinance.

Q

Can you tell His Honor on.a per-lot cost what

the outlay for the land was in terms of dollars for the
raw land?
A

raw lando

We paid

for 26-plus acres we paid $215,000

At the present tlms we have $2 9 000 in

settling costs, we have $5,000 in zoning fees, we have
$5,000 for taxes for two years 8 we have $28,000 in intere&t
on the deferred purchase money truet 0 and we have
approximately $5,000 to date in engineering which gives
us a $260 8 000 opening cost on the propertyo
Q

By virtue of your commitments as far aa alte

plan, bow many units will that piece of property yield1
A

Eighty units.

Q

Can you give us a per-unit eost1

A

$3,300 cost per unit.

Q

Raw'l

A

Raw.

Q

You have had previous experience developing

ln this neighborhood as y~u testified to before.

A

Yes.

Q

Have yo·u programmed your cost to finish these

13

lots'l

Yes, we have a coat based upon the previous

A

sections next door.
THE. COURT:
second.

Let me interrupt you for just a

You are talking about units.

are these1

What type of units

Are these town houses?

BY MR. BETTIUS:
Q

Town houses·?

A

All of these are town houses.
THE COURT:

Go ahead.

THE WITNESS:

We have done a cost analysis bas

upon past history of the previous sections that are
adjacent to this.

BY

MR~~

BETTIUS:

Q

Did you come

A

We figure that the development costs will be

~p

with a figure for a finished

lot?

approximately

$3~300

per town house lot.

Q

All right, air.

A

And a finished lot cost would come to $6 0 330.

THE COURT:

Does. that include the 'tnirty- three·?

THE WITNESS:
development

co~ts.

Yes 0 that includes raw land and

That would be $6,600.

I'm sorry,

~
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Your Honor.
THE COURT:

$3,300 for raw land and approxi-

mately another $3,300 to complete?
THE WITNESS:
THE COURT:
THE WITNESS:

'tHE COURT:

Yes" miro
Sixty . . six is your teatimony7

Yes, eiro
Does that include off site and or'

site?
THE WITNESS:
THE COURT:

Yes, mir.
Go ahead.

BY MR. BETTIUS:
Q

In terms of the UDits that you are

coustructir~-2.

would you give us the total cost figure without profit
for the cost of construction of the various types of
units which you contemplate for this ground1
I

A

Well, we took a medium-sized town house -- not

the largest and not our smallest -- which is the most
popular and the mean price unitp bricks and mortar,

j~~- ~

labor and mater1alaD and that cost was $19 0 641.
That unit had -- I want to get the square
footage of that unit -- tbat unit was

plus or

minus~

I

~now

I'm not exactly

~00

square

feet~

sure~

it's 700 per floor plus maybe 20 feet.

c
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The bricks and mortar, $19»641; planning,

$l.t~;:'.,

permits, $807; overhead, $1 9 500; financing cost was

$3,965; sales are $1,030; raw land was $3,300; developroC';nt
costs

v~~~

$3,339.
MR. BETTIUS:

Your. Honore a copy of these

figures have previously been given to Mr. Stevenso
THE COURT:

Is there any objection to the

considering the figures ae

MRo STEVENS:

~ritten

Ccti~ t

on the schedule?

No objectiono

THE WITNESS: ·That would give us a today cost

of $34 0 000 raw without profit.
a unit in the

i~dustry

Our customary profit to

is anywhere from eight to ten

percent.
This is the profit that is projected by most
major corporations and it is a realistic profit on
investment.

BY MR. BETTIUS:

Q

Will you tell us what your desires were aud ;:

they have remained constant at the time of the

acquieft·~

of this piece of property relative to ita development
as opposed to the project that you bad next door?
A

I'm sorryo

that statement.

I didn't catch ·the first part of

16
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Q

What were your desires relative to how this

property would develop as contrasted with the property
next door?
A

It~ was

to become an in ~egl:'&l. part..

It was t:o

be an addition to and it was designed to take identical
units that were previously bu:i.l t and incorporate 1 t all

into one unit.
Q

At my request, Mt·o Simon, have you and your
f

people attempted to arrive at· the minimal cost figure for
this unit if you stripped it to the bare minimum?

l.

·;.~l
..

·:~

A

Yes, ve did a cost analysis 0 and this unit waE

20 feet by

30~

and we stripped it down, took it and eut

We removed -- for a low cost unit under the
Fairfax Housing Authority we did two approaches, one for
them and one for the moderate because if they had
us~

there were certain costs that would

not be eharged on the open market.
For

example~

there would be no sales commis61on,

It would be this type of

thing~

sales or promotion.

All

of this cost would be removed.

So in stripping it 9 in that approach we took
it down to an 18 foot by 30o

.:~}
;-1
.

.

it to an 18 foot by 30 foot.

purchased it from

·~

We took out the sales

cost~
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we took out the FHA points on c1oeing 9

~e reduc~d

the

construction loan amount, and we stripped out the unit(.

We took out the

the dishwashero

r~frigerator,

We changed the interior

thG

dis~os&l~

materials~

For

example 9 in the bathroom instead of using ceramic tile
on the floorp we used vinyl asbestos or asphalt, depending
Olll

what tfas underneath 9 whether it was concrete or wood,

We took out the basemento

We took out the air

eonditloning and ve stripped the unit downo
that cost» we took it

br~cka and

Based on

mortar at $18.000 and

stripped out $6,000 0 took it down to $12 9 000 raw cost.
Then adding back

in~

we had to add back in all

of our other costs which were the remaining

financing~

development of land 0 overhead 1 permits and planning, and
that is a total of $14 9 091o
That gives a total cost of $26 9 091 0 plus $300
for thia site, which was the difference between what we
had done on a previous s1te 0 the land cost as to this

one.

In other words there was a difference in tha
lando

On our basic site

~e

had to add in the land cost

of this which was $300 more.
That made it

$26~391o
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Q
A

Does that include profit?
. That includes no profit.

These prices by the

way were predicated on contracts that we had taken six
months ago.

·

We haven •· t done any new bidding yet & but I

know from our purchasing department that our coats will
be higher than this 9 and it could be substantially
It could be anywhere from five to eight

Q

All right.

Now, Mr. Simon, one of the

high~·.....

pe"t"cetu~,

question~

that has arisen in tbla trial to date is the practicality

t
f

of construction under the Fairfax County Housing

Autho~:~. -·~

program.
IQm going to ask you 9 sir:

based on your own

knowledge 9 do you feel that your company could finance
a construction of the low income units without a firm
commitment from the Housing Authority to take these uni.t!l

out at the time of sale'
A

Well, I have never been able to get a

construction loan without a takeout of some sort.
don°t think we could obtain a construction loan.
not financially that
Q

I

We are

stro~go

One of the other factors--

an~Mro

Simo~

I'm

going to exhibit to you this drawing and ask you if it

19

does represent the development plan for this piece of
property.

A

(Handing document to witness)
(Wi~ness 'examines document)

MR. BETTIUS:
as exhibit 22.

Yes, it does.

Your Honor, I would offer this

I would offer that in evidence.

THE COURT:
MR. STEVENS:
THE COURT:

Is this agreed upon?
I don't have any objection to it.
Let's call it Stipulation 22 witb

no objection.
(Thereupo~,

the exhibit referred to

was marked Stipulation Exhibit No.

ab0v~

22~

in Evidence.)
BY MRe BETTIUS:
Q

Mr. Simon, under the provisions of the

ordinance, you're permitted.density bonuses for the
provision of low and moderate income dwelling units
are you acquainted with the density bonus provisions?
A

Yes, I am.

Q

In the planning of this property, I'm going

ask you of what benefit they would be to you in the

.

ultimate construction of. the units that might be placed

on this property.
A

None.

We couldn't fit them in the site.

We

r·
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had trouble getting in our maximum density under zoning
because better than two -- well, seven acres was

bu1ldabl~

and the rest was flood plain, except-this area right up

on this hill here.
Q

Mr. Simon 0 do you know the zoning category

this land ie in?

Q

lt~e

A

The density is three units per acreo

Q

So is it a

presently being developed at

fact~r

~hat

density?

-- can you tell tha Court

whether or not you could even achieve the maximum

denait~

permitted under the Fairfax County Code of RTC-S?

A

Never under any circumstances6

Q

And under RTC-5, do you know how m&ny units

you are permitted to develop to the acre?
A

On this

site~

it would be five times twenty-s1%

which is one hundred thirty unit&o
Q

So you were not able to achieve then the

fiv~

units per acre under the standard ordinanee1

A

Noo

Q

So the density units& it would be your

that would be of no value to you in this case?

A

Nco

testim~ny
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Q

Mro S1mon 0 have you calculated based on a

stripped-out unit what the loss to Guardian

Conatructio~

would be for each low and moderate unit that you do elect
to construct if you are held to the constraints of this
ordinance'l

A

Taking it on the low cost analysis that we

cii~c

in the stripped-down units going to 18-foot width\ ve fe~~

we will lese somewhere between

$4~200

en the low coat

and it's got to be somewhere in the range of five to Gix

percent higher if we

sta~t

ever -- well, lf we startec

todayD by the time we delivered lt 9 it 0 s definitely

~~~

~

to be much higher than tbato
It will be

Q

·~

upvardo~

Let me ask you to reflect on thia questiono

Ia

it your desire to go -- will you tell the Court what
your desires are relative to going into the public

hous~.. rq;

business on this particular tract?
A

We have absolutely no desire to go into itc

would not be compatible to what we are presently
because we are building $34 9 000 to $38 0 000 town

bui·4.~~ ..

house~t

and we mre constructing ,ingle-family houses adjacent to
this in the rear, which is less than 1,000 feet away

i~c-~

the nearest town house which will be selling for $40b000

22

to $45,000 single-family houaingD and it just would not
fit with the aite.
The terrain also.
considero

The terrain factor we must

We have a very difficult problem in fitting in

a slab unit because our ground is gently rolling and we
have either uphill

lot~

0 three

atories~

or downhill lota

with walk-out basements, and to put a slab town houee
between two single-family -- between two town houses
with basements 9 you have got all that block work down
there anyway and it's an·added costa
Q

Couldn't the unit be put on the end • Mr. Simo}~, l

A

Our end unit sella for $38tSOOv

fireplace and it's four bedroomso
yard for tho larger unit.

It has a

We need that aide

That's the biggest unit we

build.
Q

Is that the largest margin of profit or the

largest dollar profit?
A

Not necessarily.

They are all -- they

within the same percentage, between eight and ten

MRo BETTIUS:

sta~··
pe~-~

... ·-

You can examine 9 Mr. Stevens,

CROSS EXAMINATION
BY MR. STEVENS:

Q

Mro Simon 0 you testif1ed 9 I believe, that the
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stripped unit had a total cost of $26,091.
A

On the Goldblatt property it would be $26t39l.

Q

$26,391?

A

Yes.

On our adjacent site, the one we are

presently building on and not under litigation here, that
would be $26,091.

It 8 s a $300 difference in land

cosc~

Q

All right.

A

It includes a five-percent overhead factor to

Would that price include any

ove~-

head1

run our office and accounting and legal and all administrative costa not directly on the siteo

Q

And does it include any figure: for profit?

A

None whatsoever.

Q

Now 9 in deriving your costs you use a five-

percent overhead factor?
A

That's correct.

It's based on volume of

construction.
Q

For every unit you construct1

A

Right.

Q

Is it your experience that the

That's on bricks and mortar only.
over~ead

for

the construction, say, of a $45,000 single-family house
is the same 0 more or less than a $~6,000 two-story strip~~~.
down house?
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A

It takes more.

It takes the same office

administration to run both.

Q

I

A

But the single-family higher-priced unit takes

see.

a little longer to build.

Q

In stripping out the town house -- you have

fireplaces in the end units in the town houses you are
developing1

A

Yes.

Q

You don 1 t include fireplaces in the $26,000

price for the stripped-down unit?

A

I

No.

. -~

~~

Q

You testified» I believe, the price for

land was $3,300 per unit.

ra~

Do you recall the sheet that

you gave to me at my request aeveral days ago?
A

Yes, I think I have it here.

Q

What was tbe price per unit of raw land on

that sheet?

A

$3,000.

Q

What land was that?

A

That's the land adjacent.

Th•t's the existing

cost on our present Burke Station project.
only way I can identify it.

That's

tb~
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The name of the subdivision is Burke Station
and the piece of property that we acquired next door is

the Goldblatt property, and on our present Burke Station
project our raw land cost there is $3,000, and I amended
it when I moved our unit .to that site and transplanted
it to the Goldblatt plat, that $300 difference in raw

land.
Q

I don't want to belabor the details which you

have summarized nicely, but you say bricks and mortar
on the stripped-down

uni~,

cos~

that cost was approximately

i:!.:

'·,'·

$12,000?
~ecrease.

A

It would be a $6,000

Q

I don't believe I heard any testimony·to this,

but would that be a price of $19,600?
A

But I cut it down to an 18-foot unit.

Q

Adding back then all your other costs, you

came to a total of $14,000.

Can you tell us what those

other costs consisted of?
A

.~

.I

. ·~1

The other costs,

the~4,000

includes $450 in

planning.
Q

Planning, $450?.

A

Permits --

.Q

(Interposing)

Let me stop you there, if I may •

..

·~~
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What_permits1
A

Sewer taps, $600.

That's what they are in the

county today.

Q

Th~t's included in there!

A

Yes, sir.

That 0 s an increase over our previous

subdivision.
Financing, thirty-nine sixty-five.

1 have

subtracted out the FHA financing.
THE COURT:

$1,500 overhead on a

Let me interrupt.
$12p~OO

Where do you get

raw bricks and mortar?

That•s about twelve percent instead of five per.eent.

THE WITNESS:

I

have taken out previously --

I have taken out the following items:

I reduced financing

i

by $1,500.
I took out sales by $1,034 0 and the stripped-out
amount came.out to $6,000.

If I take it off of the

$18,000 unit, I come down to a $12,000 figure.
THE COURT:

I understood you to say earlier

your overhead factor was five perce.nt based on bricks anQ.

mortar coat, in other words, raw construction cost, but
you say $1,500 as compared with the $12,000 raw
construction cost on the stripped model.
Why do you apply a $1,500 overhead to a $12 8 000

'I
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raw construction coat?
THE WITNESS:

also we have to take in the

Well~

land development which is $3,000.

that.

.

We are entitled to

That's all.
THE COURT:

I thought you bad based it solely

on the raw construction cost.

THE WITNESS:
overhead.

NoP.sir; all work performed is

In other words, if we develop the landp it

takes as much bookkeeping and paper work to process the

billa for land than it does -THE COURT:

(Interposing)

Then you do not

bab~

it on raw construction cost.onlyo

THE WITNESS:

No.

I'm sorry.

1 should have

clarified that.
THE COURT:

Maybe I misunderstood.

THE WITNESS:
performed in the field.

Overhead is strictly on all work
It does not include overhead on

financing 9 sales, permits, profit, commission, things
like that.

It's strictly for the work that is done in

t~~·

field, the bills that are presented to the office, and

it's based on construction volume only, because obviously
we could go ·out and develop 100 lots before we start the
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first town house and that is overhead maybe in terms of
six months.
It has to be paid foro

Ie has to be a cost

allocated item.
THE COURT:

Is not

$1~500

five percent of

$30,000?

THE WITNESS:
THE COURT:

Yes.
You have your total cost of thie

stripped unit and --

THE WITNESS:

(Interposing)

Well, the way 1

applied it, Your Honor, is that I ·took -- I took the

1~'\

I took the $18,000 figure and I subtracted out those

figures, all of them from the start, and put it down to
$12,000.

THE COURT:

Your overhead figure is $1,500 &nd

your total cost of a unit is $26DOOO-somethingo

Thatva

more than five percent of the total cost.
THE WITNESS:

differently.

Maybe I

applied my formula

Let me explain how I attempted to do it

and maybe it comes out to the same thing.
I took $18,000

and all of our figures.

~nd

I subtracted out overhead

Then I went back and reapplied

the figures that arc applicable.

:i
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Now, in the breakdown of that figure, in the
breakdown in that figure we have twenty-nine
eight~en-foot

five hundred for making it an

twenty-four~

units and our

$2,500~

financing, sales and closing points of

which

comes out to a net reduction of $6 9 000.
Then we went back and applied all the other
figures to it.
MR. BETTIUS:

I think the question is:

is the total cost of the unit?

what

I think that's what we

are getting at.
~

0

THE COURT:

$1~500

as applied to this

proposed stripped unit far exceeds five percent.

particu~~~

I

wanted to know why.
MR. BETTIUS:

I would like to have him clarify

what the total cost of this stripped-down unit was.
THE WITNESS:

Well• the total cost of the

stripped-down unit would be $26,391.

That's the only

way we can build it.
THE COURT:

MR. STEVENS:

1 may be quibbling over $200.

Let me clarify that.

BY MR. STEVENS:

Q

How did you arrive at this $26,000 cost for

the production of the low income unit?

·"

.-

,

~~
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that

A

$18,000 for brick and mortar.

Q

Right.

A

We subtract the stripping out of all the items.

Q

How much is that? ·

A

$6,000.

Q

If I understood your colloquy with His

~6,000

Honor~

includes not only the physical things that

you are taking out of the 18-by-30-foot unit, but also
your estimate of the reduction in financing costs, sales

costs, overhead costs and all of the other things.
What you are saying then is by stripping the
.i

.):J

unit and taking advantage of whatever speedy marketing

. ~...... 1

that results from the sale to the Housing Authority,
taking advantage of that, that you save in total $6,000.
What I'm asking you is:

do you have any figureF.

on the components of that $6,0001
A

Yes.

Q

Could you give us those?

A

Yes, the dishwasher, $114.

The labor is $8

fu~

installation.
Do you want me to go through all the items?
Q

What I'm really interested in is the kind of

things you have taken out of the house and what the total

i
j

'1
l
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cost of those is.
A

Materials and labor of stripping and cheapening

the unit would be $2,840 and $84 for labor, making a

total of $2,924.
That's cutting it down to an 18-foot unit,
taking out a half bath, making it three bedrooms, one

and a half baths.
I should have clarified that.

That 0 s $550.

That makes a total of stripped 1tems 9 just the stripped,
of $3,474.
We take out financing of $1,500 and sales
commission and sales program advertising, because if ycL
sell directly to the Authority, you don't have these costa

to be involved, that would be $2,534.
If you add those two figures together you get
$6,008.

Now, obviously there should probably be a small

reduction in the overheadG
It might have been an oversight.
_Q

I believe you testified that you would sustaiu

a $4,200 loss.

A

That's correct ..

Q

That was on the sale of these units constructed

on the Goldblatt property?
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A

Yea.

Q

How do you come up with $4,2007

A

If I have to sell to the Housing Authority --

I think the new figure was $22,000-somethinga

The three-

bedroom one and a half baths is the unit we are comparing.
In actuality, if you start going back to the
smaller units 9 you even lose greater because to cut one
bedroom out of the unit is the cheapest space you can
cut out of a unit.
If I were to go to a two-bedroom, I think

it~s

$18 8 000, and we would lose a greater percentage because
evidently the Housing Autht?rity is saying that one bedr.cc.:·:·

is worth $6,000o
Q

Have you made any computation on a four-bedroom

A

Four-bedroom?

I

Right.

f

unit?

II
I'

Q

Have you computed what it would cost

you to produce a four-bedroom unit?
A

We are selling one for $38.500 at the present

Q

Aren't there town houses in the county sellii,g

time.

for more than that?
A

Yes.

•
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Q

$38.000 ie about the middle of the market?

A

$38 0 000 is not the middle of our price.

Our

price middle would be less.
Q

In your personal knowledge of town housesp the

cost is substantially more than that, isn't that right?
A

No. we are selling them for $32,000 to $40,u00 9

which I would say is the averageo
Q

Are you personally aware of any town house

communities in the county where the average selling price
is more than $40,000!
A

Yes 1 in the McLean area we are contemplating

possibly going

~nto

a site there in the $50,000

MR. BETTIUS:

range~

I object to thato

BY MRa STEVENS:
Q

Do you have an estimate based on your own

experience in town house production of the cost of
producing an additional bedroom?

A

Well 1 l can give you -THE COURT:

(Interposing)

You mean keeping i ·;

within the 18 b7 30?
MR. STEVENS:

Yes, 1£ he has an estimate.

THE WITNESS:

An additional bedroom 0 18

MR·. STEVENS :

Yea.

by 30?

'":~i
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THE WITNESS:

It's impossible,

BY MR. STEVENS:
Q

What is your estimated cost of adding another

bedroom to that house?
THE COURT:

Again, I have to ask you:

do you

mean keeping within the confines of this size or do you
mean by making a bigger apartment?
MR. STEVENS:
this:

If I may, Your Honor. let me ask

would you need necessarily to change the interior

dimensions of the house?

THE WITNESS:
30, we do not build a

In an 18 by 30 or even a 20 by
4~bedroom

unit.

If we have a

basement, you can put it downetairsD but we are talking
about a slab unit now ·which we are crowded to get in the
storage, the heating, the

u~ility

area.

BY MR. STEVENS:

Q

Do you have a projection based on your own

experience, the cost of putting the basement back in then?
A

The basement?

Q

I believe it was your testimony that you had te

do much of the same work in the basement.
A
~liminate

Masonry,
that.

$~50,

and to replace the deck,

Nine hundred fifty bucks

~o

put a basement

:i
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back in the house.
Q

How much would it cost to add the fourth

bedroom in the basement?
A

.

Probably about $13 a square foot.

That~s

what

bricks and mortar, finished construction is costing us,
just finish space.
There a;re a lot o£-·variables to that.

You havF!

to take in the total.

Q

Let me see if I understand what you mean.

$13 a foot, is that
A

insi~e

Finished space.

That

the shell or $13 total?
Based on a total area of

sqtJk: ]'. ·:.

footage, that figure would go up substantially because

.;
I

you have the cheapest space available in the basement

area which is averaged in.
For example. if I were building a 2,100-squarefoot town house and one-third of it is basement unfinished,
that would, say, cost $3 a square foot as opposed to the
finished area of space of maybe $15, but when you take
one-third and average it with the two-thirds square
footage finished area, it drops proportionately.
That's why you.find a lot of units with basements because it's the cheapest space you can put ino

Q

Le~'s

assume again the 18-by-30 house on a slabo

i
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Are you saying then that you could add a basement and a
bedroom, finished bedroom area in the basement for a

total of $13 a square foot for the

~adroom?

A

No, you have got to add the basement back in.

Q

So you would

A

(Interposing)

You have got about $lpl00 or

$1,200 for the basement.

Q

$13 a square foot is not total construction

cost, that's some part of it?
A

You have got additional excavation.

got to add in excavation.

We have

We have got to add in window:.

~-

'·l

doors.
I mean, there are a lot of small items, but

obviously you just wanted a ball-park figure.
Q

'

.J

.. ~

Do you have an estimate then of the cost of

producing this ·fourth bedroom in a basement you have
added to the 18 by 30?
A

No, I have not done a study on it.

Q

Are you aware of what the Housing Author1ty 9 s

guideline price for a four-bedroom unit would be?
A

No, but I

Q

(Interposing)

A

No, sir; I don't have it in front of me.

Do you have that in front of you?
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MR. STEVENS:

That's in evidenceo

for itself.
TilE COURT:

You had better refer me to it.

got a lot of things in evidence.

I've \·':

You me~ page four of

I~

Stipulation exhibit 28?
MR. STEVENS:

THE COURT:

1·

~~
r;
p:

Right.

Which figure do you want me to look

at?
MR. STEVENS:
TliE COURT:

Do you have table three?
I.'m looking at 28 which was the

updated Housing Authority guidelines.

MR. STEVENS:
this.

That's the sheet that looks like

(Indicating)

THE COURT:
MR. STEVENS:
THR COURT:

Page four?
Right.
A correction to the answers to

interrogatories?
MR. STEVENS:
THE COURT:

Right.·
To refresh my recollection,

for the low cost or low income housing?

MR. STEVENS:

~

~ow

income units.

that~a

I
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BY 14R. STEVENS:

Q

Now, that $27,759, can you tell the Court whether

or not you have an estimate --

.

MRo BETTIUS:

(Interposing)

going to object to this

~ine

Your HonorP I'm

of inquiry.

The ordinance

says that they should be produced in the same proportion
they are produced in the development as a whole 8 and th3
way that the county is doing that is to average the units
together and you come up with something like 1£ you have
more threes than fours, you come out with a three point
one, and under those circumstances you produce no

MR. STEVENS:

four~.

I think it's fair to say the

ordinance says you produce at least a number of unitso
TliE COURT:

I think it's permissible if he could

show you could lessen your loss by putting 1n that fourth
bedroom and perhaps make a profit, then that would be
permissible cross examination.
BY MR. STEVENS:
Q

Do you have a present estimate, Mr. Simon, of

what it would cost you out of pocket to produce a fourbedroom unit based on a sales price of $27,759?

A
some

Not at the present time.

f~guring.

;.it

. :~ ....

I would have to do

I mean, we haven't actually broken it down.
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There's a lot more involved than just a bedroom downstairs.
You have to have a hallway.

.

You have to get

to it and I don't know whether you need a bathroom down
there or not.
Q

Let me ask you this --

A

(Interposing)

Ventilation also is another

problem.

Q

Is it your best judgment that at this period

in time it would cost

$5~500

to produce a bedroom!

A

No, I don't think it would cost $5,500.

Q

So itvs fair to say, is it not, that at the

..-_,
·'

-~·if
,,;;+

minimum, producing a four-bedroom such as you have
described, including the fourth bedroom in the basement 0

.'I

that would reduce the loss to which you have testified?
A

That's possible.

Q

What you are saying, you don't know at this

point in time how much?

A

No.

Q

You testified, I think, that the public housing

units or the low and moderate housing units required in
the ordinance wouldn't fit into your subdivision.
MR. BETTIUS:

He said the bonus units wouldn't.
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MRo STEVENS:

I think he testified that the
,

required units wouldn't fit into the subdivision.
MR. BETTIUS:

All right.

BY"MR. STEVENS:
Q

I would like you to explain to the Court, if

you will, why it is they won't fit?

MR. HAZEL: I

take it you mean physically or

other than physically?

MR. STEVENS:

Other than physically.

I'm

talking about the required unit now 9 the ones, part of
the 15 percent of what you are contemplating building
yourself.
THE WITNESS :

so badly.

It would cheapen down the unit

We probably would have to cheapen the exterior

as well.
From an appearance point of view is what I'm
talking about.

Of course, obviously inside you don't

know what it is, but to do a job on our subdivision,

w~

.try to get a harmonious development, you know, as far
as facade and this type of thing.
BY MR. STEVENS :.

Q

What kind of exterior materials have you used

in your $26,000

unit

price?

"I
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A

We used aluminum.

Q

Aluminum siding?

A

Right.

Q

Are you saying that doesn°t fit with the kind

of subdivision?
A

NoP we can get it in there for $26 9 000 0 but we

lose money.
Q

And it 0 s fair to say then the kind of unit you

were describing in response to Mr. Bettius' questions 9
that's not the kind of unit you are saying wouldn 9 t fit.
Other than

physically~

esthetically, in

whateve~

.
~

.:,~
·:.w

manner it is that one unit fits in with another in a

subdivision such as you are constructing, would it or
wouldnvt it fit in with the development?
A

Ycs 0 I think it would if we kept it in the

same plane.

Q

Do you have a figure here with you today, Mr.

Simon, concerning the amount of profit you have
experienced on units such as you have been describing

.i ··

.
.,

Burke Station?
.

'

A

Yeso

Q

How much profit are you deriving from the sale

of the 5.1 units?

.•

· ...

[~
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A

$2,700 a unit.

Q

$2,700 a unit?

A

That's right.

Q

And that's the difference, do I take it,

between the costs you have described here on this sheet?
A

It's to be added ono

Q

On

A

Right.

Q

Are there any other costs beyond the ones we

the total sale price?

have listed here that -A

(Interposing)

These

ar~

costs, projected

cas~~&
·,-.

We have projected to make greater profitD but you get
into problems of land development which do cut down your
profit and also eat into your -- increase the cost of
the unit. ·

This was the net.
Q

Have you ever in your own experience in

Guardian Construction Company ever attempted to engage
in the production of FHA subsidized or low or moderate
income housing?

this:

A

No.

Q

Have you contemplated ever

-~

let me ask you

are you aware of the so-called do it yourself
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option, the provision the ordinance makes to producing

.

moderate income dwelling units without subsidy?

A

Yes.

Q

Are you aware of the prices under the ordinance

as it presently stands which you would be permitted to
sell those units at?
I show you table three of Stipulation number
twenty.

(Indicating)

A

Is this the price range you are quoting to me?

Q

Right.

A

.Is this the number of bedrooms, three?
·..!·

Q

Right.

A

You're saying that I can sell the unit for --

Q

(Interposing)

I'm asking:

are you familiar

with the prices given on that table?
A

I'm familiar with the three bedroom prices.

Q

Isn't it a fact that that price is higher than

the price at which the Housing Authority can purchase a
three-bedroom unit?

A

Yes.

Q

So is it fair to say that your losses would.be

less on the nine-percent moderate income dwelling units
than they would
units?

be

on the six-percent low income dwelling
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A
h~ve

They could be, yes, but there's one fact you

to take into account, that on the low cost, if I

have a contract with the Housing Authority» they are
purchasing it, bang.

That's it.

Now, if I have it out on the site, I have got
to merchandise it.

I have got to sell it.

Now, granted there is a price differential
between what we are selling on the site as opposed to
this, but the cheapness of the materials and the questionable construction of the--- I didn't mean to say quality
of construction.
.r

The quality of construction would be the samaf.,

. ~ .;,,_
·-~

but the quality would be a lot different.

9

I don t know

if it will sell.
Q

Well, assuming for a moment that you --

A

(Interposing)

The price, we would have to cut --

we would save only $3,500.

There's only a $3,500 savings

if we built it under the moderate because we have to

~cid

back in the FHA financing, the points, the sales
commissions, closing costs, and you have got to realize
we are not making a profi.t at any of these points.

This is strictly gratis.

Q

Has Guardian Construction Company ever produced

-

.
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dwelling units at a price such as either of those would
be sold at'l

A

Never.

Q

How many town house units do you have, Mr.

Simon, on the tract you are developing at the present
time'l
A

177 in the front. ·

Q

And how many do you propose to build on the

Goldblatt tract?
A

Eighty.

Q

How many single-family?

A

250.

·And we have some additional land that is

presently landlocked at the rear of the tract for another

126 town houses.
Q

Another

A

We can•t get to it at the present time so there

126~

are no plans for it.
REDIRECT EXAMINATION
BY MR. BETTIUS:
Q
11

In your cross examination, Hr. Simon., the

harmonioua 11 came out.

war·~

I'm going to ask you if you will

read the portion of the ordinance on page 37 with
particular attention to the exterior of the low and
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i
~

I
moderate income dwelling should be designed to harmonize
with other residential structures on this site.
Do you know what that means?
A

I would assume that it means to be identical

to the existing dwellings, that is, the same materials,
the decor, the same appearance as everything else ou the
site.
Q

Would you say that for a certaintyl

A

I would say it's a pretty definite statement.

Q

Now, in terms of bedrooms and basements, are

you acquainted with any of the
developer might

~un

di~ficultiea

that· a

into in Fairfax County building those

units~

A

Light and ventilation would be one problem.

Q

Tell His Honor about that.

Explain that

situation in more detail.

A

Well, under the Fairfax County Housing Code

you have to have a certain amount of ventilation and
light in every bedroom.
That could be a problem.

Your bedroom might

wind up in the front end of the building and you can't
get a habitable space down there.
Constructionwise it might not work.

Anything
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is possible I would imagine.

Q

Mr. Simon, the materials of the aide walls,

if this were an interior unit, it couldn't be on the
side 0 either, could

it~

A

No, you're really working with the rear of the

Q

You can only work in those units where you

unit.

have a rear

exposure~

A

Walk-out basement.

Q

What would the walk-out basement add to the

.·~

·..

~

construction cost as opposed to just building a basement?
Was that figure added into your computation?
A

Well 0 it is higher because we put in glass

sliding doors and we use all brick on our buildings.

We

don't use cinder block and paint it.
We use brick and face it so that it has an
attractive appearance.

ln other words, we don't cheapen

the construction.

MR. BETTIUS:
THE COURT:

No further questions.
Mr.

Stevens~
I

MR. STEVENS:

i

RECROSS EXAl-UUATlON

·l

BY MR. STEVENS:

Q

j

thing.

~e

With respect to the basement here, you are not
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aware of any building code requirement that if you're
going to a third level in a town house that it baa to
have a sliding glass door and brick.facing, are you?
A

Not but you say it has to harmonize and if all

the other units going along the row have glass sliding
doors, I would assume the low coBt units would have to
have the aame in order to harmonizee
Q

Do you mean precisely the same?

A

Yeso

Q

It does not --

A

(Interposing)

I think harmonize means every-

thing in accord, going togethero
Q

In other words you can 8 t have a variety in

which a number of distinct entities could harmonize one
with the other?
A

Well, I guess it 0 a a question of taste.

That's

why they make red and that's why they make blue.
Q

It's possible isn't it in view of whoever was

charged with approving and administering the ordinance,
they would view it in a different manner possibly than
you do?
A

That's very possible, but their taste might

be quite different than ours, and since we are building
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it 1 we feel that we are the merchandisers.
Q

With respect to marketing, if there were

available organizations or someone with a waiting list
of qualified·purchasers for units such as the stripped
units you are talking about, assume that for a momentD
if you will, and that no one need look to you for any

promotion, there are people waiting in line to buy, would
that have an effect on your marketing cost?
MR. BETTIUS:

If Mr. Stevens is going to pre-

suppose a guarantee backed by a surety, I want to know
what the nature of the assurance is.
I think the question is open to a great deal
of speculation.
THE COURT:

I think the question answers itself.

If you have a ready market and people available, there
would be lesser market coats than if you don't.
Then there would be higher marketing costs.
You have answered it yourself.

MR. STEVENS:
THE COURT:

That's all I have.
You said earlier that in arriving
,

at your costs of a

stripp~d

THE WITNESS:
THE COURT:

18-by-30 slab two-story house

(Interposing)

Yes.

You said that you take out all the

I

I

·I

l
l

I

i

so
appliance a?

THE WITNESS:
THE COURT:

All but the stove.
All except the stove1

Yes 0 airo

THE WITNESS:
THE COURT:
we have

hea~d

Row, would that comply with what

as the 235 or the 236 standard of FHA or

now HUD1

to them.

THE WITNESS:

Your Honor, I have never applied

I don't know.

I waa told that this was allow.i-

:.1

able.
!HE C01JI.T :

What quallfiea under 203?

THE WITNESS:

203 baa to be a deliverable unit

and you have to not only put a refrigerator
must certify to its model

in~

..

but you

uumber~

.

The same way with all applieances.

'

Ic other

words, they muat be existing and hooked up at the time
of the final inspection.

THE COUJlT:

Bow la lt you remove.' the

refrigerator from this stripped unit?

It seems to me

offhand that's rather unusual delivery, a unlt·wlthour

r.(

'·

a refrigerator lD these mod en daye.

~

1

• ,I

THE WITNESS:

THE COURT:

It .ia.

'

Where did you find you do not have

...

-::
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to provide a refrigerator1

THE WITNESS:

From Mr. Morrell (phonetic), I

believe, ln our interview at his -- ·he said the unit
could be stripped down and the appliances taken out.

THE COURT:

It seems to me the ordinance would

require you at least to provide an icebox for somebody,
but that really is not my function.
You may step down.

Call your next witness.
(Witness excused)

--Thereupon
RICHARD N. . DAVIS

was called as a

witne~s,

and after being duly sworn,

was examined and testified aa follows:
DIRECT EXAMINATION
BY MR. BETTIUS:
Q

Mr. Davis, will you state your name for the

record, please1

A

Richard N. Davis.

Q

What is your occupation, Mr. Davis?

A

I'm a civil' engineer and land surveyor.

Q

~d

A

Dewberry, Nealon & Davia, 8411 Arlington

with what company or firm do you practice!

..

.....

~
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Boulevard, Fairfax.

Q

Are you an engineer licensed to practice in

Virginia!

Q

Are you a partner in the firm, sir?

A

Yes.

Q

Have you been accepted as an expert witness in

the courts of Fairfax County prior to this?

A

Yes, I have.

Q

You also have acted aa a consultant in county

matters?
A

Ye•.

I

- j
I

MR. BETTIUS:

Mr. Stevens, I assume you will

stipulate Mr. Davia.

MR. STEVENS:

As an expert?

MR. BETTIUS:

Yea.

MR. STEVENS:

No objection.
j

BY MR. BETTIUS:

J
:j

Q

Have you had any degree of experience in the

development of town bouse units in Fairfax County aB a
civil engineer?

A

Yea, I have.

Q

Can you estimate approximately bow

m~ny

units

I
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you have designed or perfor_med services in connection

with?
A

We have performed land planning and engineering

and architecture for hundreds, probably thousands of
units.

Q

I'm going to ask you if part ·Of your responsi-

bility in terms of your engineering capability is to
estimate costs for the developer of improving lots.

A

Yes, it is.

Q

Based on your .experience over let's say the last.

year, 12 calendar months, could you estimate for us, sir»

what the average cost of development is for a town house
unit in Fairfax County, land
A

developmen~?

The land development for a typical town house

unit considering only the development within the cluster
and not the development of peripheral roads, off-site
sewers and so on runs approximately $3,500 a unit.
This does not include the land costG

This is

just the improvements.
Q

Now, are off-site sanitary and storm drainage

rights common to town house development in Fairfax County?
A

Very common.

Q

How about improvements of frontage and streets,
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is that common?
A

Yes.

Q

Do these factors inerease the cost, Mr. Davis?

A

They increase the costs considerably.

Q

And is an average price of $4t000 unusual?

A

Not at all.

Q

So it's a varying circumstance with every

.

particular piece of ground and you take each piece of
ground as you find it then, is that correct?
A

That' a correct.•

Q

Is that a correct

A

Yes.

Q

I'm going to ask you, sir, if you are

anal~sia?
,,,

.s
·~"'

•.•. Y.

acquainted with this project.

(Indicating)

·~

•,

A

Yea, I am.

(Thereupon, there was had a discussion
outside the hearing of the court reporter.)
MR. STEVENS:

1 don't have·any objection to ito

MR. BETTIUS:

Your Honor, I will at this time

offer in evidence this development plan which was the

.

basis for rezoning of this particular piece of property
which is located near the intersection of Zion and Guinea

Road in Fairfax County.
,,
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ltR. STEVENS:

TilE COURT:

No objection, Your Honor.

This part:f.cular property, you r11ean

the property of your client?
ltR. BETTIUS:

No, sir; it 1 s just a project: that

Mr. Davis has worked on in his job.
THE COURT:
HR. STEVENS:
THE COURT:

Any objection. Mr. Stevens?
No objection.
It will be received as Stipulation

number 23.
(Thereupon, the exhibit referred to above

was marked Stipulation Exhibit No. 23 in
Evidence.)
THE COURT:
MR. BETTIUS:

What is the name of thG project?
This is the Kings Park West

town house project.
BY r-1R. BETTI US:

Q

Hr. Davis, I'm going to ask you relative to

this particular project whether this map does show a
topographic analysis of the physical features of the
ground as they exist.
A

That's correct.

Q

And how would you describe the topography in

terms of this piece of ground?
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A

The topography is relatively moderate in the
I

areas where we show the town house clusters; however, as
you approach the areas of the proposed lake and

stre.ltil

valleys, it becomes steep, a degree of steepness exceeJing
15 percent.
Q

Now, Mr. Davis, do you recall what the zoning

classification granted on this particular piece of
property was?
A

RTC-5.

Q

Was the developer able to yield

A

No, he was not.

Q

All right, sir.

that~

'If the developer in this

ca~a

opted under the ordinance to develop in the low-moderate
category, could you tell His Honor what the effect of the
15-percent addition in his density would do to the
typography in terms of the project1
A
slopes.

You would then be required to develop steeper
Essentially you would establish the development

into the steeper slopes.
Q

Would these be the first slopes of the stream

valley?

A

That's correct.

Q

Is there a policy in Fairfax County that is

Sl

existent today about first slope development in the

stream valleys?
A

In the Pohick restudy master plan there is such

a policy about preserving the stream slopes.

Q

Is thia land located in the Pohick watershed?

A

Yes, it is.

Q

All right, Mr. Davis, relative to the standards

of development that might be imposed on the project or
any other project, have the standards increased, sir?

MR. STEVENS:

I'm sorry.

I didn't hear all of

that question.

BY MR. bETTIUS:
Q

County standards for street

develop~ent,

have

those standards been recently changed?
A

Both for private streets and public streets,

Q

What is the nature of those changes?

A

Basically additional widths, additional paving

yes.

thicknesaes, additional more costly streets.

Q

Have you any estimate, sir, of the increase in

cost to the developer in to'vn house categories at this
time by virtue of new county standards that were not yet
iu effect at the time of the rezoning of this piece of
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property and that of Mr. Simon, the other developer?
A

Are you talking about streets1

Q

Yes, sir.

A

I've never made an eatimate, no.

Q

Mr. Davis, with respect to, say, the RTC·-1.0

category, what is the permissible density

yi~eld

in that

category by law?
A

The maximum yield would be ten

to~~

hou3e units

per acre.

Q

Have you computed, sir, based on the require-

ments of the ordinance and the new street requirements
how many units are now possible as a matter of right under
that ordinance?
A

I have not done any plans under the new

provisions; however, we have always had difficulty getting
ten units per acre under the RTC-10 ordinance.

Q

Can you state as a matter of certain knowledge

that at this time ten units per acre would be impossi.ble
under the
A

RTC-10~

I don't think it would be 1mpossible 1 but. you

get into more exp£nsive-typ~ homes in order to f(t th~

terrain or you are required to use expensive ratainiug
walls or a more vnried architecture and units

~! }iL <P!'d;-__ij

. &mW&ZiOL!USdWmm

ZZ:ZZZ&:AL£
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more -costly to build.
Q

The question, Mr. Davis is, in the RTC-10

category, if one desired to build this property to the
maximum, ten units per acre, could he get the density

bonus?

A

With the homes that are in our typical projects

which we are designing, he could not find a place to put
those on the tract.
MR. BETTIUS:

No further questions.

CROSS EXAHINATION
BY l1R. STEVENS:

Q

You did say, if I understood you correctly.

Mr. Davis, that given the right kind of creative engineering
and architectural design, there wouldn't be any problem
with fitting an additional seven and a half percent of

the original maximum density on the property?
A

If you're willing to put in retaining walls

wham your grade changes between the parking lots it:

probably would be possible at an additional cost and
possibly also a factor in the size of the units.
Now, if the units are fairly large and expensive,
your difficulty, of course, would ba increased
dously.

tr~men
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Q

Right» but smaller units?

A

Well, I'm --

Q

(Interposing)

A

I'm talking about the units, typicill units we

That would be

easie.~?

arc doing in our projects today.

Q

If you made 15 percent of the units substan-

tially smaller than the .typical town house in the projects
today, would thnt

~ake

it easier to fit the additional

seven and a half parcent on the site?
A

You would have a· tough time getting them on.

Q

That's·not the

questio~.

If you made fifteen

percent of the units smaller than the units that are
customarily built which you are referring to, would it
make it easier to get an additional seven and a h&lfpercent density on the site?
A

Yes, hut I'm still not sure you

Q

I appreciate that.

could do it.

All I want is an answer

to the question.

A

Any time it's a smaller unit, it's going to

have to be easier.

Q

With respect to the King$ Park West site, are

you sufficiently

A

Yes.

fa~iliar

with that ground in that site?

...

I

~-

-

-

.

•
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:q

I

l

If it had been your client's desire, could you

have designed a town hous.e community on that site Hhich

I

'

I

would have included one hundred sev(!n and one half.

i

pereent of the permissible density?

I

!

'I

A

Well, we don't have the permissible density

on that to hezin with.
Q

Right.
Ho~r1

T!l!. COURT:

big is that site, by the way?

TR! WITNESS:

I don't know.

•m.

There is an area tabulation on

BETTIUS:

it that bas been
TH~

c~rtlfied

COURT:

to.

Sixty-six-plus acres and it

yield~

three hundred five units.

BY MR.
Q

STF.V~NS:

I'll repeat the question, Mr. navis.
If your client had gone to you and said, "I

w#tnt 107

pE'r~ent

of 315, 330 units,''

wh~tever

the.

rr.a~:~_roum

under the pr<:!vf.ous RTC-5 would be, could you have clcsi.r,ned

a to1m house

A
the

that

~1ould

fit on the ground?

Yes, but it would have been in violation of

slope!~

we would

eol"~uni ty

and we 'fould have to give up some of the

hnv~

the county

to

o~it

r~qnirc"d

some of the public f6cilitie8 that·

in this case.
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liR. STEVENS:

That's all I have.

MR. BETTIUS:

No further questions.

THE COURT:

I assume you gentlemen have r.othing

\···

1
I

1:

further.
Correct.

!·1R. HAZEL:

MR. BETTI US:

We will call 1-!r. Parome 1.
(Witness excused)

Thereupon
JA!-1'ES. D. PAmfEL

was ealled as a witness, and after having been duly

sworn, was examined and testified as
DIRECT

follo~a:·

~XAM!ltATION

BY l·tR. BETTI US:

Q

lir. Patnmel, would you state your name, please?

A

James D. Pammel.

Q

P.y whom arf! you employed , l·fr. P atnme 17

A

Fairfax County.

Q

In what capacity?

A

Di~ector

of the division of land use

adroinistrRtion under the department of county develorroent.

Q

What are the functions of that department?

A

t!n receive and process all applicationq dealing
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\Jith a use of ground including applications for zoning,
special use peru:ita, variances.

We also prepare

amend~ents

to the zoning

ordinance and special studies as directed by the board.

Q

Would it also be fair to say, Mr. Pammel, =hat

you are in charge of the preparation of staff

report~

to

the board in cooperation with other agencies that reflect
on con.lornJity to roaster plans and intent of mast•::r plans?
A

That's correct.

Q

Hr. Pammel, would you define for the Court if

you are acqu.ainted with the term as a planner, "urban
sprawl 11 1

A

Define urban sprawl?

Q

Yes.

A

Well, I guess it's generally interpreted as a

Would you do that, if you could?

sea of sprawling residential developments that continue,
generally
Q

which was

~pcakln~,

without too much interruption.

All right. sir.
~dopted

Was there a recent master plan

in Fairfax County which one of its

primary purposes was to combat urban sprawl in ohe of
the watersheds existent in Fairfax County1
A

\·.'ell, I t};.ink it haH been basically a policy

of the coun t:y fo ~.- son.e

peri~>c.:.

of time.
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Q

Would you tell 'His Honor what specific plan

comes to mind?
A

The Pohick Stream watershed plan han bean one

of the recent ones, and also to some extent the Upper
Potomac plan.

Q

\1ould it be a fair eharneterization,

~r.

Pammel, to S3y that the other primary intent of that.
master plAn was

to~eserve

a uni1ue environment in the

nature of slope topography that exists in the watershed?
A

Yes.

Q

Is that not a stated purpose of the plan?

A

That is the stated purpose.

Q

Now, at the time that plan was developed, Mr.

Pnrnmel, dicl we

hav~

the

lo<t~

and moderate income orrl:f..nnnce

in Fairfax County?
A

No, we did not.

Q

11r. Pnmmel. would i.t be a fair statement thttt

one of the chief tools that has been used in Fairfax
County in_prnserving the steep slopes in the Pohick
watershed
A

hn~

been the town house mode of

develop~ent?

I wouldn't say it has been a chief tool.

would say that it has been one of the tools.
probnbly

h£:~

been about the mont iMportnnt,

I

The rnH
considr.rin~

r

I'
I

I
i

I
I

t

!
l
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the fact we have only had it since just a matter of about
two years now.
Q

You have ~one one, haven't you, the Lynch

property?

I

A

No, Lake Braddock.

Q

lias Lynch been built yet?

I

A

Lynch has not been built, but has been zoned.

Q

So you have actually then zoned one project

!

I

i

I

i

I

l
;

that's under way, is that correct) Lake Braddock?
A

That's correct.

Q

Do

you know how many to"'-rn house units have been

built and sold in the Pohick?
A

Quite a number.

Q

Substantially more than ever contemplated in

the Yeonas project, wouldn't that be a fair statement?
A

I don't have the figures at hnnd.

1 can't sny

yes or no.
Q

I think ue will progress a little faster, Hr.

Pammel, if -MR. STZVZNS:

(Interposing)

please, my word, he's hia witness.
on the s t8.nd •

If Your Hohor

He has the

witneaa

answer.
l·:.R • IL~ T 1' J. US :

Honor, and l waa

He sal d he did n 1 t kli. ow , Yo ur

~roccedinL

ca.

that question, sir?
'l'H>:
EY
~

~·11

TN;:ss:

l·l~.

:·· r.

No, sir.

DZTTI US:

2 c:.tm~ e l, would you ~~? 1 a in

ti.l H :t a ~~~):::\or

the

provision in the master plan relative to development iu

first valley slopesc
A

Would you repeat that question?

Q

Hould you explain to His Honor, if you kn0\'1, the

provisions of the rohick master plan relative to development of the first valley slopes?

A

~hen

Q

(Interposing)

you speak of the first valley -Stream valley slopes in the

Pohick watershed.
A

The policy generally -- Your !Ionor • I have to

try to give this to

JOU

in capsule form.

policy is to preserve the stream valley

The couilty's
alopcs~

anJ

part i c u 1 a r 1 y t b c s t rca m v a 11 e y 1 t 3 e l f , p 1 us t l:e grad c !'
of 15 percent or greater.

'-i

Thone

~lope

u

upp~ nr

with g re~ t

fr(! q uen(; y l.u

the Pohick watershed, do they not?
yes~

A

They do 1

Q

And isn' ~ it the atten:;pt or the stutc~c~ i.Hllicy

of the county even away from the first vallay

sla~as

that

development be ruinimized where slope topography 2xcecds
15 percent?
A

Yes, and there are specific policies contained

in the plan relating to .that.

Q

Mr. Pammel, in order to bring developers'

applications for rezoning into harmony with the intent

of the county master plans and policies, haven't you
consistently and with great diligence worked with
developers to limit the amount of density that they took,
even in zonings where they were permitted more?
A

Well, I wouldn't say it has been as much as

limiting the density.

1 think some developers on their

own volitiot'li have limited density, but 1. think it'o heen

our primary concern to encourage development that
utilizes ground efficiently, respects severe slopes,
respects the wooded nature of the tract, if it ~~ wooded,

and therefore we try·to get a better quality of development.
If in certain -instances density is

t,'lO

.:-~~itl-·erne
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t;,nder the si.tuation or the conditions that you have, we
sut~e&t

might well

Q

a density be lowered.

In fact, in the Guardian Construction

which is the

re~oning

c~sc

of the Goldblatt property, you

specifically did that, did you not?
You requested and you got cooperation from the
developer that

h~

would not

d~velop

mora th&n three
~

dwcllinc units per acre showing to him the benefits that
came to hie project under that particular type of an

approach to zoning?
A

l1r. tettius, I think couplecl with that also

was the fact that the master plan itself had specific
density lit:)itations or recor;..mendation;:.\ for this area,

so we were simply reflecting the master plan, its density
and bow it

r~l~t~d

to the question of the property in

hand.
Q

\J=.>uld it be your testitoony • l1r. Paniruel, that if

the density,

s~:ty,

had been increased 15 percent on

Guardian applicntion, that would be out of harmony

tht~

~ith

the intent of the master plan7
A

lt. could have been under those circumstu.nces.
ln fact, you know that is true, don't yo~1

,
I'.

l \·•·oulu have to look at it and f;ee ho\" the

~

i

t
t
I

f

I

d~velopment

Q

took place.

If the Pohick watershed went at an excess of
per~ittcd

15 percent of what it is

under the

~oning

category and v1hut it was zoned, would you consider this
to be out of harmony?
1·1R. STEVENS:

I don't know where the 15 IH.:rcent

is coming from.
THE COURT:
HR. BETTI US:

I don't either, sir.
Seven and a half pe.rcent.

BY" l1R .• BETTI US:

Q

It

Seven and a half percent, would you consider

that critical in .the Po·hick'l

f!
I

i

A

Not necessarily.

Again, I

m~an

there are a

i

I
I

number of different elements that come into play.

We

are talking about the composition of the development.

f

If the population per dwelling unit,as an
example,is less in the ·type of

dev~lopment

that has the

increased density as opposed to a conventional aingle
family,. ue hnvc to look at the

equivalc~nt

population

figures.

Our concer~ is b~sically.population and what
impact it haa upon the public facilities.
\~

!1r. Patrmt."'l, I 1 m going to direct you·._.. lt.ttention
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to your very

present~tion

that was made the day that the

board of supervisors considered the Guardian tract.
I'm noing to ask you if you did not get up and
express a concern that was supposedly a concern of the

county staff that the populntion in that neighborhood was
critically overtaxed and that no further density increases
should be permitted in that

n~ighborhood.

'tle did reflect that statct~e:nt.

A

That's correct.

Q

And wasn't the overpopulation that

\-UlS

reflected

in that particular·neighborhood in the neighborhood of
150 or 200 people?

Isn't that what was concerning you!
A

My recollection is that that was.

Q

So it would appear then that relatively small

percentages of population causes the staff great concern,
isn't that true?
A

It is, Hr. Bettius, under certain conditions

where you have public facilities that are planned to the
po1.nt that. the population is being projected to a certain

figure and the npplication exceeds what is planuad or
whllt is existing to serve that neighborhood.

Q

~Jell,

won't seven and a half percent applied

unifore1ly t.o the Pohick do thnt, lir. Pamr.1el?

"11

A

I would say in some areas a seven and a half-

percent increase in density would have a tendency to tux

some certain facilities.
I

iI

Q

It would be a fact, wouldn't it, that under

such circumstances it would destroy the intent of the
plan as it

~Jn.s

proposed and adopted by the board of

supervisors?
A

! don't think it's going

tl)

destroy the ~:.ntcn.t.

Saven and a half percent might create a problem in one
neighborhood, but by and large for the enti::a Pohick,

seven and a half percent will have a minimal impact.
It's the same issue
amenities i.n the PDH.

as the bonuses for the

That was studied carefully nnd t-:e

found that that additional bonus there would not overtax
the facilities.
It was specifically provided for in the plan.
Q

Let's go back to the Lynch ca:Je.

Didn't: tl.e

staff very earnestly opposo granting of additional dcusity
in the Lynch

\-:~ar~

because of a supposed violation of the

master plan?
A

Not the master plan, Mr. Bettius.

It was more

of a question of not a major impact on facilities ns it
was the tir:-ln[ of the avttill!b1.1ity of the facil

~r.ti~3.
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Q

Wasn't that proposed for low and moderate

incorae, ~".nsra' t the~ re a moderate and low income unit

provision?
A

The dens i t y 0 rn y rc co 11 e c t ion 1. ~ it ,,., as r.l i e h t ly

in excess of

t·T~lat

the plan called for, and a certain

percentage of tha project was to be low and

8odcrat~.

Q

You strongly opposed that case, didn't you7

A

He OP!'OS r~d the npplication ..~s be ins no1tcon .~orr.Jm~ster

ing to the Pohick

Q

ri~ht.

All

plan.

Now, Mr. Pammel, I'm going to take

you back to the time of the

rezo~ing

of that parcel of

ground that is identified herein as the

l~ings

Park Haot

rezoning plan.
I'm referring to Stipulation exhibit
Are. you

acqu~int~~~

23.

l-lf.th that, l·1r. Pammel?

A

YeB,

Q

(!oul~ :'Oll t<!ll.

as a planner

nunb~r

I am.

~~or!.

H1.s Honor whnt -- in your

r ..d . nd

~1h:tt tla!l

:lng on bcha\f of the county,

the most criticnl factor in the rezoning of thio caee?

A

Th ~ n,., ~"' t critic a 1

r actor

i. u

r~~ spec t

to thin

particular application wn~ the slope and the dev~loprncnt

of thC' trn•:!t with!n the nraas that were

sblt~

to n.ecom-

modatc that d0v3lopmcnt in tcrmA of the grade?

th~
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topography.
Q

lir. Pammel, would you consider it to be a

serious violation of the Pohick master plan eoneept of
slope preservation if units by virtue of this ordinance
were forced into a slope area?
A

I'm afraid we have a basic conflict.

I tbink

1tere any increase in density could jeopardize what would
otherwise be a vary good plan.
Q

..\nd you, Hr. Pammel, when. the developer proposed

some minor changas that would encro·ach into these slopes,

you

immediat~ly

distaste for

reported it to the county engineer,your.

it,a~d

I

stopped preliminary processing of

the site plan on the project because of very minor
modifications that went into tho slopes, isn't that
correct?
A

Mr. Dettius, I think it was more than that.

I

think there were some major changes in the design which
departed from that that had been presented at an earlier
stage.
There was some encroachment, but there were
alao some clcsig'n change's that concerned the staff.
c~

t:ould it be a falr statement, Mr. Pammel, that

• ;os t of the tot-.rn house zonincs that h.?.ve been achieved

.....

r
t

l.

i:
.r

i

J,
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in Pohick have been done under the density permitted as
a maximum in the particular ordinance applied for?

A

Yes, they have by and large.

Q

And why in your conception has this been done?

A

In my opinion why has this approach been taken?

Q

As

opp~sed

to the developers developing the

maximum density that would be permitted.
A
matter of

Well, in some instances I'm sure it'D bean a
e~onomics.

Some of the property has been

extremely 2ifficult to develop and it has been found that
it is easier to develop on small areas and increasing the
density as cp.posed to conventional single family.
Q

Would it be a fair statement that what it's

come dotm to is a sincere desire on the part of the
development corr.munity in t-Torking with the staff to preserve
the slopes of the Pohick?
A

Ch, yes, certainly.

There has been this

cooperation throughout.

Q

And secondly to try and achieve population

balance in P0hick?
TH~

COURT:

What is that, sir?

MR. BETTIUS:
that just n little bit.

Well, Mr. Pamwel, let's get into

7 •.
_,

BY NR. BSTTIUS:

Q

Is the Pohick watershed divided first into

neighborhoods?
A

Yes.

Q

Geographically bounded by certain features

~f

topography or roads?:
A

That's correct.

Q

Does each neighborhood h3va

as5ign~d

to it a

population?
A

It has a populatton assigned to it, that's

correct.
Q

variouD

And various types of development are assigned
pop~J3tions

and densities, isn't that correct?

A

That's correct.

Q

All right.

pose to you is:

So the question that I would then

the two main purposes of this plnn

stream preservation, stream

~·7:?,re

valley and slope prcservn.t1.on,

and to try to achieve a population goal?
A

Well, don't we achieve it by providing a

diversity of housing accommodations?

Q

Yes, nir.

A

I think that was the basic clement of the Pohick

plan.

,
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Q

I'm ~oing to ask you pursuant to the intent of

that plan if you have not encourazed the development
community and the development community has agreed in

many cases -- in fact, most cases, to develop belot-1
density permitted in the ordinance grant tht:Lt they got.
A

1 would say that that generally is a fair

statement, that most of the developers have.

Q

Had developers elected to develop at the density

which they were granted, in other words, RTC-5, five
units to thP acre, or

RTC~lO,

ten units to the acre,

would you not have had serious complications relative

to population and relative to slope topography?
A·

Uell·, if we are talking nhout the most recent

applicationst

c~rtainly

where the county granted RT-5 or

RTC-5 with an understanding that the tract would be
developed at a densi.ty of two and a half dwelling units
per acre, yes, there would have been an

irop~ct

in both

respects had it gone to the maximuc, but how many of

those cases there are as opposed to the total development
picture in the ?ohick watershed, that is statistics that
I don't have before me.

Q

Let me ask you this:

what was the first case
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was ~dopted?

A

There have been so many, Mr. Bettius.

Q

Wns not Burke Station one of the first?

A

I think it was, yea.

Q

And Carey?

A

We have had many developed substantially below

the permitted density that was granted to the developer

at the

tim~

I

of ?.oning.
~1oulu

say again from toy reco llec ti on the.t !1r.

Carey's was a planned unit using conventional zoning
categories, but that pretty much is developed consistent

with the densities that were permitted by the zoning.
The other application, Burke Station Square,

they were

grant~d

higher density zoning, but have been

developed at a lower density.
Q

faced with

Let me ask you this:
thi~

if the developers nre now

ordinance and with the econorr.ic pressures

that they hnvc ender this ordinance, if they elect to
develop to the full

~xtent

of their zoning categories and

elect in addition to that a seven and a half-percent
bonus, what would hnppen to
A

Pell, you say if

full extent 0£

thcl~

~our

th~y

Pohick plan?
elect to develop to the

zonin3 and 1 would question whether
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that's possible.
On paper now using figures, it might be, but

practically and physically in the field, I doubt it very
seriously.
I doubt that it would be possible.

Q

We know there are on many of these projects,

if they did go into the slopes, there would be substantial
possibilities for density expansion, is that not correct?
A

That's correct.

Q

But in case after case after case you have

asked the people to withdraw units from their development
based on what you conceive the topography to be.
A

We have

Q

You know, do you not, that many of these cases

1~

certain instances.

have substantial density that could be achieved out of
them if you were willing to sacrifice the goals that you
and the county have established in the master plan?
A

I would say again that this is possible and

under certain of the projects --

Q

(Interposing)

Let me go back one more time,

Mr. Pammel, and ask you this question:

if the developers

elected because of the constraints of this ordinance to
develop to their full density and take advantage of a
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seven and a half-percent increase in density on site,
would not the Pohick plan be substantially. in fact
totally violated?

A

I do not think so, no.

Q

So, Mr. Pammel 0 it is your position under oath

today that in all future applications in the Pohick, if
they are RTC-5 or RTC-10, that's not going to concern
you!

A

I think working within the general policy

guidelines of that plan -• and we're trying to do that
certainly increases of density aa would be allowed for
the low

and moderate, which is a specific policy of the

board, there is enough flexibility.
I mean, certainly the county could provide the
public facilities in these areas to accommodate this
increase in growth.
Seven and a half percent just isn't that much.
Q

We're not talking about seven and a half

percent, sir.

We~re

talking about taking stream valley

slope constraints off of those

develope~s

who have

limited their densities to stay out of them.
MR. STEVENS:

If Your Honor please, is he

arguing with his witness or is he going to ask him
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i
\

another question?

i

f

\

MRo BETTIUS:

\

BY MR. BETTIUS:

l

Q

I'm asking him the question.

Mr. Pammel. if those cases that have been zoned

in the Pohick watershed so the first valley slopes don't
count any more, the steep sloped topography doesn't count

at all and the developers elect to develop to the maxitnum

l
~
I

of their density plus seven and a half percent, what

I

happens to the Pohick plan?

I

A

Are you speaking in terms of the cases that are

on record today where zoning

\

~aa

been granted and not

future applications?

\

Q

Yes, air.

A

I would say that there ia a possibility then

)

that those people could -- if the land is

availa~le,

that they could do it, but I think the board would have
to consider in the future a different approach to development in the Pohick if that issue is going to be of major

I
i

concern.
Q

It would be your position as· a planner to say

that because these people have developed this density
that we are going to take it away from vacant
A

'l

ground~

No, I'm saying that in order to preserve the
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stream valley slopes, that if we are talking in terms of
very high density, just to get that

protection~

perhapa

we should look at the plan again in terms of perhaps
lowering the densities over all.
Q

What you are basically saying then is that the

ideology of the plan as it is at present and tha theory
of the plan is destroyed, is that correct?
A

I'm not saying that at this point in time.

We arc talking about two or three or a half dozen or so
applications where there is z.oning that has been granted
that would permit a density that would exceed what other-

wise the plan called for 1£ it were built to the total
possible density, but because of other considerations
where stream valleys have stayed or remained undisturbed,
the net density has been lowereda

Q

The point is --

A

(Interposing)

It's not that much of a problem,

the isolated cases that we have.

Il

Those cases, the limited number of those cases
are not going to destroy the intent or purposes of a
plan that covers a very substantial area of the· county.
Q

Mr. Pammel, what I'm bas.ically saying is this:

the plan has been adopted.
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:A

Q

That's correcto
It's been implemented for something like three

years, is that right1

A

That's right.

Q

If we now because of this low and moderate

ordinance change the character of that development -let me withdraw that.
Mr. Pammel, prior to the time that

~~e

even had

consideration of the low-moderate ordinance, in many
neighborhoods in Pohick you were beginning to express
extreme concern about population, is that right1

A

We have expressed that concern, right.

Q

And those areas that have been developed just

by virtue of the grants of zoning in the normal course

of things in Fairfax County, when.neighborhoods begin
to fill out and fully develop, have traditionally become
overpopulated, haven 8 t they?
A

Well, I can't say that to be a fact that they

traditionally have.

Q

Let's take neighborhood five in Pohick.

A

Yes.

Q

Neighborhood 12, is that now going ovcr7

over?

Is it.

i
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A

I think there are several in Pohick that are

over the original projection.
Q

All of those that are now filling out have

developed over density. haven't they?
A

Yes.

Q

Isn't it true that a variation of two and

three percent over the projected population has caused

your office great concern?
My office or the county?

A

Well, wait a minute.

Q

Well, the official position of the county

staff.
MR. STEVENS:

If Your Honor please, he hasn't

laid a foundation for him to be able to speak for the

official position of the county staff, assuming there is
an official position of the county staff.
MR. BETTIUS:

I will lay the

foundation~

I

think we are getting at it.
BY MR. BETTIUS:
Q

Do you not, Mr. Pammel 0 partieipate in the

meetings of the staff units that go to make the _zoning
presentations at the board meetings?

A

Yes, airo

Q

Who participates in that?

I

I
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t

'j

I

I

=

A

The division of planning and various agencies

within the county, including the people that administer

t

II
'

the PL566 law.

Q

And your opinion is just one of many7

A

That's right.

Q

Your opinion does not reflect the consensus of

that group all or some of the time, isn't that correct?
A

We all have our own individual opinions.

Q

From those individual opinions comes a

I'"

consensus~

does it not, which is reported to the county board?

~,·..J·
!_,

'l

'.\

A

That's correct.

Q

Let me get away from asking you what your

opinions are.

-

'

Mr. Pammel, is it not a faet that the

staff consensus in zoning cases is that there are critic&
population problems in the Pohick?
A

Yes, in several instances.

Q

Ia it not the staff position in the Pohick

watershed that increases in density of two or three
percent are serious?

'.
~

A

1°m not going to say that is a staff consensus.

I think that has been basically the·consensus arrived at
in one division, and they have expressed their concern,
and it is not always followed up as a staff consensus.

,,
"

·..··
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At the time that was presented, it was presented
as a separate presentation and not as a staff position.

THE COURT:

What division was that?

THE WITNESS:

The division of planningo

BY MR. BETTIUS:
Q

Let's get to this case, l1r. Pammel.

This is

the case in suit, the Goldblatt property.
A

Yes.

Q

Do you reeall the rezoning of this case?

A

Yes, I do.

Q

Was there a companion case with this one filed

by an attorney named Babson relative to an application
by a Nathan Caden (phonetic)?

Do you recall that?
A

There was an application on the adjoining

property which would have been to the west.
Q

How many units were generated on that property?

A

In terms of specific

units~

I can't say.

I

don't have the figure.
Q

Wasn't there a substantial disagreement between

attorney and staff on the provision of some nine units
because the density under one approach was three
MR. STEVENS:

(Interposing)

1 object to that.

36

I don't know what possible difference it could make
whether or not there was a difference of opinion between
the county staff and a lawyer representing someone having
an administrative matter before the board.
THE COURT:

We are getting far afield, Mr.

Bettius.
MR. BETTIUS:

The po-int I was trying to make is

there was a sustained and very heated argument in that
particular case over the difference between nine percent in
density, and that was the question I wanted to put to
Mr. Pammel, if be recalls whether or not in the
presentation of that zoning case nine percent in density
in the Pohick was a very substantial factor in the
ultimate decision of the case.

MR. STEVENS:
object.

If Your Honor please, again we

It's a question of whose point of view it was

a substantial factor for.

It might have been a substantial

factor from some zoning lawyer's point of view and I
submit to the Court that has no relevancy in this
proceeding.
THE COURT:
that ground.
point of vieti.

\le

Obviously I would sustain it on

don't need some other zoning attorney's

..
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l-tR. HAZEL:

May I

be heard on that point?

The pettiness of the official county pozition
on very minor increases in population density is
incredible to behold.
They have many many times opposed

bittcrl~

the

staff of Fairfax County 8 very small increases in
population, two percentP three percent, five percent,
and they have made these major issues.
How, !-tr. Pammel has come here and for the last

I

45 minutes has rather neatly confused the Court, I thinkp

I

as between his opinion of what is an irrelevant percentage

i

I
t
t
I

increase and what the county -THE COURT:
county?

(Interposing)

The county board?

~7ho

do you mean by

Do you mean the county

'

planning staff?
MR. HAZEL:

l

Mr.

~ettius

has been trying to get

at what becomes the county's acministrative consensus

I

r

I.
j

which is then fed into the recommendations that go to
the board of supervisors, and it is a relevant point.

II
;
I

I concede that it 0 s been quite extended, but
I

--

THE COURT:

(Interposing)

You have an advisory

opinion given by the staff to the boardt but cloeo not the
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board set the policy by its actions rather than the staff?
HR. HAZEL:

The board has set the policy by

following these neighborhood population projections and
asking that the staff update those per each -MRo STEVENS:
object to thiso

(Interposing)

I have got to

Mr. Hazel bas been standing here for the

last 90 seconds testifying.
THE COURT:

There is no evidence to support

at this point what Mr. Hazel has said and I will sustain
your objection.
Go ahead.

BY MRo DETTIUS:

Q

In terms of the department of the county that

expresses severe population concerns, can you tell me
what county agency that is?
A

The division of planning who is responsible for

the preparation of these plans and the guidelines that
go with it that are submitted to the board for adoption.
Q

In terms of the rezonings that have occurred

in the Pohick, would it be a fair characterization to
say that that view has prevailed as evidenced by the
votes of the board of supervisors in rezoning cases?

HR. STEVENS:

If Your Honor please 0 there is a
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very specific piece of best evidence of what the zoning
actions of the board of supervisors have been in any
individual case, and. I donut know if the Court is aided

by Mr. Pammel 1 s recollection at this point trying to
recall what the vote was or what the discussion was or
anything of the sort in any specific case.
I think if Mr. Bettius wants to get copies of
the minutes of the board of supervisors having to do with
every zoning case that was heard in the Pohick watershed,
he's entitled to do that and seek to have that admitted
into evidence.
THE COURT:

1 don't think we can ask the witness

to give his opinion of what motivated the board of
supervisors in an unknown number of cases to vote the
I
~

way they voted.
BY MR. BETTIUS:

Q

Mr. Pammel, does the county not keep an almost

weekly tabulation of the population in the Pohick waterabed?

A

Mr. Bettiua, that is not the responsibility of

my particular division.

My understanding is the division

of planning does maintain a population count, but as to
what manner they do it, I do not know.
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Q

Isn't it in fact furnished to your office by

them in staff evaluations of
A

~oning

cases?

They keep an updated population of the Pohick

watershed and as each application comes forwardP they
inform us as to what the population is based on 0 the
existing developments, bow much ground is there, and what
density can be applied to that·ground, and if we are
exceeding the population.
Q

If it exceeds the population 9 they then
executive~

correspond with the county

don't they?

A

Well, they couldo

Q

And you in your staff· report to the board

.

I

·:-I

reflect this population disparity, is that correct?
A

We will inform the board as we do in every

matter if there is a disparityo

Q

And it influences, does it

not~

the recommends-

tion of the staff as to whether you grant or deny it?
A

It's one of the considerations.

It's one of

a multitude of considerations that goes into each cnseo

Q

In terms of the Pohick watershed, we have

established there are two primary goals, population on
one hand and stream valley preservation on the other.
A

Wait a ·minute.

You can call it two primary

I

.t
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goals, and then there are subdivisions of that 0 but
within that population is the provision of a variety of
housing accommodations to suit the needs of the community
as a whole.

Q

Yes, sir.

A

You can say that's controlling population if

you want to put it under that heading.

It is population

control, but this is a policy of the board.
Q

Isn't the ultimate policy of that plan 191,000

people in that watershed!

A

Yes.

Q

You

pu~

. -.
···..

a definite population on each and every

neighborhood, don't you, Mr.
A

Pammel~

Mr. Bettius, this again depends on whose

interpretation that you take.

Q

I'm talking about the plan, Mr. Pammel.

A

There is a population

Q

(Interposing)

A.

A population is assigned to each neighborhood,

Assigned to each?

but bow rigid that population is again is dependent on
who you talk to.

Q

Yes, sir.

And then what you are saying is some

parts of the county staff say it's important and other
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parts say it's not important?
A

I'm not saying it's important or not important.

I think that you have to evaluate each case, look at it
on its merits.
You have to apply these standards that you have
or criteria with flexibility.

Everything isn't encased

in concreteo

Q

Do you think that a person with the primary

responsibility of evaluating cases, that it would be
wise or that, it would be proper in terms of the Pohick
plan to apply seven-percent increases in density to ever;

rDH, every town house and garden application to come
across the Pohick?

A

Mr. Bettius, I have no problem with that.

The

county says, "We will provide for the public facilities
that are necessary to serve these people," and I fully
believe that since they have made this policy, that this
ia what the board's intention is.

Q

Mr. Pammel, your feeling is that they were

willing to do it for the low and moderate people, but
they weren't willing to do it for the
MR. STEVENS:

Honor please.•

(Interposing)

I object, if Your

'·,,'.I'

..
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THE COURT:

That's argument, sir.

Objection sustained.
MR.

l~ZEL:

I would like to note an exception

to the ruling of the Bench.

One of our basic tenets

in these cases is that the low and moderate income housing
ordinance is discriminary in many ways, and I would note
for the record an exception to Your Honor's ruling.

Mr. Paromel has been allowed to testify and we
have our finget on one of the numerous elements of
discrimination, and that is that the county is prepared

to discriminate in its master plans if the housing that
results is in the low and moderate income category.
We have been about 35 minutes getting to that
point, but that was exactly Mr. Pammel's next answer to
the

~uestion.

THE COURT:
the question would be.

I don't know what his answer to
If you want to proffer the question

and get an answer to the question, you may do so.
The objection is sustained.
MR. HAZEL:

I would like to proffer for the

record your answer to that question, Mr. Pammel:
THE COURT:

Would you repeat it?

(Thereupon, the question commencing on
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page 92, lines 19 through 21, inclusive,

was read back by the court reporter.)
THE COURT:

He didn't complete his

qu~stion.

Mr. Stevens objected.
BY l1R. BETTI US:

Q

Would it be your testimony that the board of

supervisors is willing to make sacrifices for the
provision of public facilities for low and moderate types
of housing,to get the facilities for that type of
housing, but would be unwilling to do it for the remaining
population in the county?

A

Well, I don't know what you mean, that they

would be unwilling to do it to the remaining.
HR. HAZEL:

I would like Hr. Pamroel to answer

that question.
THE COURT:

He says he doesn't understand the

question.
BY MR. BETTIUS:
~

Mr. Pammel, this is a very desirable area of

the county to live in, is it not, it's a beautiful terrain?
A

It 0 s a very attractive area of the county.

Q

Is it your feeling that the county would be

willing to allow more impact "on public facilities, that
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is, placing people to live here if they were low and
moderate income people than they would to increase the
number of conventionally oriented income people in the
watershed?
A

Mr. Bettius, in answer to your question, it is

my belief that the county baa offered incentives to
develop an attractive community with all of the amenities,
visual and otherwise, by offering bonus incentives under
PDH applicable to any income group, and likewise they are
doing the same thing here, so I don't think there is a
question of -MR. HAZEL:

(Interposing)

I would like Mr ... -~~,r~:._

Pammel to be required to answer the question.

is essentially:

The

,~~

is it not true that the county has

.,~_,.~W/
·~~;-~·~_-:,....

---=··.:: _.·.·.

offered in this particular ordinance to increase the
density allowable by these percentages regardless of the
impact on public facilities to obtain low and moderate
income housing?
I would like l1r. Pammel to answer that question

for the record.
}ffi.

Your Honor,

STEVENS:

th~t

I thought the ground rules were,

in any given case, only one counsel was

going to argue objections, and we have two counsel on
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their feet now and they have made 1-1r. Pammel an adver1;e
witness 0 although obviously they have called

him~

and

both of them are standing there badgering him.

THE COURT:

The preliminary rule was that no

two attorneys for the same clien·t would argue any given
point.

I don't believe Mr. Hazel and Mr. Bettius

represent the same people.

They have the same community of interest, but
they don't represent the same people.

They have different

clients.
1-iR. STEVENS:

Is Mr. Hazel making Mr. Pammel

his witness?
THE COURT:

I don't know.

At this point 1 will

rule that Mr. Hazel may not ask questions of the witness.
He may ask him questions when it's his turn.

MR. HAZEL:
asking questions.

This is not for the purpose of

This is all as a result of the

objection of Mr. Stevens which was sustained by Your
Honor to which we are now excepting and proffering this
for the record.
THE COURT:

You may not pose questions to the

witness until it's your turn to pose questions.

L
,
)

i.
~

i.
!

i
I

~
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BY l1R. BETTI US:

Q

Is it your feeling in your role as an

administrator in the county that the board is willing to
w

increase populations in the plan and the resultant impact
on public facilities for the provision of low and moderate
income dwelling units?

Yes or no?

A

I can't give you a yes or no answer.

Q

Mr. Pammel, the Pohick plan is a population

plan, is that not correct?
A

It~s

population.
Q

a density.plan which has as its basis

That's true.

And let me start approaching this another \fay r~

Mr. Pammel.

How is the adequacy of schools in the Pohick

watershed at the primary level?
A

The adequacy1

Q

Yes, sir.

A

I think probably right now

MR. BETTIUS:
off~ring

(Interposing)

Your Honor, I'm

this as direct testimony and not part of the

proff.er.
THE COURT:
THE WITNESS:

All right.
I would say right now the

situation is probably marginal.

There are a number of
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I

.!

schools overcapacity and there are some that have been
expanded that are now operating at capacity or slightly

.i

under, but it's a marginal situation.
BY" MR •. BETTI US:

Q

I'

·.!

Mr. Pammel, as we go through the elementary

1

l

schools in the Pohick and we project the zoning populations
on them is it not true that manyp if not most of the

.

i

. !t

'•
t

~

elementary schools, are overcapacity, operating over

I
I

t

l

their capacity?
A
me before.

Well, again, it's the same question you asked
My best recollection is that the situation is

relatively marginal.

Q

What do you mean by-that?

A

The schools are overcapacity by a slight

amount, but the county is working to correct these
deficiencies.

Q

How about the secondary schools?

A

Secondary is definitely overcapacity.

Q

The secondary schools are definitely over-

capacity?

\

A

Yes.

Q

How about intermediate?

A

~\'ell,

secondary

~"aS

included in that group.

. -~l
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Q

Both together?

A

Yos.

Q

How long does it take, 1f.you know, Mr. Pammel 0

from the time you~propose a school to the time you get
it constructed?

A

From the time you propose --

Q

(Interposing)

From the time a school is

proposed to the time of its construction.
MR. STEVENS:

You mean without owning the land?

MR. BETTIUS:

~fter

THE WITNESS:

It's based upon bond issues 9 as

you have the site.

to whether they pass or not, when one is programmed.

.~

I
.i

would say from the time funds are ready and programmed
for a school and the school board says,

~Yes,

we are going

to build that school," it's about two or three years.

BY MR. BETTIUS:
Q

Mr. Pammel, you attend the planning commission

and board meetings, do you not?
A

Yes.

Not all of them, but some.

Q

The entire thrust of rezoning in the Pohick

watershed has been contro.lled, has it not, in terms of
burdens on public facilities?

MRA

STEVENS~

Your Honor, the same objection as
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previously.

I don't know if he's asking Mr. Pammel's

point of view or the planning commission or the board.
I think there are records
respect to Mr.

Pamme~

tha~

with all due

would be substantially more accurate

than his present recollection on that.
MR. BETTITJS:

I

thi·nk we are getting into a

very critical area here and if Mr. Stevens really wants
them, I'm going to get them for him, but I really don vt

think he does.
The situation i.s that we can go through every

zoning in the

Pohick~»

and Mi:. Stevens has sat through

every one of those zonings and.he knows precisely what
I'm talking about, and if that's the situation,

I~m

going

to ask that the witness be allowed to step down from the
stanrl and I'll get the minutes of the meetings of this

I,
r
t
!

one particular watershed, Your Honor, and we can go into
watershed after watershed in this county.
The hypocrisy we have seen in this courtroom
this morning is alarming to me.

I'm beginning to wonder

if I do practice zoning in this county any more •

THE COURT:
~mg

'

BETTIUS:

.

Stick to the point at hand.
I'm going to ask permission to

get the minutes of the Pohick rezoning and examine
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Ur. Pammel froio each one of. those.

We reserve the right to recall Mr. Pammel as
a rebuttal witness.
THE COURT:

Let's take a abort recess.

(Thereupon. a short recess was taken&
after which the following proceedings were
had:)

DIRECT EXAMINATION (CONTINUED)
BY MR • HAZEL :
Q

Mr. Pammel, have their been recent changes in

the county standards of construction and parking lot
requirements relating to the RT-10 district?
A

I'm sorry.

.]?

What was the first part of that

again?

Q

County standards of construction and parking

requirements.
A

By resolution of the policy of the board, yea.

Q

How many parking places are now

re~1uired

in an

RT development?
A

Two spaces per d\'lelling unit.

Q

And that was based on an opinion, if I reca11 9

in the minutes of the various considerations that a prior

requircment·wns not adequate, is

'

th~t

correct?
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.A

That's correct.

Q

What was the prior requirement?

A

A space and a half •

Q

Now, have you been approached by HUD officials

.

regarding a relaxation in the parking space requirement
in order to accommodate HUD'a standards on the low and
moderate income project?
A

I haven't been.

Q

Has the county generally, to your knowledge?

A

I do not know.

Q

Does your office or do offices in the county

which provide you with·atatiatics maintain any sort of
statistics on the average yield in each density category,
average being the average actually constructed on the
site?

A

The average yield?

Q

Tbe average actually constructed in, say, an

RT-10 density.
A

You mean the dwelling units?

Q

The average number of units that actually are

built pursuant to a particular ordinance.
A

Well, again, I would say our division doesn°t

I hear occasionally of people discussing averages that are
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achieved, but the averages are based upon the individual
sites.
Somebody might get fewer units per acre in a

I

given site and somebody else might get the maximum.
Q

Are you saying you:have no knowledge of average

yields under particular type& of categories?
A

I don't work with average yields.

It

I know what

the ceiling is and I evaluate each application that's
presented to us and the development plan that is submitted
with it, and as I said, some will yield nine point

~ight

dwelling units per acre and some will yield eight, some
will yield six, but I don't keep an average.
Q

..~

You do deal with this sort of average yield in

what I have referred to as your consensus meetings when
the staff formulates its report, do you not?
A

It's one of the multitude of considerations

that enter into it.

Q

It's correct, is it not, that a project zoned

in the RT-10 or the RTC-10 category rarely yields ten
units on the ground?

That's a correct statement, you

wouldn't differ with that, would you?
A

I'm not going to say rarely, Mr6 Hazel.

I have

seen within the past year a number of cases that have been
I

i'
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presented to us that do yield within the range of nine to

ten units per acre.
I looked at one here the other day that waa
nine point nine.

Q

The

questio~

sirD ia:

isn't it rare

tha~

you

may get nine but not the full ten?

rarely.

A

The full

Q

Your answer is that a project rarely yields

te~

its maximum ten-unit density?
A

That would be correct, yes.

Q

All right.

NowP the addition of another half

a parking apace would affect even the theoretical
possibility of yield, would lt not?

A

Would you --

Q

(Interposing)

Mr. Pammel 9 donet tell me you

don't understand that.
A

No.

I can give you an answer professionally

as a land plannerD but -Q

(Interposing)

Answer my question.

A

No, it would not.

Q

It does not

A

No, not in my experience as a land planner

af~ect

the yield?

because I have laid out projects where I have gotten the
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two spaces per unit and gotten density up to the maximum.

Again, it depende upon the individual piece of
ground and whether -- it depends upon what conditions
you are working with, what restraints there are.
Q

Let me ask you a question here.

Say you have

a project and you have 50 units you're going to put in.

That's going to require 100 parking spaces.

A

Yea.

Q

What's the difference in square footage we arc

talking about between 100 parking spaces and 75 parking
spacee1
A

You're talking about a difference in terms of

area of 180 square feet per unit.
Q

25 times 180?

A

That would be the difference.

Q

In that example, in that hypothetical you're

saying that would not affect the number of units you
could put on the ground, 25 times 180 square feet1

A

No, it would depend on the individual piece of

tract.
Q

Let's take an .absolutely flat piece of land

with no flood problem, the optimum.
A

Within your project you could come up with the
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maximum density.

I would admit it would be crowded and

probably from the standpoint of esthetics, it might not
necessarily be pleasingg but it can be doneo
Q

Let me ask this next question:

would it affect

adversely the county's adopted steep slopes policy to
have that much additional asphalt coverage?

A

Yes 0 it would.

Q

It wouldp wouldn't it!

A

Yesv it would.

Q

Mr.

Pammcl~

There's no question about it.

in. your opinion, in the RT-10

district, in the RTC-10 district, is it practical to
assume that the one-for-two low and moderate income

densi~y

bonus would have any practical effect in increasing
densityP in your opinion,
A

please~

Yes or no.

Would you repeat the question again1

MRo HAZEL:

Would you read it back?

(Thereupon, the question commencing on
page 106, lines 10 through 14, inclusive 6
was read back by the court reporter.)
THE WITNESS:

Yes, it would effect an

increas~

in the density.
BY MR. HAZEL:

Q

Can the density granted by that be actually
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physically placed on the
A

site~

In some instances it could and other instances

it couldn'to

Q

.
In general it could noti could

A

I can't answer that yes.

it~

I would have to look

at the individual site.
Q

Let me see if I understand your testimony.

You

said present town house plana rarely achieve their
maximum ten-unit density in either of those two categories.
Are you saying the addition-of one unit to
those we are talking about, roughly a unit, could that
fact be accomplished?
A

If we base it on the past, the answer would be

Q

The answer is no, isn't 1t1

A

If we based it on the past history.

Q

Why do you say that?

DOe

-J
j

In effect there is no

practical way to get the bonus density in those two
districts, is there?
Just yes or no.
A

I'm not going to ·say there is no practical

Again, I would have to look at an individual tract.
think there are ways this can be accoromodatedo

way~

I
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We have a pending ordinance before the board
right now about flexibility to accomplish increased -Q

(Interposing)

There is no practical way to get the bonus

ordinaneeD
units, is

A

I 1 m talking about an existing

I
!

there~

I would still have to say that practically

speaking it could be accomplished.

I'm not saying it's

impossible.
Q

Practically or theoretically speaking?

A

I think it can be done.

Q

I thought you a moment ago said it eouldn°t be

A

I said historically based on what we have done,

done.

it has nor been done and therefore if you take the past

history, it probably wouldn°t

be~

but I'm not saying it

can't be doneD
Q

All right.

Historically you would agree it

cannot be done'
A

Historically 9 yes.

MR. HAZEL:

I have no further questionso

THE COURT:

Let'me see if I followed this.

hope I have.
Let's assume you have the ten-unit zoningo

I

~

•
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Yes,

THE WITNESS:

THE COURT:

The staff in applying the Pohick

master plan, there is the factor of·slopes, trying to
preserve the slopes of the stream bed and the population

problems which I assume will cause in turn problems with
sewer and police protection and schools and all the

other things ......
THE WITNESS:
THE COURT:

(Interposing)

Yes, siro

Do I understand that when a

developer has let's say this ten-unit zoning 0 that the
staff before they would approve a site plan would have
determin~ takin~

t·)

into consideration these other factors 6

what would be safe to put on this land in keeping with

.

the policy that I have said?
In other words, say five units would be the
maximum they could put on there because of the slopes
and because of the population problem in that area, is
that correct?
THE WITNESS:

Your Honor, it's not the staffP~~

determinationo
THE COURT:

Who decides this five or six or

three or nine?
THE WITNESS:

At the time that the zoning is
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granted, in order to accomplish the purposes and
objectives that the board has set out, they have a master
plan that says, "Two and a half dwelling units per acre.
This is an extremely difficult piece of property to
develop.

It has these slopes."

The county has always indicated it will

entertain zoning applications for higher density so long
as the final density that

1~

achieved is within the

ran~a

permitted by the comprehensive plan.
So in effeet we would grant -- let's say in

theory on RT-5 which would permit a ceiling of five units
per acre with a stipulation voluntarily entered

i~to

by

the applicant and with the county that the density will
not exceed three dwelling units.
THE COURT:

When you say "voluntarily»" does it

or doesn 8 t it get the rezoning?
THE WITNESS:

Well, he presents it as his

plan~

This is what he will do.
THE COURT:

He either agrees to this lesser

density or he doesn't get the zoning, lsnvt that true1
THE WITNESS:

Well 0 I would say that·'s a fat&."

assumptiono
THE COURT:

But the county a taff and the boar·J
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must come to a conclusion, must they not, that there is
a permissible level for that piece of land?
THE WITNESS:
THE COURT:

That's correct.
In my example, letas say it 9 s

zoned for ten, but they find,

·~e'll

allow you zoning for

ten only if you will agree to five because five is
maximum 9 the maximum we can put on the land."
Is that basically what happens?
THE WITNESS:

That's basically correct, yest

sir.
THE COURT:

How could

~bey

percent if the maximum is five?·

ever add the seven

How can you make it fiv2

plus seven percent?

THE WITNESS:

Well, I think what it has been in

the past, the master plan says two and a half and then
under certain other conditions, if you use cluster you
can go up to a little over three.
The board has said,

·~e

will add further

density above that, 11 so that you can actually accommode.tethese increased densities within the framework of that
master plan.
That's really what the board is saying, that
there is flexibility to accommodate the increased densitieaD
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because it is the prerogative of the board to decide
what ia a reasonable density for any one given plan in
an area within the county •
.
A density could be two five, it could be three
five, but the board sets the limit as to what density,

what is a reasonable density of development based upon
the county's ability to provi.de the public facilities.

THE COURT:

Then if that particular piece of

land came within this ordinance, there would be an

automatic addition of seven percent?
THE WITNESS:

For the ones that have already

been approved, yes.
THE COURT:

Do you start out with your maximum

density, subtract seven percent and then add on again

when it's approved?
THE

WITNESS:

No, sir; we have

take~

the position

if they are in, for example, a PDH -- under the PDH
ordinance, you may achieve a density of approximately
three point one units per acre, but they can take the
ceiling

up to about three point tbree 8 and that is the

policy of the board, that this is the population ceiling.

.. ·:

..:

CROSS EXAMINATION
BY MR. STEVENS:

Q

Mr. Pammel, what is the approximate size of the

'
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Pohiek planning district, to.your recollection?
A

Mr. Stevena, I eauQt really recall in terms

of square miles what it is.

It seems to me it's around

I don't recall really.
I couldn't give you a figure.

Itwould probably

be inadequate.

Q

Do you know how big the county is?

A

The county is 406 square miles.

Q

Is there a written document somewhere, is there

a piece of paper or a number of pieces of paper that
constitute the adopted Pohick

r~etudy

that has been

discussed so much this morning?
A

Yes.

Q

And can that be made available to the Court?

A

Yes.

Q

From your own recollection of tbe Pohick

restudy, is it fair to say that the provision of housing
for low and moderate income persons was also a key factor

in the Pohick restudy?
A

It certainly was.

Q

With respect to· the density bonus, Mr.

f

Hm~el

carefully asked you whether historically the density
bonus cannot'be placed on the ground.

l
~-

1
l
f
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Will you tell the.Court whether or not it has
not been applied to the ground or that it cannot be
applied to the ground?

A

What I said is that it has not been applied to

Q

It has not been applied in the past?

A

I didn't say it cannot.

Q

Mr. Hazel asked you whether or not that

date.

requirement that there be installed two parking spaces
for each dwelling unit would adversely affect the steep

·~~

slope policy of the county.
Isn•t

~t fai~

to say that. it would only

adversely affect it, if at all, where there are steep
slopes on or adjacent to the property the parking places
are put on?

A

Yes.

Q

From your own personal knowledge of the topog-

rapy of Fairfax County, is it fair to say the majority

of the land in the county is what would be characterized
as steep slope?

A

A majority?
i

Q

Yes.

A

Well, ! don't know what the percentages are

l"

.f
I)
I
I
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wlth~n

the county.

1 really don't know the figure, the

percentage breakdown as to what it would be.
MRo STEVENS:

That•s all I have.

REDIRECT EXAl1INA'l'ION

BY MR. BETTIUS:
Q

Mr. Pammel, you took His Honor's specific

example and you said it wouldn't bother you in considering
any particular rezoning to take the ground, give it the
cluster bonus and add on seven percent.
You said you wouldn't subtract it because it

..
·,.:-:

was low-moderate and then give it back, is that essentially

correct1
A

That's correct.

Q

Let's go back to this particular piece of

ground,

~fr.

Pammel.

It yields 310 or 305 units.

llhat

would the seven -- if you know, the seven and a halfpercent density bonus do to this site in terms of number

of units produced?

A

Is that the total permitted?

Q

No, four point six was the density that was

I

achieved on that.
A

You're talking about seven. and a half percent

above that?
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Q

Of 300.

A

That's maybe 22 or 23 more units.

Q

Yes, sir.

A

Twenty-two or twenty-three attached to that.

This is a unique piece of propertyD Mr. Bettius, and i
make no qualms about this.

Any additional density on there is going to
have an impact upon <the. utilization of that ground, a

detrimental impact in terms of preserving the stream
bed.
Q

Do you remember this particular piece of ground,

Mr. Pammel?

(Indicating)

I

A

Yes.

Q

Another unique

A

Rather unique, yes.

Q

What is unique about it?

A

This has a large area within flood plain that

one~

t

was dedicated to the county as part of the development

plan for this tract.
Q

Is this unique in the Pohick watershed7

A

Well, flood

common.

·.'-

pl~in

ground as such is

~ot

that

You find certain t~acts of ground that are

impacted by flood plain, but that's not generally the
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situation.

Q

Would you say the Pohick watershed today is

the most intensive area of

develop~~nt

in Fairfax County1

A

Thatts probably a correct statement.

Q

So from the standpoint of total acreage

involved in Fairfax County, this is the site of most of
the activity, is it not?
A

Yeso

Q

And most of this activity is conducted in land

that is characterized by streams and heavily rolling
typography, is it not?

A

Yes.

Q

So these pieces of ground are not unique as

far as slopes are concerned?

A

The slopes would --

Q

(Interposing)

I'm not talking about

A

(Interposing)

No 1 but the flood plain is.

Q

You spoke of one of the sienificant changes in

population in the Pohick was an assumption that various
areas of·stream valley park would be purchased by the
county when in fact the

~nly

dedication, is that right?
A

That ' s. true •

hope of getting them was

•

. Q
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These areas are in the Pohick, are they not?

Most of those flood plain areas are in the Pohick?
A

Flood plain areas and the adjoining slopes,

up to 15 percent.
Q

Yes, sir.
Mr. Pammel, do you recall the zoning history

of this case insofar as you participated in it?
A

Do I recall the history?

Q

Yes, .sir.

Do you recall how the plan evolved

and why it is the way
A

'il.
·~~.
._.-•.i.!

is today?

i~

·.':~

Well, I remember something about it, right, and

the plan was presented to the staff and we discussed it

and presented our recommendations.
Q

·~

no you remember, Mr. Pammel, when it first came

ln that there was no development baek here at all, all
the development was in the front? (Indicating)
A

That's correct.

Q

And it was your specific recommendation that it

was overtaxing and it was bad development to put any more
units on that piece of ground1

THE COURT:

Would you refer to the exhibit

number?

MRo BETTIUS:

I'm sorry.

I'm talking about

··:
·,·
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exhibit number 22.

THE WITNESS:

Mr. Bettius, I can't, you know,

recall in exact detail what happened.

I

think our

comment was there was some overcrowding at the front
area and I think specifically the little cul-de-sac you
just pointed to, we did make the observation that we
thought the development would be better if they were
slightly reduced in density in there, the garden courts,
which were reduced in overall density by a tenth or maybe
two-tenths of a dwelling.unit per acre.
That was my recollection.

BY MR. BETTIUS:
Q

Yes, sir.

So we do, do we not, Mr. Pammel,

get down to one-tenth or two-tenths of a dwelling unit

per acre in the consideration of zoning cases with great
frequency in Fairfax County?
A

Sometimes we doo

Q

With great frequency?

A

I wouldn't say great frequency.
MR. BETTIUS:
MR. HAZEL:

No further questions.
One question, Your Honor.

REDIRECT EXAMINATION (CONTINUED)
BY MR. HAZEL:

Q

Mr. Pammel, my question regarding the practical

~t.

'-
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yield from RTC and RT-10 districts was intended to be
on a countywide basis, and I assume your answer that it
is rarely achieved in the ten-unit category was alsc on
a

countywid~

A

and not a Pohick basis.

Countywide, right.

MR. HAZEL:

Thank you.

THE COURT:

May the witness be excused or do

you wish to have him subject to

MR. BETTIUS:

recall~

I will contact Mr. Pammel through

his office, but I would like to have him subject to recall
·

.

for rebuttal.

\: .

.\

THE COURT:

All right, air.

You are subject
...

to recall as a witness, sir.

·.

Please do not discuss your

testimony or anything that's happened in this courtroom
with anyone. ·

(Witness excused)
THE COURT:

Do you have a short witness before

lunch?

MR. BETTIUS:

Your Honor, at this time I would

rest.
THE COURT:

All right.

Let's break fbr lunch.

Be back in one hour, please.
(Thereupon, at 12:45 o'clock, p.m., the
noon recess waa taken, after which the
following proceedings were had:)

Il

•
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AFTERNOON SESSION

NOVEMBER 1, 1971
1:45 O'CLOCK P.M.
MR. HANES:

.

If Your Honor please, there is

another document to be stipulated toD the BOCA Building

Code of 1970.

I would like to submit that.

MR. STEVENS:

No objection to that.

The record should reflect that it contains as
well a pamphlet constituting an extract from the county
ordinance which adopts it and makes certain modifications
and deletions to it.
THE COURT:

i
~J
•'/;.;'i

We'll make it two separate documantao

The book identified as the BOCA Building Code will be

""I.. '

cr.: 'II

.,

Stipulation 24.
(Thereupon, the document referred to above

was marked Stipulation Exhibit No. 24 in

:

Evidence.)
THE COURT:

The Building Code Ordinance of

Fairfax County adopted in 1956 and the amendments through

August 4th of 1971, will be number 25.
(Thereupon, the document referred to above
was

marke~

Stipulation Exhibit "No. 25 in

Evidence.)

THE COURT:

Call your first witness.

~·
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MR. HANES:

We'll·call l ..Ir. Savage, _please.

--Thereupon
WILLIAM H. SAVAGE
was called as a witness, and after being first duly sworn,
was examined and testified as follows:

DIRECT EXAMINAtiON
BY MR. HANES:

Q

Would you state your full name, please, sir?
~: ~;I

A

William H. Savage.·

Q

What is your occupation, Mr.

A

Builder.

Q

What is your background as far as education is

Savage~
. (~

;.!~.,.

..

concerned'l
A

I'm a lawyer by training.

Q

What company are you now affiliated withe

A

Savage-Fogarty Companies, 2011 I Street in

Washingtono
organization~

Q

What title do you hold in that

A

President.

Q

What type of busineaa is that, sir?

A

Real estate development companyo

Q

ADd

what type of developments are you buildi~g
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at the present time. sir?
A

We are building

developing. if I may,

either projects under construction
stage consisting o~ ap.artments

t

~r

in a far-advanced

town houses and one

detached subdivision.
Q

In the past history of this corporation while

you have been affiliated with it, has it had occasion
to build under the FHA programs?

A

Yes, it has.

Q

What programs.has it built under?

A

203, 221D4e 236.

Q

Does this corporation at the present time have
:

two sites under contract in Fairfax County?

A

Yes, it does.

Q

Getting back to what you have done in the past.

has the corporation done any building in Fairfax County
in the past?

A

The corporation was the general contractor on

a project purchased by the Fairfax County Housing Authority
under the turnkey program 1 Gladstone (phonetic) Lane off
U.S. No. 1. in the Fort Belvoir area.

Q
correct7.

That was under a federal program, is that

~
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·A

That was in addition to the ones that we have

done on our account.

That was the turnkey program.

We

were the general contractors.

Q

Approximately how many units of 236 has the
.

corporation built?

'

~. ·

i,
!

A

350.

Q

Has it built any turnkey jobs elsewhere other

than the State of Virginia?
A

No.

Q

And the turnkey. job that it built for the

Housing Authority, do you know what cost per square foot
was given for

th~

building of that job?

A

Approximately $30 a foot.

Q

Is that total overall cost7

A

The total contract was approximately $30 a footo

Q

Now, would you describe somewhat the background

of the Sunset Village project that you are building at
the present time?
For example, what is the size of the project?
A

Fifty-nine units.

Q

And what type of project is it?

A

It's presently contemplated· to be a 203 FHA.

Q

Is it a detached, town house?
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A

7own house project.

Q

Do you know what the zoning is?

A

It's RTC-10.
COURT:

THE

MR. HANES:
town house.

You say detached town house?
I

asked if it was detached or a

He said it was not detached.

He said it

was town house.
THE COURT:

All right.

BY MR. HANES:

Q

What type of UJ:'lits are planned to be built at

the Sunset Village site?
A

....

..

·.~~·

(!itt
!.suppose they could best be characterized as

~:

.,! .
. ·~.

·:···

:

bottom of the line for that location.

In other words,

in keeping with the land and the site development costs,

.. ·i:
I

I

they were the most minimal units that we could create.
Q

Are they one- or two- or three- or four-bedroom?

Do you have the breakdown?
A

There are two three-bedroom models and a four-

bedroom model.

Q

When did you first get interested in the Sunset

Village site, sir?
A

We contracted first for this site in September

of 1970, with a view to submitting it to the Fairfax

j .
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County Housing Authority under the turnkey program for
which they had asked for bids.
Q

So you contemplated doing_that right from the

beginning, is that right?
A

A turnkey, not what it ultimately has taken

form as.
Q

What happened to the turnkey project, sir?

A

In due course the project was submitted to the

Fairfax County Housing Authority and we were informed
that it was accepted.

The appropriate paper work was initiated so
that it was submitted to Philadelphia to the HUD office,

.. r

.· '

..

and as I understand it, the BUD office approved the site,
but about this time -- which was, I guess, six months,
five months -- I think it was six months after we
contracted for the site, the local populace found out
what the Housing Authority contemplated and we were asked

to withdraw it on the basis of not pressure, but good
advice that we would never get the thing through, there

would be such a public furor with putting public housing

.

in Sunset Lane and Backli~k Road, so we withdrew it and

converted it to 203 FHA thinking,with advice from county
people, that it would go through very promptly.

I
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We proceeded

~ith

i

diligence, but it was caught

j

I

in this low and moderate income housing business.

I

Q

So you then submitted a normal F'HA project, is

that right?
That~s

what's in litigationo

A

Subsequently.

Q

Then you got caught in the housing ordinance.

What do you mean you ''got c4ught" in it?

A

We didn't have a site plan approved on the

final date which was the 1st of Septembero
Q

Now, you are familiar, are you not, with the

·.t

~·"·

low and moderate income housing ordinance of the county?

am.

A

Yes,

Q

And do you at the present time intend to build

~

the 15 percent required at Sunset Village'l
A

No.

Q

\~by

A

We have made arrangements to transfer the

is that?

requirement from Sunset Village to another site we are
developing in Springfieldo

Q

What is that other site referred to as?

A

Franconia Commons.

Q

Approximately how many units are there?

A

323.

.:{···
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Q

What price range are you going to build at

Franconia Commons?
Ye don't have final costs on that site to the

A

degree of accuracy that we have on Sunset, but we
anticipate marketing in the $26,000 to $31,000 range.
Q

What about the Sunset Village site?

do you intend to market that at?

What cost

What do you intend to

market at in Sunset Village?
A

$36,000 to approximately $39,000.

Q

Did you

prepa~e

a.llst of your contemplated

costs as far as the Sunset Village town house project is
concernedt

~

\

' ~..

t

A

Yes, that was our estimate of cost based on our

I

.\

budget as of September 28.
Q

. I hand you a document and ask you if that is

the document.

Counsel has a copy.

Court to save time.

I'll pass it to the

(Handing document to witness)

A

(Witness examines document)

Q

Is that the document. sir?

A

This is the Franconia one.

Q

I'm sorry.

A

I have the Sunset one in front of me.

Q

You have the Sunset in front of you?

i
i
"1

,
It

:' t
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A

Yes.

Q

All right.

What was the cost per unit of the

Sunset Village site?
A

You're speaking of the land?

Q

Yes, sir.

A

The contract price was $3t300 per· dwelling unit.

Q

Did that vary at all as to whether or not you
"

i

'~

&ot a bonus or not? ·
A

We paid $3,300 per unit.

contracted, we never

in~ended

At the tiu;a we

to have bonus units.

Te11

was the maximum, of course.
Q

To save time, can yoti give me the total out-of-

.. .
;

pocket cost to develop, including raw land and

·.l
:

A

Without overhead, profit, or including --7

Q

Without overhead or profit.

A

The cheapest unit, $30,781.

That'a without

overhead or profit.
And what type of overhead and profit did you

intend to have, contemplated to have?

A

We have allowed in the budget I have in front

of me an overhead of $2,500; profit, one would hope to
get eight to ten percent.·

~

construction,;~

the units at Sunset Village?

Q

~~

: : ·~
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That would bring it up to the figure that I
quoted earlier as the

Q

nro~~sed

sales orice.

Do you know on what basis you were allowed to

substitute these low and moderate income dwelling units
from the Sunset Village site to the Franconia Commons
site?

i

f

I

.t

A

There were two basie reasons.

Probably the

most important reason was the advanced development state
of this project.
It made it eeoriomieally very difficult to abandon

the plan and start over again, to· allow for the housing,
the low and moderate income housing.
Certainly the fact that this

sit~

was a very

expensive site on its own and that our other site would
perhaps allow the production of the low and

~oderate

income housing without the same burden on the developer
was a reason.
Q

Did you have some relatively l3rge on-site or

off-site costs on the Sunset Village site?
A
costs.

Yeso There were both large on-site and off-site
Off site are storm drninage problems.

The on

site relates to the topography, the small size of the
f31 tc, and in lP.rgcs t measure the prob lcr.1s llnd

e~p~n:3 e

t
~

r
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caused by the FHA requirement of

fiv~

to six-percent

grades in driveways and parking lots which is not a
requirement of the county.

Q

Approximately how much more because of that

requirement of HUD. or of FHA did you have to attribute

to the Sunset Village site?
A

At least $500 a unit which is in earth moving,

a large haul-off.

I

don't know if I make myself clear.

If you're limited in the gradient of the driveways and of
parking lots, you simply. aren '·t able -- you have to pull

the entire topography of the site down to gain accesG to
it, and this dirt has to be·hauled off.

THE COURT:

Excuse me.

know where this land is.

I want to be sure

I

I have on exhibit number one,

the map, something that says, "Savage number one."

I think it says on Sunset Lane, but where would
the Franconia Commons site be, if you would, please, sir?
THE WITNESS:
marked Savage two.
TH~

Here where it is

(Indicating)

COURT:

THE WITNESS:
THE COURT:

This one.

That is Franconia Commonn?
Yes.
All right.

Go·ahead, sir.
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BY MR. HANES:

Q

Are you aware of the requirements of Fairfax

County as far as the coste within which the low and
moderate can·· be built?

A

Yes, I am.

Q

Did you run a study to aee whether or not you

could build within those limits as far as the Sunset
Village site is concerned?
A

To answer you honestly, I don't believe we did

a detailed takeoff on the Sunset Village site.

It's so

far away that there would be no possible way of making
it.

Q

What do you mean, "it 0 s so far away"?

A

The bare costs without overhead and profit,

$30,000 and we might be able to take out $1,000, that
would be out of the smallest, cheapest house, $29,000,
and we must sell it for $22,000-something.
Q

Let's talk about the Franconia site.

What's

the size of the Franconia site?
A

323 units.

Q

Do you know what the acreage is on that?

A

Forty-one acres, I believe.

Q

And when did you first become interested in

l3J

that site?

A

About April of 1971.

Q

Did you determine whether or not you could get

the entire -- that's all town house units?
A

Yes, it is town house, RTC-10.

Q

Did you determine whether or. not you could get

.:j

the entire ten units to the acre out of that site?
A

Yes, we did determine that we could.

Q

Could you or could you not1

A

We could.

The_site only has a density of

seven point eight units per

acr~

as imposed by the county

when the property was rezoned by our predecessor in
interest.

These limitations were not based on topography.
They were simply based on -Q

(Interposing)

A

By our predecessor in interest, but the

Made at the time of sale?

restriction in density was not based on the site.

It

was baaed simply on the fact, I supposeD of the schools
and roads and the population and factors of this nature,
not slope or flood plaino
Q

Were conversations had with Mr. Pammel who

testified this morning as to whether or not that could

.~
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be increased from the seven point eight to the ten7
A

We asked our land planner to look into

developing this site with a density.in keeping with the
zoning.
It was reported co me be did have conversations

with Mr. Pammel's office and he had taken the position
that the conditional zoning was net appropriate, this was
not the developer who hac made these commitments, and that
the site plan that was proposed at ten units or less than
ten units an acre was a better site plan.
It was suggested an increase of density should

be allowed.

Mr. Pammel's office stated that under no

circumstances would they consider it, that we could take
it to court if we wanted to, but that he didn't think it
was advisable.
MR. STEVENS:

He has the point across, if Your

Honor please.
BY MR. HANES:

Q

As far as the Franconia site is concerned, how

many bedrooms are to be provided in the units there?

Do

you have a breakdown as to the. various types? ·
A

No 8 I don't.

I would imagine that there would

be about 20 to 25 percent four bedrooms and the balance
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three bedrooms.
Our units are interchangeable.
or three-year project.

This is a two-

Consequently your first section,

you have a density mix or unit mix, but not on the latest
sections.

It depends on how they market.
Q

When you say they're interchangeable, you mean

using the same units at Franconia that you're building at

Sunset?
A

No, I mean in the Franconia site, all of the

lots are built on the 20-foot module, so any of the models

can be put on any lot.
Consequently if the expensive three-bedroom
were a better seller than a cheap three-bedroom, we could
change models in a later section.

Q

And did you run cost figures on the Franconia

site as far as the raw land and as far as construction
is concerned?
A

Yes, we did.

Q

Do you have a tabulation of that before you?

A

Yes, I do.

Q

Can you tell me what the raw land costs are

on the Franconia site?
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A

Contract priceD landD $2,500 but in addition

Q

(Interposing)

A

$2,500 per unit.

Q

All right.

A

In addition to the normal items that are

Is that per unit1

traditionally considered as part of land costs such as
settlement and settlement costs and things of this nature
there are very extensive extraordinary storm drainage

and soil problems on this site and that probably together
would add another $1 8 200 to the cost.
All of this would have to be considered in the
raw land cost.
Q

Rather.than go through all of these figures,

were these figures prepared under your directi.on1 (Indicating)
A

They were.

Q

And were the figures on Sunset also prepared

under your direction?
A

I would like to ask that these be

admitted into evidence, if Your Honor please.
THE COURT:

MR. STEVENS:
THE COURT:

Any objection?
Nop Your Honor.
I will use these.

I
I'

Yesp they were.
MR. HANES:

l

I have it right

lt

I
.I

l
\

~

i

1
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here.

Sun•et Village town house project figures will be

number 26 ..
(Thereupon, the document referred to above

was marked Stipulation Exhibit No. 26 in
Evidence.)
THE COURT:

The figures on Franconia Commons

town houses will be number 27.
(Thereupon, the document referred to above
was marked Stipulation Exhibit No. 27 in

Evidence.")

BY MR. HANES:
Q

When you were computing your figures on

Franconia Commons, did you determine whether or not you
could build a unit within the limits of the HUD guidelines and the Housing Authority guidelines for low and
moderate?
A

We determined that by stripping our smallest

unit to the greatest extent possible and by applying the

density bonus -- not over the entire site, but only to
the low and moderate income housing site, only relatin.g
to the 15 percent itself, by reducing financing costs
and sales expenses as would be appropriate 1£ you were
selling a house far below its value, then we could get

our out-of-pocket costs within those limits, but this
.

'

included no ovt:rl,ead or .profit
•
..... . . . ...
~

Q

.

And what did you estimate the overhead and

profit to be?
A

.,....

Do you have a breakdown for each of those?

It's not shown on this exhibit, no.

head should be five percent or thereabouts.

The overThe profit

should be eight toten percent"

Q

So would it.be correct to say you would build

.
c'

'

at least at a five-percent loss with your overhead?
A

At least.

Q

And did you determine

A

(Interposing)

Q

Yest sir.

A

I

May I elarify that?

would like to amplify it.

The overhead of

five percent is attributable to the project itself.

If

we have to put a section 235 project in and a turnkey
project, the overhead is not going to be $1,500 or whatever it might be.
It is going to be much higher because we have

a new scheme of financing, new designs, and many other
things.

Q

As far as building the moderate income units,

did you also take into consideration the bonus units?
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A

Yes, I did.•

Q

And what if any savings or benefits do you feel

that was as far as absorbing these costs?
A

Well, it quite clearly reduces the cost on

items such as land to

tw:.,ry-t:"~'!~,..~

of what it would have

been without the bonus unit.

You get one bonus unit for two, so therefore
we are paying under this contract $2,500 for the land.
That makes $5,000 and now we have three units.
Q

Do

you see any problems connected with building

the bonus units at the same time that you are building

the other normal units right beside it?
A

A myriad of ·problems.

Q

What are they?

A

It has to be bid separately unless we are going

to pay prevailing wage on the entire project.

Q

Do you have any special order items for the

low and moderata and bonus units?
A

I think one of the major considerations is

what it would do to your in-office administration.

You

are in a large measure dealing with a separate project
and it's got to be -- the computer has to be aet up for
a different kind of project and the design is different
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and the marketing-is different, and all these things,
and it's very hard to put a dollar and cents value on
having these units that are treated so differently
within a project.

We are gearing up for volume and for production.
For instance, if I may give an example.

Let's suppose

we take the a_:Lr conditioning out.

That means we jump along here and every seven
or eighth house there has to be a change order put in to
take the air

conditionin~

out.

You might say we save the air conditioning,
but you don't save the air conditioning because there is
a very direct demonstrable overhead cost in getting that
air conditioning out of the house.

Q

If you take the air conditioning out of the low

and moderate income unit, you pay a different wage, do

you not, for the -A

(Interposing)

You

woul~

have to segregate the

low and moderate income units so you could let the subcontracts separately on those houses which is not
creating one project.
It's then creating two or three projects,
according to how many different schemes of financing
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and how many different buyers you have.

MR. HANES:

Your witness.

CROSS EXAMINATION
BY MR. STEVENS:
Q

Mr. Savage, you did say, I believe. the Sunset

Lane project is some FHA 203 and some conventional
mortgage?

A

Yes.

Q

Nobody made you go to FHA on that one?

A

No, sir; we are doing FHA on all town house

projects in the metropolitan area.

Q

It would be your intention at Franconia Commons

to market the units FHA?
A

Yes.

Q

Now, on Sunset Village you said, I think

let me be sure I understand you, but you said your costs

were going to be costs of construction, not projected
sales price because -A

(Interposing)

I gave a figure of $30,781

without overhead or profit.

Q

You said, I

A

(Interposing)

Q

F~ve-percent

th~nk

For the cheapest house.

overhead?
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A

$2,500 overhead allowed on that job.

Q

All right.

A

The overhead is considerably higher than five

percent in the small job with all the trials and
tribulations of getting it going.

Q

Your projected sales price is 36 to 39?

A

Yes.

from FHA.

Q

We don't have a conditional commitment

We do know we need an appraisal by HUD.

How much is that figure likely to vary in light

of the fact you have had past experience with working

with FHA1
A

I don't think there's. any problem,based on our

cost,of attaining the figure that I suggested.
Q

In your experience, you anticipate --

A

(Interposing)

I think $36,000 to $38,000 or

$39,000 is what they will allow.

Q

You say the out-of-pocket cost was $30,000-plus?

I didn't get that.
That type of house would be --

A

$30,781.

Q

(Interposing)

That would be the bottom line

on the exhibit that's before the Court, the basic house

plus overhead?
A

It's number 9710 at the top of that last page,
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general administrative expense.

Q

All right.

You are projecting then, is it fair

to say, a profit from $2,700 to $2,900, roughly?
A

Eight to ten percent.

Q

All right.

A

Now, if I may point out one other thing, this

budget does not have a contingency reserve and I think
maybe the other builders might do it.
We have not in the past. Normally I think any
builder would agree that.you over and above your budget,

Ii
•

'

you will spend additional money.
Things simply will come up that were not
anticipated and included.

Therefore, out of the profit

has to be paid these items.
We would hope that the budget is pretty
accurate at this stage, but it might not be.
Q

Insofar as you are able to project or --

A

(Interposing)

this.

I expect costs to be higher than

That's the point I'm

t~ying

to make.

!

l
i

Q

On the Franconia Commons site, this sheet I

believe the Court has, lis.ts a total construction cost,
total out-of-pocket cost of $26,700 to $29,700, plus

totals for overhead and profit of $5,200, $5,400 and

l

Ii
I
i

$6,000, respectively.

l

1
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There are three model

types~

A

Four.

Q

Four model types?

A

Yes.

Q

Can you give us a breakdown between overhead

and profit on that site?
.A

Well, I would suppose that-- againv let me

say that this is not nearly as far advanced as the
Sunset job.
The fifty-two, ·fifty-four and six that appear
on your sheet, you may recall they were penciled in there
at the time we had our last conversation.
They simply amounted to the ten plus ten, ten-

percent overhead and ten-percent profit.

This job is

very far from the final appraisal by FHA, and so as you

may recall, we put this in for lack of anything better
rather than as something established by our company.
I would expect that we -- if we would make an
analysis of what our overhead will be on this job, we
would try to get a profit over and above
ten percent, but it would·

certain~y

th~t

eight to.

not exceed the figures

that are here.
Q

Is it fair to assume when you arc

csti~atinJg
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you are not going to estimate when in doubt, except in

your favor?
A

I would say that the Franconia one represents

a maximum price and the Sunset represents a minimum
price.
The Sunset has been ready to start construction

for some time, sir, its budget is pretty accurate.

Q

Now, at the time of our last convers3tion, as

you put it, did you not estimate for us the price, the
minimum price at which you could produce a unit meeting
the requirements of low-moderate income housing at the
rranconia Cotr.mons site?

'
I

A

Yes.

Q

The figures from which you were testifying in

answer to Mr. Hanes' questions, are they the figures we

were using the other day?
A

I think they are.

Q

Let me show you this.

(Handing document to

witness)
A

Q

(Witness examines document)

Yea.

I'm showlng.you.a document that is a sheet of

paper in your own handwriting, is that right?
A

Yes. , i t

1s •
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Q

From which you

A

Yes.

ga~e

your estimate of that cost?

This applies to our smallest and cheapest

model which has a gross square footage of 1,060 square
feet,

three bedrooms built slab on grade.
~m.

STEVENS:

MR. HAZEL:

I offer this.

No objection.

MR. STEVENS:

I move its introduction into

evidence ..

THE COURT:

Defendant's number two.

(Thereupo~,

the document referred to above

was marked Defendant's Exhibit No. 2 in
Evidence.)

BY MR. STEVENS:
Q

That sheet reflects, does it not, a total

overhead-profit as you have testified you estimated in

the Franconia site generally of 20 percent?

A

Yes, 20 percent, overhead, profit and continuous

reserve taken into account because of the fact that the
job hasn't been bid out.
Q

If I understand your testimony correctly, it

may be lower than that, but in all likelihood it will not

be higher?
A

I would hope for that to be the ca8e.

:~;.:~:

·
··..:···
•.

i:i ~
Q
charge~

All right.
so to

spea~

Now, you have on defendant's two
in the course of estimating the price

1.

.:~

~
.

"

...

• ·-.

for the land and the physical iroprovemento, off the lot

_J

:\~

itself at a reduced rate, taking into account, I believe 9

the bonus, the density bonus

units~

A

Yes, I did.

Q

Which you could take advantage of at the rate

of one for two?

A

Yes.

Q

Isn't it fair .to say that those density bonus

units themselves, while you may be required to produce
15 percent of your basic density in low and moderate

...·''
~~

dwelling un.its, the bonus units under the orditlance you
can sell on your own at whatever price you can market
those units?

··~
'.'j

A

Yes, but the figures I have here assurue that.

Q

I understand that.

..
... ~

You were describing in

answer to some of Mr. Hanes' questions that your
administrative and overhead costs for the low and moderate
income units would probably be somewhat higher than the

...
;;'t

. ·•.!

project as a whole because of the necessity to follow
two courses in administering the development.
A

The absolute figures 1 don't thi·,1k

~vvuld

j

1_.,.!
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higher for the project as a whole.
would be a great deal higher.

Per unit I think it

A great deal.

Not in the neighborhood of 50 percent 8 but 200
percent or 300 percent.

Q

I understand yodre dealing in per-unit costs.

Is

it fair to say the density bonus units which

will be market units and units that you can treat in the
sawe manner as the other 85 percent» that it's possible
that your administrative overhead costs would not be
substantially more for 107 percent of your otherwise
contemplated density than they would have in the first
place with 100 percentl
A
normal.

Absolutely.

Anything that's added into the

For two or three unitsD the overhead is going

to be very modest, a very modest amount.

Q

Right.

So that you are not going on a pro

rata overhead when you add the density bonus units, pro
rata with relation to the 85 percent?

A

That's right.

Q

Let's assume for the moment that you. have 100

units.

That will make the percentages easier rather

than the 323

tha~

you are talking about.

Eigh~five

of them are going to be built l'HAP

i
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1;
~t

on the FHA 203 program.
A

Yes.

Q

Fifteen of them would be under the ordinance.

A

Yeso

Q

Adding the seven or eight bonus units ie not

substantially going to increase at all your overhead
attributable to the first eighty-five units, is it?
A

Well, you would still have another account to

set up and you have another house to administer, and so
forth, so there are some.
Itwould probably be in fact as you suggest
somewhat less than the average of overhead on the first
85.

Q

Would it in your judgment offset the increased

overhead attributable to the last 15 percent, the
required units?
A

It wouldn't even come close.

My paint is that

the last 15 have to be handled as a separate project.
The design of the unit, the processing of the financing,

all the things that start before you have a building
permit, the six percent .of the low income and 'the nine-

percent moderate income are going to be almost
projects.

sep~rate
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They have got to be built differentlyp designed
differently, financed differently, and all the other
considerations that go into a proposal.
This is a bit disturbing to me because even
59 unita is something that

o~r

company wouldn't have gone

into on ita own.
Now. we are.
Q

The county haan't attempted to wake you produce

this low or moderate housing in that 59-unit project?

A

No.

That's true.

MR. HANES:

They are transferring the units

from the Sunset .Village site over to rranconia Commons
and added them to it.
~m.

STEVENS:

If Your Honor please, he can argue

the import of that at the proper time
MR. HANES:

(Interposing)

He is assuming the

THE COURT:

(Interposing)

Let him finish.

fact that

MR. STEVENS:

All I did is ask him whether he

had been required to produce any units in that project,

which he has not.
TH~

COURT:

MR. STEVENS:

That 1 s argument.
I don't quarrel with tha

i~ct.
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THE COURT:

Overruled.

BY HR. STEVENS:
Q

Now, you said that you had to bid the two jobs

separately iri order to avoid the exigency of the Davis-

Bacon

~et?
A

Two parts of the same job.

Q

Right.

l
l

Do you have any feel from your own

experience in the construction industry in Fairfax
County, for instance, of the impact of the Davis-Bacon

Act on the costs of the construction of a town house
project?
A

No, I don't know.

The thing that disturbs me

as a developer is the treating of the project as a
separate project, it's the overhead of developing with a
separate kind of financing, a separate design unit» and
the administration of separate subcontracts.
That concerns me more than the increased

Q

Well, my question is:

~,.ages.

is there anything in

the ordinance that requires you to have the separate
contracts or that says you have to have separate financing?
A

Well, let's·-- 1-f I may make an assu~ption,

which ia, as I say, an assumption, I don't know exactly

what the increase in costs would be.

I
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Q

Well, I think from my point of view I'm

satisfied with that.

I don't want you to wake an

assumption.
A

All I was trying to do was be

Q

Tell if you know what the impact of the

responsive~

development of a town house project would be in coropliance with the Davis-Bacon Act as

oppos~d

to the sort of

costs you experience for labor today.
A

The point is our competitive market as to the

85 hypothetical you talked about, that is not subject to
the Davis-Bacon.
The 15 percent is subject to Davis-Bacon.

If

you don't separate it -- if it were only one percent,
it's going to affect the balance of the project by a
f~ctor

Q

of ceven or something, is it not?
lve 11, Pr. Savage~ I 1 m asking the questions aad

t

second, you told me, I think, that you don 1 t know the
impact.
Do you know where the Davis-nacon 3tatistics
are derived?

\~hat

does the Davis-Bacon Act mean1

A

The prevailing wage.

Q

All right.

So are you saying that in your

experience then, your experience of tovtn

bou~

'".: dave lorn~-nts

i
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generally, you can build at less than the prevailing
wage?

THE COURT:
}ffi.

Prevailing wage is a word of art.

STEVENS:

I think it is derived by the

Department of Labor.
MR. HAZEL:

It's what the Secretary of Labor

says it is, Your Honor.
THE COURT:

Do you agree that the Secretary of

Labor designates what the prevailing wage is to be?
MR. STEVENS:
THE COURT:
THE
admin~trative

HITN~SS:

Yes.
All right.
My point is that it's an

problem more than a question of

wh~t

the

hourly rate is because the
MR. STEVENS:

(Interposing)

All right.

Now

J understand you.
THE l.JI TNESS:

If you apply something

loL'

15

percent to the balance of 85, it's magnified• even i !
it's very small.

That's my only point.

BY MR. ST&VENS:

Q

Now, defendant's exhibit number two, the hand-

written ohect delineating the price to produce the

1

,. .
1 .)4I

relates to the three-bedroom house, does it not1
A

Yes.

Q

Do you have an opinion with respect to the

price at which you could produce a four-bedroom unit7
A

I think the four-bedroom unit

p~obably

would

come out a little bit more favorably to thP. developer
bc~auj~

~ne

allownnce is more realistic than the alloyance

on the three-bedroom.
Q

Is it fair to say what you are saying is your

coats would not rise as·rapidly on the four-bedroom?
A

In my opinion, yea.

Q

Do you have before you or are you in a position

to give a set of figures on your estimated cost of
producing n four-bedroom house in Franconia Commons?
A

No t I don ' t D

~r
I

!

•

Stevens

•

I haven't

~.ror~e-!
~·
-~ u

up

the figures on that.

THE COURT:

Is it one of the four types lintcd

in exhibit A, B, C or D?
THE WITNESS:

D house is a very large house.

It would have to be a separate design.

We don't have

drawings for !t.·
THE COURT:
bedroom

houn€.~?

Is any one of those four a four-
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THE WITNESS: ·The D

THE COURT:

house~

a four-bedroom house.

I'm trying to get a comparable

cost between a four-bedroom and a three-bedroom house.
BY l-1R. STEVEt~S:

Q

Mr. Savage. to refresh your recollection, did

you at one point in

probaoJ..y

cv~ t

~o''

tell us you thought it would

ti~~

ahot't

~1

nn,., t"

~

l ~ 500 more to add a

fourth bedroom to a stripped house in Franconia Commons?
HR. HANES~
~here

T thil"" •.t'o ff'.~_.,._to have' him state

l" the deposition b:'s referrtn! to.

lfR. STEVENS:

Page 39.

THE wiTNESS:

I

I

I

I

thlnlf- thst 's what I sa~~;--· , We

are not talking about just adding.

It's got -- a new

house has to be designed.
You can't add it to the small house

bec~ur.e

the downstairs of the small house is so small that you
would never get by ntA with it.

BY HR. STEVENS:
Q

! understand that.

A

For the $1,500 increase in cost, you could

probably put in square

f~otage

on both the first nnd

.
'

i

second floor to accommodate another bedroom, but the

fourth, as T

und~rstand

FHA rules, a four-bedroorr houce

i

1

·t

l

II
1
i
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rcquir~s

a bath and a half and a three-bedroom does uot.
I may be wrong.

Q

that's my understanding.

In other words is it your present

test~mony

the

estimate of $1,000 to $1,500 is the coat of adding the

bedroom itself?

A

No, I think $1,500

w~~ld

Add a hD1F h4th and

bedroom in an appropriately.designed house that I have
"~~

~esigned

yet.

My answer is subject to the fact that

L

have

run no costs on it.

Q

Do you have an estimate at this point in time

based on your

e~perience

in securing town house designs

generally o·f what it ·would cost you to get a design for

a four-bedroom house similar to the stripped threebedroom
A

that

hou~e

that you have already described?

No, not really.

conte~t.

I have never thought of it in

It's·an overall arrangement that you

~ake

with your architect and engineers at the beginning of
the job • a11cl I haven 1 t asked \'lha.t it would cost to add

another one.

Q

It wouldn't be·$J,OOO a unit, would it1

A

Oh, certainly not.

I don't think it's terribly

&ignificent ·in the overall r:na&nituue of

thin~n.

·:··

~~
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THE COURT:

for the architect.

Excuse me.

1 don't see the figure

Is that included in overhead on your

Franconia Commons7
THE Yfll Tt!E s s :

Are you looki.ng nt the

(Interposing)

THE COURT:

MR. BETTIUS:

thought I saw it.

I

se.e

r

an architectural line • but

in it.

THE COURT:

Site engineering, item 7620, 275

per unit.

THE WITNESS:

Yes.

MR. srEVENS:

Here is architect 9110. 225.

THE WITNESS:

Which one?

MR. BETTIUS:

Would that

THE v1I Tl'!ESS:

(Interposing)

That Is right.

BY MR. STEVENS:
Q

Would that be a fair

A

No, it would not because that's spread over

b~ll-park

figure?

325 units.
Q

Would it be twice that, 150 percent of that7

I'm not looking for a dollar figure.

A

I don't know.

tf

'h

It's in here.

1-fR. STEVENS:
1 don't see a figure

I

We are not talking about losses

in tbc natuie of a few hundred dollars in any

ev~nt.

I'll

i··
i

f

i.
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concede that it's not going to affect the amount of loss
that we have to suffer to do the job.

Q

How many bonus denSity units are you presently

contemplating using, assuming you proceed with meeting

the low and moderate housing plans at Franconia Comn1ous,
including the credit you would receive for providing
the Sunset Village
A

uni~at

Franconia Commons?

Subject to the outcome of this case we are

intending to do it because of no alternative.

Q

Assuming all of that 1 how many bonus density

units are you going to get at Franconia Commons?

A

I think about 21 or 22e

Q

Let roe ask you this:

is it your present

intention to take full advantage of the bonus denuity,
whatever the ordinance permits?
A

Of course we'll take advantage of it.

Q

In the event the outcome of this litigation is

as you desire it to be, do you intend to build any of
the

~hree-

or four-bedroom units we have discussed here

today at Franconia Commons?
A

I'm intending to build three-bedroom unit3.

That's the one we intended to build, that's the concept
of our

dcvelop~~nt

scheme, to produce the most economical
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housing

pos~ible

in a close-in location.

MR. STEVENS:

I think that's all.

REDIRECT EXA}flNATION

BY M'Ro HANES:

Q

Hr. Savage, you mentioned building at the

bottom of the market.

Would you explain that to

'1)lC

on.ca

again, please?
A

Bottom of the market?

Q

Yes.

A

Our

developmen~

ph~lasophy

-- if you can give

it such a glorious term -- is to underimprove an expensive

close-in site, thereby creating a finished product less
than is being produced in other places, even though we
may be givine less than is given in the other places.

We perceive there is a market simply for the
price, even th9ugh the ratio of land to iroprovementD is
not as it normally would be, and this is what most of

my colleagues here do.

Q

In defendant's exhibit two, T believe it was.

which showed your b.:1sic house stripped, what items rlic1
you strip from the hasic.town house unit to get clown to

those costs?

First of all, what's the size of tr.e unit.':
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A

1,060 feet.

Q

All right.

A

It wasn't our feeling that we could cut the

size nny more.
no foyer.

The unit is ubsolutely minimum~

There 9 s

No dining room.

The bedrooms arc minimum nize.

To strip it

any more is -- you end up with not much of a house, but
the things we took out, the air conditioning 0 and we

took out the carpet and put tile in place of it, and

the dishwasher and garbage.di&posal, and that's about all

.i6

~-

you -- you may be able to take out a vanity in the
bathroom and put in a porcelain basin and save n few

.,
fll... .
.

;

-y;;r

•:·

dollars, and you may be able to take the doors off the

closets nnd save a few dollars, but in my opinion it
\o."ouldn't be very significant.
~fR.

HANES:

THF: COURT:

That's all.

Let me ask a few questions.

iI
I

I

!

Assuming you do not prevail in this suit, you
said, of course, you would go on building these and you
h~1ve

sai<1 i.n your testimony that basically your losR

f

t
r
f

It
I

.~

with reference to the three-bedroom unit would be a loss

't

units that you

'l

of your overhead, with reference to
('()•~ll•J

thoa~

rouzhly breaK even zls fnr as the cost, but yot, \-,Tould

I
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lose the cost of your overhead 9 is that correct?
THE WITNESS:

Again, 1 vant to emphasize these

are not bid prices and I could be wrong.

That was my

hope.
THE COURT:

I understand that.

Thim is just

your estimate of what you think the situation vould beD
Now, my next question is:

if you should come

to that position of having a loss of your coat of ovarhead, how would you as a developer make up that loss on
that development?

THE WITNESS:
into the other houses.
to subsidize these.

We obviously have to charge it
The other houses clearly have

There's no other way.

The bottom line has to balancep doesn't it?
THE COURT:

My next question is this:

I heard

somebody say you have to get FilA approval of your prices
under a 203 financing.
THE WITNESS:
know.

That's problematical.

I don't

It depends on what the magnitude of the loss isr

If we had to produce these low income houses and aell

them for $16,000 or

what~ver

that figure is, i'f that

were the way this were oatisfied 0 you would be probably
adding so much additional cost into the project that you
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couldn't co,Ter it and have it allowed by FHA.
THE COURT:

Do I undermtand correctly that

when you go under a 203, your ultimate price must be
approved by FHA?
THE WITNESS:

If you sell in excess of the FHA

or VA appraiaal 0 you must inform your buyer of this fact9
This means you seldom get the money, even though you
could legally charge them for it.
THE COURT:

You could still charge on the market

a higher price than the

rHA

price, just disclose that

to the buyer?
THE WITNESS:

The loan is based on the FHA

price, not the sales price.

THE COURT:
THE WITNESS:
would be 90 percent.

THE COURT:

Is it not 90 percent FHA?
In this price range I think it
I may be wrong about that.
Take a hypothetical.

If you had

a $30,000 FHA price on a house -THE WITNESS:

(Interposing)

It would be around

$3,000 down.
THE COURT:

THE WITNESS:
THE COURT:

The loan would be $27,000?

Yes.
If you wanted to try to pick up
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some loss of, say, $3,000, you would have to make it

$33,000, but disclose that extra $3,000 to your purchaser?
THE WITNESS:

From a sales psychological

standpoint, it's a hard thing to do.

The buyer

immediately thinks there's something wrong with the
developer who's charging more than the FHA has appraised
the house for.

It seems to me there is another factor that
nobody has mentioned so far.
THE COURT:

Don't offer something unless some-

body asks you a question.

REDIRECT EXAMINATION (CONTINUED)
BY MR. BETTIUS:
Q

You say your scheme is to come in and really
MR. STEVENS:

(Interposing)

If Your Honor

please, with all due respect, Mr. Bettius has rested his
case.

He's not an intervener in Mr. Savage's case.
THE COURT:

It's being tried together, sir.

If there is some testimony from this witness that will
apply in his case, he certainly would have a right to

ask questions.
These are being tried together by agreement.

-:

··,;;

I~

l .
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f

'

BY MRo BETTIUS:
Q

You indicated the secret of your philosophy

is to come in and underdevelop an
A

a~ea

Not underdevelop it, pricewise come under the

market with a minimal unit for a given
Mr.

8 is that correct?

Bettius~

neighbo~hood,

because we perceive there is nobody else

selling for this price.
Q

All right.

A

And the only way to do it is to underimprove

the land.
Q

In response to Hls Honor's questions you

indicated that you could sell the unit for $3,000 more
if you disclosed -A

(Interposing)

No, if I gave that impreasioni

1 gave a wrong impression.

Thatgs certainly not so.

I

said that you would have to disclose to the FHA and to
the buyer if you sell to him at a price in excess of the
reasonable value from the FHA or VA.

Q

Continuing with Your Honor's bypothetical 9

under the normal $30e000 situation, you would get $3,000
down from your buyer and .the FHA loan would be.$27,000?

A

Yeao

Q

If you sold it for

$33~000

because you had to

•·
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wake up $3,000, your purchaser would then be required
to have $6,000 down, is that correct, to make up the
difference between the sale and the loan?
A

That's correct.

Q

Do you have any feeling based on your expertise

in this area, how that would affect the sales of the
type of market that you are trying to reach, the high
down payment1

A

It would very adversely affect it.
MR. STEVENS:

I'm going to object until he

lays a foundation he has tried it, unless Mr. Savage bas
attempted to

ael~

houses 1n the manner Mr. Bettius is

talking about.
THE COURT:

You are getting perhaps past the

point of the expertise of the witness in evidence at this
time.

.r

BY MR. BETTIUS:
Q

Baaed on other projects you have done -- let

me ask you this way:

I'

have you done other projects that

will sell in about this range?
A

}
l

No, 1 haven't, but I think 1 can answer that

question a little more clearly.

I think as I tried to

indicate before, it's very very difficult from a marketing

I
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standpoint to sell more than FHA appraises the houae for,
purely from a psychological standpoint.

Q

In any event, in order to·qualify under the

loan, it is an absolute fact your purchaser would have
to come up with $6,000 to buy a

$33~000

unit?

A

I have not said $3DOOO moreo

Q

Letus

A

Whatever it isv

Q

Yea.

A

Whatever subsidy bas to be -- whatever subsidy

assume.

has to be injected into the project to do the low a.nd

moderate income will have to

be

borne by the other bouaesp

and their initial anticipated sales price equal to the
FHA appraisal, the additional funds in whatever amount

they might be would certainly have to be in cash.
Q

Mr. Savage, how long based on your experience

would it take you to have an architect produce the plans
and specifications necessary to go to bid on these
different

A

unita~

A period of months, but in all

fairness~

in

the context I'm working in now 0 they would be in a later

section.
Q

All right.

Now, in terms of your enginccring 9
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when you start adding bonus units onto your project,
does this cause re-engineering of the site1
A

The entire balance of the site will have to be

re-engineered to take into account the 35 or 40 units
of the Franconia site.

Q

Based on your knowledge of the sites under

consideration and the advance to whatever point your
engineering advanced to tbis time, do you know how much

delay you· would encounter in doing that, sir?

A

Aa I said before, I don 8 t think there would be

a delay because it's by agreement with the county we
are providing this in later sections.
If this were all in one project as in the
Sunset one, it would be a very great

burden~

In this

one, it can be done at a leter time.
Q

Mr. Savage» you indicate that you are building

a 1,060-square-foot unit.

Did you cause a survey to be

made of the Fairfax County area relative to the average
size of town house units or are you aware and knowledgeable
of the average size of town house units in the Fairfax
County market1
A

Our market reaeareh was restricted to those

town house projects which were selling at the

botto~~
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below $35,000.
Presumably the ones above $35,000 are much
larger and I haven't looked at those as they are not
competitiveo ·

Q

To your knowledge. to this date no one has

attempted to do in Fairfax County what you are going to

j
f

f

lJ

do1

•

A

Not to my knowledge.

MRo BETTIUS:

No further questions.

THE COURT:

Anything else.

MR. HANES:

No.

MR. HAZEL:

No.

THE COURT:

Mro Stevana?

MR. STEVENS:

sir~

If 1 maya Your Honor.

RECROSS EXAMINATION
BY MR. STEVENS:

Q

Let's see if I can follow some figures and save

a little time.

You estimate $2,500 per unit overhead.

I believe that was at Sunset Village.

A

Yea.

Q

That would give you a total cost including your

direct and indirect overhead of $33,500?
A

Yea.

i'
t

i
t

~~~.
f _,

.. ~
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MR. BETTIUS:

I

r~spectfully

:~~
....

~~:..

submit this is

beyond the scope of direct examination or redirect

examination.

MR. STEVENS:

I withdraw ·that, Your Honor.
(Witness excused)

MR. HAZEL:

We would like to call Mr. DeGroff.

-- -

·~

Thereupon

·~{;

.·._..~

MAURICE M. DE GROFF
was called as a witness, .and after having been duly sworn,
was examined and testified as follows:
DIRECT EXAMINATIONBY MR. HAZEL :

Q

Would you state your name. please 0 sir?

A

Maurice M. DeGroff.

Q

Are you the Mr. DeGroff associated with DeGroff

!~

·'·•
·'

~

,

.

:"!to

-~~

.·.:

';l~.r

<j

;.1:
-..

";·

'J..i
·~·.)

·t.
·....'~·:
~

Enterprises?

. ;!;

··1
A

Yes, sir.

Q

Describe your position and/or ownership

interest in DeGroff Enterprises, please.
A

I am president and sole owner of DeGroff

Enterprises.
Q

What is the

princi~al

business of you
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individually and DeGroff Enterprises?
A

Home eonstruction.

Q

What kind of home eonstruction7

A

Single family for the past ten yearso

Q

You have been in the business

appro~!mately

ten years?
A

Yes 0 sire

Q

And in what jurisdictions have you been

..'
...
·~
•}

·1

principally involved?
A

In Fairfax County primarilyo

Q

How many homes have you built roughly in that

period1

In that·periodD how many homes have you built?

I'm sure you have never built any roughly~
A

I'll answer I have built approximately 450

homes.

Q

What price range have those homes sold for?

A

From $28,000 seven or eight years ago to

$50,000 at the preaent.

Q

At this time do you anticipate and are you

partially involved or involved in a town house,project1

A

Yes, sir.

Q

And why are you now moving into the to'm house

market?
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A

Because 1 feel it's necessary to build a

cheaper home than I am building at the present time as
costs continue to rise and the same house continues to
go up in price, and this is one way of backing off and
building a little lower-priced house in a little lowerpriced category.
Q

Mr. DeGroff. is the project which is the

subject of this action marked on the map I show you
marked Stipulation exhibit number two?

(Handing document

to witness)
A

(Witness examines document)

Q

And is it outlined in red with the word

Yes.

''DeGroff'0 next to the project?
A

Yes.

Q

Essentially is that project in the extreme

south end of Fairfax County on Route 1 near Lorton?
A

Yes, sir.

Q

How large is the project?

A

At this point it contemplates 172 town houses.

Q

I show you a letter dated October 27, 1971.

Can you identify that letter?

(Handing docunent to

witness)
A

(t-litnf~ss

exam1.nes document)

Yes, I reccivnd
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that letter last Friday.
MR.• HAZEL:

If Your Honor please, I would

like to introduce this.

I don't know whether it's a

stipulated exhibit 0 but it would be DeGroff exhibit one.
MR. STEVENS:
THE COURT:

No objection.

Any objection& sir?

MR. STEVENS:
THE COURT:

No, air.
It will be received as DeGroff

exhibit number one.
(Thereupon, the document referred to above

was marked DeGroff Exhibit No. l in
Evidence.)

THE COURT:

Let me read it, please.

BY MR. HAZEL:

Q

Does the letter introduced as your first

exhibit refer to a site plan which you have submitted
previously to the county?

A

Yes, sir.

Q

Do you recall when that site plan was submitted?

A

The site plan was submitted on August 27p 19!1.

Q

And to your knowledge it's been in process

since then?

A

Yes, sir.

(
r
ri
i
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Q

And how many units are shown on that site plan

again?

A

172.

Q

Now, Mr. DeGroff, bow much

A

(Interposing)

I'm aorryo

The site plan that's

in is a portion, is a section.

There are 106 units on

this section of the site plan.

I'm sorry.

Q

The project total would be 172?

A

YesD the site plan is 106 units.

Q

Now, in connection with that site plan and

this project, you have run various costs which you
estimate to apply to the project, have you not?

A

Ye&o

Q

To the entire project?

,A

Estimated costs, yes.

Q

In starting out with your raw land as it's

been referred to throughout the case, what is your raw
land price?
A

That's $2,000 for the land itself.

That does

not consider the interest on the trust.
Q

Is that a

A

Yes, sir.

Q

Do you have a development cost estimate?

per-u~it

cost?

.

~j
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A

I have an estimate of around $4p600 which I

mentioned previously; however, ln the past .week we have
had some details regarding our site·plan development 9

and now I would have to estimate that there will be
Another $600 added to that cost because of the dirt

removal.

Q

So that your total development costs now will

be $5,2001
A

Yes, sir.

THE COURT:

Does that include the raw land cost

or not?

THE WITNESS:

j~

No, air.

·,'

BY MR. HAZEL:
Q

Plus the raw land

A

Yes, sir.

Q

$7,200 per lot for a finished lot1

A

That's right.

Q

What size home did you or do you plan to

cost~

construct on those lots1
A

There will be three twenty-two-foot units

ranging from thirty-four·to

t~irty-six

feet deep, three

bedrooms in three of the models and the end units will
have four badrooms.
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They will be 24-foot units.
Q

Have you computed an estimated bricks and mortar

cost as we have been referring to that in this case?
A

1 don't think t could.

I donQt think I could

say that it's just bricks and mortar cost.

A construction

cost, unit construction cost is around 9 somewhere around
$24,000.
Now 8 these have got to be estim&tes because
I have not bid this projecto

Q

So it's $24»00~ in addition to the $7,200

finished lot coat?

A

Yes.

Q

And you consider that the $24,000 plus the

$7.200 is your out-of-pocket cost?

A

Yes.

Q

Are there any other items which would be

included in out-of-pocket costs?
A

Well, now, that would include sales costs and

money costs, construction, point costs.

Q

Does that include any profit?

A

No, sir.

Q

All right, sir.

Nowt you are familiar with

the chapter, the 156 ordinance referring to the low and
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m~derate

income of Fairfax .County'l

A

Yes. I am.

Q

Have you computed any reduction in eoet if you

followed the concepts of that ordinance?
A

I would have to say essentially

what~s

been

said before, that if I sold the low -- built the low
income house, it was sold without involving
involving sales

points~

points~

by that we mean considering VA

points, that we could take out of that figure somewhere
around $2 9 500.
Then if we stripped the unit down, 1 woul1d

only be able to get maybe $1 0 500 more.

I don't

contemplate being able to strip a unit of this size down
to any great extent where you could save an appreciable

amount of money.
Q

You anticipate a savings of perhaps $4,0007

A

Perhaps that, yes.

Q

~d

that would be your estimate of the maximum
'

reduction that you feel you could make on your project
by building under this ordinaneet

A

Yes.
MR. STEVENS:

Your Honor, this i.s bls client.

Surely bets not an adverse witness.

I object.

..:;.
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THE COURT:

Sustainedo

MR. HAZEL:

Strike the questiono

BY MR. HAZEL:
Q

.
Do you build FHA insured under the 203

A

Yes, I do.

Q

You're familiar with that program7

Q

Do you have any opinion as to whether or not

program~

you could build under chapter 156 any of the units
required either' low or mQderate and make any money,
.r

make any profit whatsoever on those units?

MR. STEVENS:
MR. HAZEL:

J

If Your Honor please
(Interposing)

I asked if he had

an opinion on it.

lfit. STEVENS:

I don't think he's laid the

necessary foundation for any kind of opinion.

I think

before he can get to that kind of an opinion, he's got
to testify to what kind of analysis hevs done to determine

whether or not any profit can be made.
Now he's testified here, I think, that he
could reduce it by $4,000; the cost of the town house.

of this kind and size.
THE COURT:

I have taken four from what he
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I
I

I
.I
J

te~tlfled

II

to before and I come up with twenty-seven two.

Would that not be just a matter of simple arithmetic
from his testimony?

MR. HAZEL:

I have no further questionst

I

withdraw that question.

CROSS EXAMINATION

BY MR. STEVENS:
Q

Mr. DeGroff, you testified in answer to one of

Mr. Hazel's questions that you have worked in the past

under the FHA 203

progra~p

.~

""::.

-~·

-~

A

Yes.

Q

Have you worked on ge.tting approved for the

FHA 203 finaneing

on the town houses on the site in

question?

A

Yes, sir.

Q

Have you already done that?

A

We made an application for the feasibility

study, yes.

We have.

It's been approved only from the

standpoint of feasibility.

Q

Now, when you say

feasibility~

you mean

feasibility of 203?

A

Of 203, yes, sir.

Q

What about feasibility studies of any subsidized
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or subsidy studies you have beard ao much discussion
about?

A

No.

Q

Have you ever

MR. BETTIUS:
Honor.

(Interposing)

Objection 0 Your

He is assuming a fact not in evidence because

the testimony has been there haven't been any subsidies

Ii

'

I'
I

I

•

1

to the developer.
They are all to the purchaser.
THE COURT:

1 will consider the question

without that remark attached.
BY MR. STEVENS:
Q

Have you ever applied for FHA consideration

of feasibility of any -- without using the word subsidy
of 235, 236, turnkey, any other housing program?

A

No.

Q

Have you attempted in connection with the town

house property that's the subject of this litigation to
dev~s~

the cheapest, the lowest cost unit you could

provide that would still meet minimum standards, the
minimum property ctandards you have heard described the
other day and the Fairfax County Building Code1
A

No, air; I haven't.

''
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Q

What are your projected sales prices on the

units you propose to build on the property in question?

A

Based on what I have recently learned, I would

guess somewhere in the area of $35,000 to $38,000.

·Q

$35,000 to $38,000?

A

Yes.

Q

That's for four models?

A

That's right.

Q

Is that correct?

A

Yes.

Q

Now, do you do any of the work in your sub-

divisions yourself or do you do it all by subcontract?
A

I have a carpenter erew.

The rest is all

subcontract.

Q

I see.

What do you pay carpenters on that

carpenter crew?
A

Per hour?

Q

If they are paid by the hour, what do you pay

A

My lead carpenters I think draw around $5 an

Q

About $5 an hour?

A

Yes, that's the finish carpenters.

them?

hour.
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Q

Are there any other tradesmen that you use in

your own employ and not through -Laborers, yes.

A

(Interposing)

Q

Laborerz?

A

Yes.

Q

What do you pay laborers7

A

$3 an hour.

f

I think I have one at $3.50 an

I
f

t
~
i

hour.

l
MR. STEVENS:

I think thatvs all I have.

.I

REDIRECT EXAMINATION
BY MR. BETTIUS:

Q

D~Groff,

Mr.

~

how many years have you been in

I

A

Ten years.

Q

Over that period of time, have you developed

a fee 1 for (vhich you as a oat ter of yonr

A

Yes

Q

<
.. i
...>

Ofrtn

philosophy

compuny would like to build? ·

u
t

sir ..

r, as a businessman in Fairfax County and

the United S ta. tes,

\-:rot~ 1 rl

f t: '"'r v~·,.. c1 P ~ 1 rP

to take a

book of minimum property stanclards established by the
FHA and build 1,000-square-foot •.tn:l.tR7

·"·'

~·:

o•

.,!

I

the construction business, sir?

aa a wan or

~

I n fa c t , 1 don ' t

c v en t n in!.::

T. ' r.1 q u a 1 if i e d
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to

do it because I have a standard that 1 prefer to
.

build undP,..

MR. BETTIUS:
THE COURT:

.•·

.

No further questions.
Mr. Stevens?

MR. STEVENS:. No questions.
THE COURT:

Mr. Hazel?

MR. HAZEL:

No questions.
(Witness excused)

1-iR. HANES:

We will call Mr. Karlson.

Thereupon.

JOHN A. XARLSON
was called as a witness, and after having been duly sworn,
was examined and testified as follows:
DIRECT EX.Al1INATION

BY HR. HANES:

Q

Would you state your name, address and

o~cupation,

A
Vi~nna,

please?

John I..

Virginia.

~~arlson.

I live at 2500 Fernwood Drive i

I'm.a builder.

Tnr: COURT:

Do you spell your last name

K.-a-r-1-s-o-n?
TH ~~ \-l J TN Z S S :

Yc s •
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THE COURT:

Thank you.

BY MR. HANES:
Q

Mr. Karlson, were you and Mr. Lincoln Broyhill

trustees under a parcel of land located at Routes 123
-:llld

66'l

A

Yes 1 we are presently.

Q

Would you show the Court on the map where it ia?

THE COURT:

What is .it referred to on the map,

sir7

THE WITNESS:

I.t refers to Broyhill.

BY 1-ffi. RANES:
:.

Q

What size is.that parcel of land?

A

Ten point six acres.

Q

Do you know the zoning?

A

RH-2G.

Q

What type of zoning

A

Garden apartment.

THE COURT:

is that?

Did you say 2G or 2J?

THE WITNESS:

TilE COURT:

cla~sification

I

2G.

Thank you.

BY MR. HANES:
Q

site, sir?

Do you intend to construct apartments on that
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A

Yes.

Q

now many units?

A

174.

Q

Do you have a breakdown between the type of

units as far as

bedroo~s

are concerned?

A

Y.es, we do.

Q

Give us those.

A

We anticipate sixty-three one-bedroom, ninety-four

t~v-o-bedroom

Q

and seventeen three-bedroom units.

Have you obtained a loan on the tract for the

permanent financing?

A

Yes,

Q

ln order to do that, did you have to furnish a

w~

have.

rent roll?
A

Yes, we did.

Q

Can you tell the Court what that is?

A

Tha projected rents would be as follows:

$190

for the one-bedroom units, $215 for the two-bedroom units

and $255 for the three-bedroom units.

Q

Rave you run cost estimates as to what you

intend to spend to build ·this pro.1ect?

A

We are in the

Q

Ha~e

proc~ss

of doing that right nowo

you considered what type of profit you

.·i

I
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would get out of this project if you rented it without
compliance with the low and moderate income ox·dinance?

A

Yea, we have.

Q

Would that be based on 100-percent rental?

A

Yes.

Q

What profit would that be?

A

In dollar amounts. it's $50,000 a year,

approximately.

Q

And if you did comply with the low and moderate

income ordinance, what would that be reduced to, the

figure?

A

$37,500.

Q

Now, what is your background as far as building,

Mr. Karlson1
A

Well, 1 have .been employed in Fairfax County

by various home building organizations for about 15 or

16 years.
Q

Have you built in the FHA programs before?

A

Yes, we were under the single-family houses up

until 1963.

Q

And have you as. far as the Fairfax Village site

is concerned -- 1 believe that's the name of your
project -- conferred with nun officials as to meeting the

I
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low and moderate income requirements?

A

Once or twice before by telephone.

Q

And have you been able to· find any subsidies

or any monies coming to you if you do that?
A

No 9 sir.

MR. HANES:

That's all the questions I have.

MR. BETTIUS:

1 have three questions.

DIRECT EXM1INATION (CONTINUED)
BY MR. BETTIUS:
Q

Mr. Karlson, i·f you know, what is the livable

area in your two-bedroom apartment?
A

It's

~etween

900 and 1,000 square feet.

I

believe it's 973 or 9741} I believe.
Q

How about your three-bedroom apartment?

A

Three-bedroom apartment?

Q

Yes.

A

I

don't know that.

It would be approxiwately

120 or 140 additional square feet.

. Q

In other words, would you get well above 1,000

square feet of livable area?
A

On the thr8e-bcdroom units.

Q

tn an apartment?

A

That's right.
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Yes •

·.,

CROSS

·....

No furtber.questions.
Mr. Stevens?

.if

.

o

•.

.·.···THE COURT:

.

.

.. y·ou·give them 1 0 200 feet of actual. living

~~

-~:<: ;]6;_\.--_, ,~r~~'?: :i~:· :~~~~'.:· c ~r ;e c t? •• ··•

. _.: >_:

~.. .

.~ ••:r. ',
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•

I
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.

•,

Q·

Mr. Karlson; you have a total of how many units

. again?
/•

.

'·.· ··0· . ·=··· . .

.

A

Q

.174 living units.
How many individual structures will they be

contained in7

':

..

~
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A.

Thirteen.

Q

Thirteen different buildings?

A

Yes.

Q

Row many stories?

A

All walk-ups.

Are they all walk-ups?
~

Now, have you made a proposal to comply in the
event this litigation is not favorable to you7
A

Yes 0 we have.

Q

t-li th the Housing Authority?

A

With the Housing_Author1ty.

Q

ror lot-t income units?

A

For the low income and with a do-it-yourself

..

. ·~

basis through Mr. Morrell's office with the county.
THE COURT:

Do it yourself with reference to

the moderate?
THr ~-11TH"CSS:

nY. Hr.. .

Q

~TEVr.NS:

I ohow you several pieces of paper and ask if

you cnn identify those.
A

Yes, sir.

(Uitnc.as

(Handing documents to witness)

~Xllti1ines

documents)

Yes, sir.

This

is the letter, 1 helicve, that went with the --~hat came

with the proposal.
Yea, sir; I reco&nize it.

·~
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!

l
t

Q

Is it fair to say what I have handed you is

1

a copy of a letter of transmittal from the county 0 a

i

copy from the county» a copy of your warranty agreement
to furnish moderate income units and a copy of your
contract with the Housing Authority to furnish low

inco~e

units?

A

Yes, sir.
l1Ro STEVENS:

I move the admission of this

{Thereupon~

o

there was had a discussion

outside the bearing of the reporter between
Mr~

Hanes and Mr. Stevens.)

ltR. STEVENS:

.If Your Honor please • I move the

admission of the package of agreements and correspondenc&
with Broyhill-Karlson.
THE COURT:

Any objection1

MR.

No objection.

l~NES:

THE COURT:

It will be received as defendant 9 S

exhibit three.

(Thereupon, the documents referred to above
were marked Defendant's Exhibit No. 3 in
Evidence.).

THE COURT:

Let me look at these, please.

t

i

I.,
i·
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1
t

BY MR. STEVENS:
Q

Mr. Karlson 8 both the warranty and the

agree~

ment that is in evidence were conditioned 9 were they

not~

on the outcome of this litigation being favorable to the
county?
A

That 9 s correct.

Q

In the event the litigation were favorable to

you, would you have any intention of leasing units to
the Housing Authority pursuant to an agreement1
A

Q

to

you~

In the event the litigation would be

succesafu~.

would you have any present intention to lease

units on the market for moderate income eligible people

at the prices contained in this warranty1
A

Uo~

Q

Now~

sir.

were your average production costs, costs

of production per dwelling unit the best estimate you

have at thia point in
A

time~

Well 9 right at the present time it looks like

they will be -- the completed costs will run between
$13 pSOO and $14,000 per unit • on .the aver:1ge, taking

ones, twos and threes and averaging them.

Q

And that's the manner in which you capitalize
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a proJect of that sort'l

That's the way I do ito

A

That's right.

Q

Xou don't separately

ascrib~

costs per square

foot or per bedroom or anything lik3 that?
A

That's correcto

Q

Now, you testified :ln answer to some of l-1r o

Bettius' questions, I think, about storage apace and air
conditioning and things of that aorto
Are

required by the

th~ae

Fl~

property standards

or by the Fairfax County ·nuilding Code?
A

~O;

they

a~e

nota

Ibey are required by the

lender in consideration of being given the mortgage on
the property.
MRo STEV.El~S:

That's allo

THE COURT:

Anything further1

l·lR. liAUES:

One question.

RE~lRECT

BY MR •.

·q

EXAMINATION

lW~ES:

Mr" Karlson, the overall project cost is what..,

do you know&

A

The overall coat'

Q

Yes, airo

A

Well, it ia not finalizad yet.

As I say, the

···I~
. f
.
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is~

\>cal I can do

we are arriving somewhere around $13,500

to $14,000. ·
Q

When you multiply that out exactly, what is

1
J

th.:it

going to come to?

}

j
A

Th~

mortgage is $2»150DOOO on the first mortgage.

NR. HANES:

All right.

That's all the questi.ons

THE COURT:

Any questions?

r have.
HR. STEVENS:

No.
(Witness excused)

(Thereupon 0 a short recess was taken,
after which the following proceedings
were had:)

Thereupon

CARL BERNSTEIN
was called as a witness, and after having been duly swornp
waa examined and testified as follows:
DIRECrr EXAHINATION

BY HR. HAZEL:
Q

'V1ould you state· your name, please, sir?

A

Carl Bernstein.

Q

And

ar~

you associated with the Bernstein

1

i
l
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organization which ia a plaintiff in this caee1
A

That's correcto

Q

In what cnpacity are you

A

I'm president and 50-percent owner of the

~ssociated?

corporation.
Q

Mro Bernstein, do you have in mind & project

in the county on which you hold a contingent contract
near Annandale that is the subject of this

case~

A

Yes.

Q

I ahow you a map marked Stipulation exhibit

number one and point to a red covering with the name
Berlage

be~ide

Is that the location of your

it.

project~

(Indicatin~)

A

Yes.

Q

Ho\1 many acres is involved in that property?

A

Twenty-threeo

Q

And

A

~T-10.

t~h3t

ia its present zoning?

TilE COURT:

ls that on Ravc11Sworth Road?

l·m.

Yes 0 sir.

HAZ3L:

THE COURT:
l'iR o

Road.

HAZEL:

All right.
It's on the west aide of Ra ven~l wo t>ttj
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TilE COURT:

1 see.

BY MR. HAZEL:

Q

How many units do you intend to construct on

the proj ect'l ~

A

230.

Q

What is the project

A

B.T-10.

Q

Have you had an opportunity to review your

zoning~

project estimates on that project?
A

Yes.

Q

What 16 your raw land coat per unit1

A

$4pl7S.
....

Q

Essentially is that the contract price per

A

Yes.

Q

For the purchase of the raw land without any

un1t1

improvements?
A

Yeso

Q

Do you have a total out-of-pocket coat for the

town house units which you intend to construct there'
A

Yea.

Q

And do you have an out of pocket which doea not

include profit'l
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A

Yeso

Q

What is that figure 0 sir!

A

$3~ 0 664.

Q

What is the smallest unit that you intend to

construct on that site, the square footage per unit?

A

1,228 square feet.

Q

What is your average unit intended to have in

the way of bedrooma7
They all have at least three bedrooms.

A

Three.

Q

Are you familiar with the chapter 156 low and

moderate income housing ordinance of Fairfax Couuty1

A

Yes.

Q

Have you reviewed this project to determine

what if anything could be deleted from a unit in the w•y
of coat under the

si~and

nine-percent requirements of

that ordinance?

A

Yeso

Q

And what amount have you arrived at as a per-

unit reduction in your out of pocket?
A

We could save approximately $2,500

~o

$3 0 000

by eliminatitag certain direct construction costs.

Q

So that would bring your unit cost down to

in the neighborhood of $28,000 a unit?
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·A

Yes.

It will be more like $29i000g I think.

Q

$29,.000?

A

Yeso

Q

Now, that would be an out-of-pocket coat to
$4~100

unit land cost?

(Interposing)

Wait a minuteo

you including your $4,000 or

A

Yes.

Q

That would ba -THE COURT:

NowD

the figures you are speaking of are thirty-two six and
twenty-nine thousand.
Does that include the $4,000 land eost?
THE

~TNESS:

Ye& 0 that's the total coat 0 Your

Honor.
THE COURT:

All right.

BY Mil. HAZEL:

Q

Does that figure include any profit allowance?

A

No.

MRo HAZEL:

I have no further questions.

THE COURT:

Mr. Bettiua?

MR. BETTIUS:
DIRECT

If I may.
EXl~fiNATION

(CONTINUED)

BY MR. BETTIUS:
Q.

Mr. Bernstein. supposing the reduced unit .you
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testified to, that you could save $2,500 to $3$000 a

unit.
The family that would live in there, would they
enjoy the advantages of air conditioning?
A

No.

Q

Would thEo/enjoy the advantages of a disposal?

A

No.

Q

Dishwasher?

A

Noo
MR. BETTIUS:
THE COURT:

MR. STEVENS:

No further questions.
Mr. Stevena?

Yea.

CROSS EXAMINATION
BY MR. STEVENS:
Q

Mr. Bernstein, on the contract on which you

bought or are buying -- are you now the owners?
A

Nop

contract owners.

Q

Under the terms of that contract, will you be

required to pay for the ground on the basis of the
number of dwelling units actually derived from it or do

.

you have a fixed figure in cost for the property?
A

We would pay for the number of units that we

the amount of density that we get.

There is a range that
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the purchase price can be reduced

b~

by the number of

units less than the maximum that we get, but there is a
very small range.

Q

Is· it 213

A

The maximum would be 230 and the minimum could

units~

be 213.

Q

And it's your testimony that the sales price

is to be reduced on a per-unit basis if you can't get
at least 213 units out of the property1

A

Right.

I think perhaps the way to

MR. STEVENS:

clarify that is to introduce the contract.
MR. HAZEL:

No objectiono

BY MR. STEVENS:

Q

I

show you this document and ask 1£ you can

identify this signature page.

(Handing document to

witness)

A

(Witness examines document)

Q

Is this the contract under which you are

Yes.

purchasing this property?

A

Yes.

Q

And directing your attention to paragraph 6A

A

(Interposing)

Yes.
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Q

Now, are there any other contingencies in the

contract of which you are aware that would say for
whatever reason you eould derive more than 230 dwelling
units from the property, that it would cost you any
additional money for the land?

A

No.

Q

The price given ia the maximum price subject

to reduction if you get lese?
A

Yee.
I

MR. STEVENS:

I offer the contract.
:

THE COURT:

Any objection?

MRo HAZEL:

No objection.

THE COURT:

The contract dated June 30, 1Y71,

.....· ....

will be received as defendant's number four.
(Thereupon, the document

r~ferred

to above

was marked Defendant 0 s Exhibit No. 4 in
Evidence.)
BY MR. STEVENS:

Q

You testified, I believe 9 Mr. Bernstein, that

you could reduce the price of one of the units you propoe4!
to build on Ravensworth b.Y $2,500 to $3,000?
A

Yeso

Q

That would be by eliminating some of the features

I.
j
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your. market units vould contain?

A

Yea.

Q

Have you studied or made a.ny in,rest1gation. of

the coat of producing the minimum size units that the
minimum property FHA standards and the property building
code would permit the construction of on that property?

A

1 8 m familiar with ito

Q

Do you have any estimate of what the cost of

such a m1.nlmum unit on the Ravenswortb property would ber

A

Direct costs, Just the bricks and mortar would

be $13 0 000.
would be- plus your marketing coats --

Q

~bat

A

(Interposing)

Q

The finished lot coats?

A

The indirect lot costs and the lot costs,

That would be plus the

indirect~

right.
Q

What would the total cost be by your estimate?

A

I'm sorry.

That figure would not be $12,000o

It would be $14,500.

Q

What would the total be including indirect

costs and finished lot cQst?

A

$28,331.

Q

That's for the three-bedroom house?

.'?
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A

Yes.

Q

Do you have any computations for a four-bedroom

house?
A

Yes.

A four-bedroom would be about $2,500

Q

Or $30,500?

A

Yes.

Q

NowD again, is that for the minimum size and

more.

minimum construction standards unit acceptable under both'
FHA minimum property standards and the county building
code?
Let me ask it another way.

What size dwelling

is that you 1 re 'talking about in each case?
A

Well, our smallest three-bedroom unit .is 11)228

square feet on a slab and our four-bedroom unit would be
1,424 square feet.

Q

Have you done any investigation of prices for

1,000 square feet?
A

Have you done any analysis on that?

Our smallest unit is

1~228

square feet which is

about 11 a square foot, just direct cost, so, you know,
if you take it down to

1.,060 or 1,100, it's about

$1,000 or $1,100 for every 1,000 square feet you take
off.

'

'···
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Q

Now, have you any. intention of constructing

units such as you have described aa the minimum acceptable.
units in the event this litigation results favorably to

you?
A

No9

Q

For either the low or moderate
THE COURT:

MR. STEVENS:

income~

Is that relevant, air?
I

was wondering whether or not

he had any intention of doing so, if Your Honor please

THE COURT:

If.be.haa no

requirem~nt

a

to do it,

i

JI

.·\ 1

how ia it relevant whether or not be would want to do
it voluntarily?
~m9

STEVENS:

The very question of whether or

not this unit is now being produced. voluntarily would
seem to me would be very germane to the question of
whether there ia a necessity for the board to adopt such
an ordinance.

MR. HAZEL:

If Mro Stevens intends to contend

the building industry is not producing any of this
housing voluntarily, we will take that subject

up

when

Mr. Stevens attempts to put that proof before Your Honoro
There was testimony at the hearings that the

I

. l

1

building industry right now under the 235 and 236 programs
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has 1,500 units under way in Fairfax County.
The board of supervisors chose to ignore that
when they adopted this ordinancep and when the Court gets
to it. --

we

have been waiting for Mr. Stevens to infer

· the industry was not in some way coming up to its
responsibilities in this area and it is by the standards
that applyo
MR. STEVENS:
anything.

I don't know that I have inferred

I was asking questions of a witness.

Mro Hazsl

has gotten up here and gotten in 90 seconds worth of
testimony.
I am disregarding whatever is not

THE COURT:

~

~
l

j

in evidenceo

;

I raised the question aa to how relevant it is
whether this builder wishes to build houses below what
he says it is costing him to put them on the market for
or to sell them for

~t

what he says is less than his

eo~~

I don't see how it's relevant whether or not
a man would voluntarily go out and oell something for

less than cost.
MR. STEVENS:

I have, Your Honor.

All right·.

I think that 1 s all
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REDIRECT EXAMINATION
BY MR. BETTIUS:
Q

Mra Bernsteinp if you had· to start to take off

2,000 square feet off this unit, where would you start,
if you know7

Excuse me.

I mean 200 square feet.

Do you

know where you would start?
A

I think so.

Q

Where would that be, air?

A

I would reduce. the sizeD eliminate the dining

I

i
-I

room or foyer or something like that.
Q

Do you want to build that kind of house, Mr.

Bernstein~

A

No.

Q

·Do you know how to build it?

A

Yes.

MR. STEVENS:
THE COURT:

If Your Honor please
(Interposing)

I think that 0 s

irrelevant as to whether he knows bow to build it.
MR. BETTIUS:

Your Honor, may it please the

Court, I'm prepared to cite law in this particular areaq
I think that's one of the very cogent arguments we must
make in thia case and I

pref~ced

my testimony with it

•
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this morning, not necessarily whether a builder actually
loses· dollars and cents, but whetber the county as a

practieal matter would regulate a man°s business to force
him to build in a way that he doesn°t know how to build,
and whether this in fact is confiscationo
THE COURT:

All rightQ

I'll allow ito

Go

ahead.
BY Mit. BETTIUS :Q

Hr. Eernstein, aa a businessman is it your

desire to build this

typ~

of unit1

A

You're referring to the low cost unit?

Q

Yes, sir; on this site?

A

No.

Q

Tell the Court why.

A

This land is located on Ravensworth Road which

is in a moderate to high income level, and the marketability of a low cost unit at this location would not be

compatible.
I don't think it's the site for it in my
judgment.

MR. BETTIUS:

No further questions.

THE COURT:

Mr. Hazel?

MR. HAZEL:

I have no further questions, Your
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:~

Honor.
MR. STEVENS:

If Your Honor

please~

might I --

this is not recross, but might I be permitted to reopen
my own cross examination?
There was one question I neglected to ask.

MR. BETTIUS:

No objection.
~

MRe HAZEL:

No objection.

THE COURT:

Go ahead.

CROSS

E~~NATION

(CONTINUED)

BY MR. STEVENS:
Q

Are you familiar with density bonus provisions

under the ordinance?

A

Yes.

Q

Under the ordinance?

A

Yes.

Q

Have you considered the impact of the density

bonus on your property with respect to the effect it
might have on total cost of production?
A

Yes.

Well, there are a number of things that

I have to explain.

The first thing is that we have a

land plan for the maximum. number of units, 230, 10 units
per acre, and we could not physically -- we have already
checked into the studies and cannot physically add any

.
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units to the site without d_iaturbing the land plan, and

we are very concerned about that.
We can save a few dollara.by eliminating some
direct coats by taking out some of the amenieies~ some
of the

ga~bage

~nits,

disposal

refrigerators, or reduce

the space and change materials, but it's my contention
that it's going to be offset by other administrative costs
in building these units.
You lcnow, as a separate entity you have got to
design different.

For

e~ample,

our only way we can make

or develop 12.8-percent profit that we project ·ts if we
set this thing up on a production 11ne basis.

If I can give an analogy.

If you took a

Cadillac in an automobile plant and stopped production
to make a Ford, you can imagine what costs are involved,
administrative and other costs in making this changeo
Well, this is what we have to face.

We are

production volume builders and we have to face stopping

our production units which we have built over the years
and the more we build it, the more efficient we get at
doing it.
This is where we make our profit is building
the same unit over and over again.

Here we have to stop
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and .do something different •.

So I don't -- I said we can save $2,500 to
$3,000, but 1 don't really mean that because it's going
..

to be offaet by other administrative costs which we are
going to have by having, you know, an unlike animal that

we have to buildo

Q

Have you ever applied for and done any work

~

i

with FHA!

1

A

Yes.

'
~

...

p~ograms?

Q

What kind of

A

203" 236.

Q

In Fairfax County?

A

203 in Fairfax County and 236 in Alexandria.

Q

I see.

I

Now, have you determined on the

Ravensworth property whether or not you intend to use

FHA financing or FHA -A

(Interposing)

We intend to go to the 203 FHA

program and the VA program.
~m.

STEVENS:

MR. HAZEL:

That's all I have.
One question, Mro Bernstein.

REDIRECT EXAMINATION (CONTINUED)
BY MR. HAZEL:

Q

You have built under the 236

pr~gram?
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A

Yes.

Q

And you have heard the subsidy referred to

now for two days of testimony?

A

Yes.

Q

Does that alleged subsidy refer to any money

that any government or agency comes out and pays you for
the differenee between the kinds of costs that you have
testified to and the market at which you are forced to
sell under those programs1

A

No.

Q

The answer was no?

A

No.

Q

I didn't hear it.

A

No.
MR. HAZEL:

Thank you.

I have no further

questions.

MR. STEVENS:
THE COURT:

I don't either.
Step down.
(Witness excused)

THE COURT:

Call your next witness.
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Thereupon
ROLAND THOMPSON
was called as a witness, and after having been duly sworn,
was examined and testified

a11

follows:

DIRECT EXA}fiNATION

BY MR • HAZEL :

Q

State your name, air.

A

Roland Thompson,

Q

How long have you lived in this area 9 Mr.

I~live

in Fairfax County.

Thompson?
A

All of my life.·

Q

What is your busineas1

A

I am a.builder and developer.

Q

How lottg have you been in the building and

developing business?
A

Seventeen years.

Q

What sort of projects have you built during

those 17 years?
A

Single-family housing and multihousing,

primarily town houses.

Q

Could you estimate for His Honor the number

of single-family homes you have built and the number of
town houses that you have built?

)

~·. :·! ·
j

...
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~

approximately 600.

A

Togethe~

Q

And was the breakdown approximately even between

single family and town houses?

A

I would say roughly, yes.

Q

Now, what price ranges have those homes sold

A

Well, anywhere from, let's say $30,000 up to

~·

fort

as high as $75,000.

Q

Regarding the various categories of building,

would I be correct in

sug~esting

that there are ht.1i.lclet>a

I

J

_.,]

who specialize in high quality high

worY.m~nship p~oducts

j•~

\

norm~lly

which

probably other
ranges

~ith

sell at higher prices
build-=-~~

·~nd~

there

.i
~

A~~

who Rpecialize in varying price

varying degrees of

qual:f.t~?

Is that a fair statement?
A

Yes.

Q

No\f, where in that range have you specialized

in your 17
A
in the

Q

years~

I

wo~ld

modernt~

say we have

~rima~ily

~~P~i~~i~ed

co higher income or higher-priced home.

Without using moderate and low cost as words

of art under the ordinance definition, have you ever had
uny significant experience in building in the lower

~rice
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ranges?
A

I have never built anything under

Q

Bow long ago did you build in the $30,000 raDge?

A

In·1960 and in 1961, I imagineo

Q

So in effect that priee range would today

Sl~,n~n.

because of inflation be a considerably higher-priced home!
A

Definitely, yea.

Q

Mr. Thompson, I show you a map on which there

is a red dot that has by it ''Stonebaven."
recognize that dot and that name?

Do you

(Indicating)

A

Yes.

Q

Is that the project of yours which 1s involved

in the suit today?

A

Yes.

Q

That's on Arlington Boulevard just east of

Fairfax Cirele?
A

Yes.

Q

How many acres are in that total projeet?

A

There was S8.9 acres.

Q

When was the eontraet entered for the acquisition

of that land?

A

1964.

Q

And at that time what was the contract priee
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tt was based on acreage really.
QO

~t

acreage1

$2,350 was a price based on a 1963 contract?

.S tx ty- four?

A=d following that contract negotiation, dld
~-.,et

the zoning of the property?

I

YeB, I did.

·~·

Vhat category 1.s it zoned?
It's zoned RTC-10.
And how many units are you building on the·

Ye arc allowed 589.

We hope to get in the

Why are you not able to build or not planning
.--i\

~tl4 the total number of units allo~1ed under the

Th~r~

are a number of reasons.

I don't think
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p~ysically

on this size piece of ground you can get the

full density, physically, that is.
Secondly. we made a contribution to the school
board of five acres and we also have an additional nine
acres of flood plain.

Q

So you are of the opinion that physically you

can only construct on the property approximately 450 of

the 589 units allowed?
A

Yes.

Q

If a situation would arise under which the

county would raise the permitted density by this one-totwo

device~ wou~d

that be of any significance to you?

A

No, sir.

Q

Do you have an opinion as to the present market

value of the unit raw land that you acquired in 1964 for

$2,350?
A

Yes

~

we refused $4 1 000 a unit in 1969, two

years ago.
Q

Now~

Mr. Thompson, I have asked you to make

various projections and estimates regarding your cost
of construction.
In those projections, which land value did you
utilize, the original cost to you or the present market
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value of the unit eight or nine years later?
A

I used the original cost. $2.350.

Q

So any figures you give us regarding the total

cost would be subject to an increase of approximately
$2,000 if I used the current market value of the parcel,
is that correct?

A

That's trueo

Q

How many units have you built on the project

to date?

A

Approximately 161.

We have finished 130.

Ye

have another 31 under construction right now.

Q

How many units have

y~u

succeeded in processing

to final site plan approval that are not yet built?
A

Not yet built?

Q

Yes.

A

112.

Q

Row many units are left for site plan processing

,.,hich you have been advised would be subject to this

ordinance, approximately?
A

t would say approximately 200.

A little over

Q

Do you have a site plan

for any

200.

those 200 units?

pandin~

p~rt

of
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A

I have a preliminary plan pendingo

Q

And you have been advised by the Fairfax County

authorities that . they would rtot

pro~ess

that site plan

further unless you met the requirements of chapter 156»
the low and moderate income ordinance?

A

They have not notified me yet, but I assume

they will.
Q

You understand that that will be the case?

A

Yes.

Q

Now, what is your present projection based on

the relevant historical data in that subdivision?

\lhat

ia your present cost projection 8 the figure that we will
refer to as out-of-pocket cost for construction that is
a figure which does not include profit?
A

Well, when you speak of construction, you're

speaking of everythingo
Q

Let's say the total out of pocket to build a

unit, not ineluding profit.
A

It's costing us approximately in the vicinity

of $35,000 or 4 little better.

It's between $35,000 and

$36,000.

Q

If the additional $2,000 in market value of

the unit was added, it would be in effect costine you

21./

approximately

~37

,000 to bui.ld the unit?

A

That's correct.

Q

Have you considered whether or not that cost

projection is valid for your remsining units in the
project?

A

Definitely noto

Q

In what way is it not valid?

A

t-lel..l, I think each year you have to plan on a

certain amount of appreciation or cost increase in your
. I

Wlits.

I think this would be valid for the next six
monthai hopefully.

Q

Now, basically how many bedrooms do your unite

A

All of my units have three bedrooms.

have?

no four bedrooms.

We have a few deluxe two

~~e

have

bedrooms~

but very fe"tv.
Q

How many square feet are there in your units

approximately?
A

We have nine models and we run from 2,200 to

2,700 square feet per unit.
Q

insurance?

Have you ever built any projects under FHA

1,
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siro

A

llo~

Q

Do you ever intend to, Mr.

A

No, oir.

Q

Have you estimated or attempted to estimate

T~ompson?

what you could do in the way of stripping, as the word
has been used during the last two days, of stripping one
of your units so that it would be constructed in line
with the concepts of the low and moderate income
ordinance?
A

Yes, I have. ·

Q

Do you have a figure that you think you could

.(

reduce the construction cost of your units if you were

forced to build under this ordinance?
A

Yes~

Q

l1hat 1s that amount?

A

Approximately $4,570.

Q

That figure would be subtracted from

I have that figure.

approximately $37,000 if you used the present market

.value of tha lot, is that correct?
A

That's correct.

Q

Now, have you considered the effect on the

balance of your project, those units.which
und c ccupieo and thos c

unit~~

ar~

which you have yet

built:
t~~

hu:tld
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if the requisite percentage of low and moderate income
housing was forced into that project?
MR. STEVENS:

If Your Honor please, I'm going

to object unless he lays a foundation as t:o whether Hr.
Thompson bns bad any experience with the development or
the

~arketing

of a mixed cost similar housing project.

THE COURT:

You will have to lay a foundation

whether he's bad any experience in having lower cost
housing among higher cost housingo
11R. HAZEL:

1 .would be glad to go into that •
.

but I think the owner of a building or the builder of a
project could indicate what in his opinion would be the
situation if he built drastically lower-priced units in
the midst of his higher-priced units.
THE COURT:

I think that's speculative unless

there is some basis to put it in~

1-m.

HAZEL:

I think it's a matter that goes to

the weight of the testimony.
THE COURT:

It's speculative at this point,

MR. HAZEl.:

I'll withdraw the question.

sir.

BY

Q

l·~R.

llAZEIA :

Do you have a

homeowners association?

~.. -
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.A

Q

Yes, sir.

Mr. Thompson, under the precepts of the home-

owners association, are all of the owners in your project
..

by the homeowner agreement automatically members of the
homeowners association?
A

Yeso

Q

And are all of them required to pay dues for

that privilege?
A

Yes.

Q

And these

are c;ovenants which are on the project

thnt run with the project 0 run with the land, in effect?
•

A

I

.

,

Yes.

. I

Q

And under those covenants, what= sort of

amenities and privileses do the owners in the development

bave7
For instance, do they have the use of a
swimming pool or a clubhouse or any other
(Interposing)

Q

And for that they pay fixed dues?

A

Yes.

Q

And do these covenants pertain to such things

as the

ulti~ate

They will.

It's to be builto

A

repair of parts of tbe project, street

maintenance ancl so on?
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A

Yes.

Q

Now, in your opinion is it feasible to assume

that you could have some owners in that project who
were not members of the homeowners association?
A

I think the charter sti.pulates that each home-

owner automntically becomes a member of the association

I

in good standing as long as they pay their dues.
Q

I

l
I

I

Is there any provision for waving that: member-

t

}
~

ship in the homeowners association?

l

,
I

A

Not to my knowledge, no.

Q

Do you have any opinion as to how it would

~

~

affect the balance of the proje_ct if a percentage of
your homeowners ·l'7erc forced into the project without

being required to pnrticipate in the homeowners

(

association?

t

l·fR. STEVENS:

Objection on two grounds.

First 9

there is no evidence at all before the Court about the
people being forced into the project.
The second objection is the same objection aa

It
I
t.

before.

Until

~'fr.

Thompson has a sirnilnr set of

circumstances with developments of mixed income, 1t

seems to me he's Gpeculnting on the effect.

MR. llAZEL:

All I'm aEking is:

in a project

!
c

f
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of 450 lot owners, does this witness have any opi-nion as
to having, say, 90 percent of those owners being required
to pay for certain amenities which the other 10 percent
presumably would not be allowed to use?
I object to that.

l-ilt. STEVENS:

There 0 s no

evidence the other owners wouldn 8 t be required to pay
their share of whatever amenities they enjoy.
THE COURT: I know of nothing in the ordinance
that eliminates somebody from taking a covenant that
goes w.ith the land.

MR.
Public Housl11g

HAZ~L:

It was my understanding that the

~uthority

would not pay for xnembership

in the association.
11R. STEVENS:

When there is evidence of that

fact, I can fully understand Mr. Hazel's position.

THE COURT:

I don't think there is any evidence

of these things.
MR. HAZEL:

If Your Honor pleasel) I would lika

to ask the question with the anticipation of recalling
Mr. Thompson to determine whether or not under the public
housing program any low·cost

unit~

would be allownd to

participate in the homeowners association.
TH~

COURT:

You rouan the Housing Authority is
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go~ng

to tell the low income family they cannot?
l·m. lll1-ZEL :

As I und e rs t~nd it , the Hous iug

Authority would acquire their percentage of the units
£nd I want to inquire from the Housing Authority if the
~ovenants

would be honored by the Housing Authority when

they acquired their percentage of the units, and I think

THE COURT:

(Interposing)

Is the Housing

Authority going to become a member of the association?

MR.

r~ZEL:

That's what I was going to get to.

I think it's quite relevant.

In most homeowner

projectu~

in cluster projects, there are homeowner associations.
and eo far there ·hasn t··t: been any statement from either
the Rousing Authority or IHJD as to whether they would

accept the obligation of paying for the dues which are
mandatory in the homeowner association for those units

which they control.
1 think that's quite relevant and 1 would like
to recall

~ro

Thoropson to tie this evidence in if Your

Honor feels it's no~ tied in now.

If
l
}

TRE
point, sir.

COU~T:

The objection is sustained at this time 9

subject to your
on

regardin~l:

I don't feel it's tied in at this

re~pening

this.

if you have evidence to put

i
t

l~

I,
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l1R. HAZEL:

Fine.

I have no further questions

DIRECT EXAMINATION (CONTINUED)
BY MR. BETTIUS:

Q

What is the typical front on your unit, the

front dimension?
A

Twenty, twenty-three and twenty-four.

Q

Have you thought, Mr. Thompson, of perhaps

reducing these units to 1,000 square feet?
A

Yes, I have thought about it.

Q

Could you do that and make them harmonious

with the other units in your subdivision?
Not in my opinion.

A

Absolutely not.

Q

l-1r. Thompson, do you desire as a builder and

developer to develop 1,000-square-foot units?
A

No.

Q

Do you have the capability or the know-how to

do :Lt'l

A

I doubt it.

Q

Is it a business which you would anticipate

entering into?

A

No.
}ffi.

BETTIUS:

No further questions.

;J

J
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-~
.l

~
CROSS EXAMINATION
BY 1'1R o STEVENS :

Q

l~r.

':t'hoop~on,

on the subj e.ct of the radical

difference in business, do you build primarily with your
own crews or do you subcontract?
A

A combination of botho

Y~st

of these people

have worked for me for 15 or.16 years.
Q

When you say most of the people, what kind of

people'?
A

~-.Tell,

I'm speaking of bricklayers, carpenters~

plumbers, e lcctric5_ans, common laborers, auperin tendentB
Q

You have common laborers in your employ?

A

Yeso

Q

Hhat do you pay them?

A

They range from $3 to $4.23o

Q

Do you employ bricklayers?

A

!

Q

What were you paying them on the last job on

did up until approximately a month ago, yeso

which you had them?

A

$5.75 to $6.50a

Q

rcr hour?

A

Yes.

Q

Do· you have carpenters?

I
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A

I no longer have carpenters.

Q

How long have you bad -- bow long since you

bav• bed carpenters?
A

These are the same carpenters I have had

!o~

tho last ten years, but they preferred to go out on their

ova on a subcoatract basis.
Q

Bow long ago was it that they were your amployces?

A

Two years; two or three years.

Q

Tvo years?

A

Yes.

Q

What other kinde of trades are directly

amployed rather than

l
subcontrac~ore?

Even though you

·••Y have bad a continuing relationship with a single
subcontractor for a while, do you have any other direct
employees?

A

Well, I have office help 9 salespeople,

auperintendents.
Q

Those are the only ones?

A

Yes, the others are subcontracting.

Q

Is there any physical difference of which you

are aware in terms of the operations that need ·to be
performed between the production of a unit of a minimum
alae aa ie permissible under the minimum property

.I

'
,

1

..::
,
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standards of FHA and the Fairfax County Building Code

.

.

·~ ~'

~

and the construction of a unit such as you are building

'~j

·)~

~.~

;;·j

today'l
I~

A

there any physical difference?

I think there•s a big difference, yes.

r1

.)~
;.~': ~

~~~1

:~~:

.

......~

Q

Iu terms of the operations that have to be

performed?

A

The type of people, yes.

Q

that do the building!

A

Yes, we have never built a slab, for example.

That's one example.

And particularl1 where a unit would

b&ppen to be in the middle of a string of seven or eight
units that

~basements

under them, now, I don°t think

my people would be qualified as of now to do that.
Q

Do you have your own concrete employees?

A

Cement finishers?

Q

Right.

A

No, they are subcontract.

Q

Do you have any reason to believe that your

masonry subcontractor couldn't handle slab construction?

A

Keep in mind

t~ey

finish.

My own people prepare for the slab.
only finishes the concrete.

They don • t prepare.

The cement finisher
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The point I'm making, if I may, you have an
entirely different situation in the preparation of a
slab type.
You get your plumbing et cetera, et cetera,

underground where now we don 5 t do that.

Q

Don't you put the plumbing underground in the

basement now?

A

Well, it's a little different situation though

because you have to support it differently.

You're on

good hard ground the way it is now and we don't have to

support it.
When you're on a slab situation where you have
excavation next to it with overdigs, you have got to
support that plumbing.
These are minor things.

Q

The cost to which Mr. Hazel has been averring,

the $37,000, did I understand correctly that that
includes an assignment of value to your land based on
your present judgment of its value rather than on the
basis of ita cost to

you~

unde~standing,

A

That's my

Q

So from that point of view it would include

profit to you on the land?

yes.
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A

On the land, yes.

Q

Of $2,000 a unit?

A

In that vicinity, yes.

Q

Now, the cost for the land at $2j300 per unit,

did that include the land you referred to that you
couldn't build on the site, the school s1te1
A

It includes the entire 59 acres.

Q

Now, your total costs are now either

or $37,000.

Is that an average for the entire project

or cheapest or most expensive model?
A

$3~j000

Which?

That is an average and I do have the difference

between the least expensive and the most expensive.

Q

Would you give us that?

A

Yes. the least expensive -- in the least

expensive there is a difference of approximately $3,000,

$3,.500 roughly.
Q

In terms of cost between the --

A

(Interposing)

That's construction cost,

brie1·~~

and mortar.
Q

Right.

So is it fair then to say-- what

I;.~

trying to get at, is $35,000 the average?
A

Well, not counting the appreciation of the

land or what the .market value of the land would be.

We 0 re

•
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up to $35,878 or $33,878 to $35,878 on our most expensive
unit as opposed to $29,613 to $31 8 613 on your least
expensive unit.
Q

We 0 re talking in the range then of 31 to 35,

on that order?

A

Yes.

Q

Is that correct?

A

Yes.

Q

The average is closer, is it not, to 33 rather

than 35, even including the incremental value of the

landt
A

That's correct.

Q

How, one of the factors you took into account

in arriving at that range of costs, total construction
costa is -A

(Interposing)

may interrupt you.
I

I'm sorry, Mr. Stevenso

If I

We went through that in a deposition.

was checking.
The average for 1971 was 33,878, and during

that time we explored some other costs and we agreed that

we would possibly get up. to $35,000, and that'is the

average.

Q

That's the average today?

·:~
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•

. . . i~t4

• c#:

.;,

~

,:~

A

According to my depositlOD 1 yes.

Q

Now, that include•, does it not, aa overhead

factor 'I
A

It includes everything 0 yese vitb the exception.

of profit.

Q

And the overhead factor I think you told us

ij·,...:~.·,

·.....

'

I!

before was $2,800-and-aome?

j

•.'

r-

5
.j

A

only.

Overhead for theae or this particular unit

,; <~l

: .. ~

It would not include overhead for the balance of

the property which ia raw lando
Q

• ' · .•

:~;·~

When you say these particular units onlyg you

mean the section that's preaently under coaatructiout

A

.t~ ..

That ve have just

f~labed

..

~--·t

. ,v;~~;

and are also

constructing.
Q

So aome of the past units in earlier sections

presumably would have been cheaper?
A

Would have been cheaper, but I want to clarify

that, if I may.

We are carrying roughly 35 acres of

inventory, ao to apeak, which we have epent roughly in
interest, taxea, et cetera, et cetera, around $283 1 000
over and above its

Q

purcb~ee

price.

Now, the overhead figure that you told us about

includes, does it not, the builder's feet

. :,~ ~
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A

In that price ie a builder's fee.

Q

Row much ls that!

A

$1,000.

Q

And is that a fee that goes to the principals

of Stonehaven Associates?
A

No, it doesn't

so

to the principals.

It goes

to me personally, out of wblch I pay certain people and
keep soue of 1te
Q

Out of which you pay certain people?

A

Yes, bonuses.

Q

Offtce overhead?

A

There are two superintendents tnvolved.

Q

that doesn't include your office?

A

No, the bonus arrangement with the superintend·

Q

You testified ln answer to one of Mr. Haze1 1 &

enta.

questions. I believe, that you could strip a unit aad
reduce ita cost by $4,570.

A

Roughly $4,570.

Q

Ia that starting from vhere, what klnd of a

unitt
THE COURT:

If you cnn, let's take the cheapest

unit that you presently build and strip it.
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THE WITNESS:

All right.

I believe -- correct

t

'

me if I'm wrong, but I believe in my deposition we
discussed carpenters to start off with •

.

BY.lfll~

Q

.STEVENS:

I wasn't asking you to go back through the

whole list of individual things.
THE COURT:

presently!

What is the cheapest unit

1lbat is your total coat including land of

the cheapest unit 70u presently are building?

Is that 29 1 600.or 3l.OOOt

I'm afraid

I

got

lost some place down the line.
THE WITNESS:

Well• sir, I would have to give

you -- the least expensive unit that we have, the
construction cost, that is, the bricks and mortar runs
23,325.

In addition to that you will have $4,376 for
raw laud and developmento
THE COURT:

That's including your off-site

· coats and on-site coats?
THE WITNESS:

On site only.

The off-site

coats would be prorated over tbe entire project, 400-aome
units.
THE COURT:

Go ahead.
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THE WITNESS:

Loan expenses, $2,251.

t·•m sorry on tho land development.

Instead of

4,376, that's 48 for these units coming in.
Then we have the builder's fee of $1,000, and
then we have variable expenses which include furnishings
for the model houses, salaries, aalea

incidentally,

the salespeople are directly employed by me -- insurance,
organizational expenses, zoning fees, engineering coats

an additional -- well, it would be $1,375, and the total
of those figures, 1 believe, will give you our least
expensive unit.
THE COURT:

Then JOU eay you could reduce your

expense by about $3,500 or $4,000'

THE WITNESS:
THE COURT:
THE WITNESS:
THE COURT:

..,

About $4,500.
About

$4,500~

Yes.
I come up with 32,751,

ro~ghly,

&$

the coat of constructing the least expensive, and if
you .take your 4.500 from that -TltE WITNESS:

(Interposing)

I think that's

just about right.
TH~

COURT:

Or you could probably produce one

for 28.250 if you stripped it.

_,1

THE WITNESS:

TRE COURT:

That sounds about right.

All right, air.

BY MR. STEVENS:
Q

Now, did I understand correctly that that

includes the land cost at the contract price qr·at the
current value?
A

At the contract price.

Q

What have been your sales pr1ees for the, t

! .

believe you said the 100-some units you have already sold --· ·

in the Stonehur·st subdivision?
A

33,500 or 37,500 to 43.soo.

Q

How

m~ch

•

profit have you derived from each

·~

I1•.. · t · ·t}·~
!' >ti·~~~~·~··
j"t

I

such unit?
A

.,.

,

'
Aa of right now, we honestly don't know what ·

·'
!r.. •''

~

.·:~

our profit is because as I mentioned, we have put la an

:. ·'
~.lj

.•

additional $283,000 into the other portion of the

Real estate taxes ia a big item.

property"~~~

There's

interest on the deferred first trust, land trust.

·
; "~;~
.;.!

'.·(~
~··:~~~

Q

Would it be fair to say then to the extent

that your profits have been reduced by those costa on the
flrat few sections, that·your total land prlcee.are goias
to be lees or total expenses of producing a unit are
going to be leao at the end of the project?

•

j

••
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No, because we have not curtailed the principal.

A

We are carrying land.

For example, let me give you a

breakdown, if I may •

.

We have paidp for examplee on the land trust
l

$143,884.

That much is applied to land that is not
,·

developed.

We have 38,000 in real estate taxes.

We have

5,270 in the zoning fee which applies to the land we own 0
but is not developed.
We have county .fees estimated between around
·~690.

We also have curtailed the principal by $71,000.

Now, that is something that we w111 recoup.
We have the model houses.

.,,·~

d-a
... .•
~

Now, you have to

f.l!·'

.··~

prorate these model houses over not 100 units, but over
450 units, so we have in the future $5,000 worth of

•odel house furnishings, an additional $1,400 for
carpeting and drapes and other finishing items.
We have the work that we have done along
Route 50, the entrance. the paving of the surface.
The whole point 1 am making is with tbe·se

.

items, these are prorated. to future sections, but we
have already spent these funds.

Q

What you are saying is you cannot say at this

~

I

I
I

!.

1I
:
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point in time what the unit production eost and revenue
derived from the unit is?

A

Well, I can only anaver

~hat

we have yet to have

a penny of profit out of the project and we are in our
third year.

Q

Can you state what the difference is between the

cost of producing the units you have already sold and the
revenue you have derived from it?

A

No, I can't.

Q

Can you give us any idea?

Is it $1,000 or

$3,000?

A

Profit?

I would like quite frankly to be making

about $2,500 to $3,000 per unit.
~

But you don'tf

A

I don't know on a percentage basis, but I would

hope to.
Q

You don't know how much in faet you are deriving?

A

I do not honestly know.

Q

It eould be more than that and it could be less?

A

No, I don't think it eould quite be more than

that or 1 would be aware of it.

Q

Are you saying $2,500 is the maximum?

A

No. I'm saying I honestly don't know.
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MR. STEVENS:

All.right.

I think that's all

I have.

MR. HAZEL:

If Your Honor·pleaae, ve will

submit tomorrow as soon as we can get the book from the
clerk's office the covenants which are of record on this

subdivision, and I would just like to ask Mr. Thompson
one or two questions about those covenants.
REDIRECT EXAMINATION
BY MR. HAZEL :

Q

You bave covenants of the homeowners association

on record in the clerk's office of Fairfax County, do you
not?
A

Yes.

Q

Now, on the sections which have not yet gone

to record, those covenants have not been applied,

l

assume.
A

That's true.

Q

It is your intention that the same homeowners

association would apply straight through the project to
all lots in equal fashion, is it not?
A

Oh, yes, definitely.

Q

And the

coven~nts

that are now of record would

be recorded at the appropriate time for each section in

I

.'

:0

I,

...
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.

'

in~ention?

the future, is that your

.!.4

..

\,,
\

A

That's correct.

MR. HAZEL:

Yes.

We would have·no

fu~ther

questions

~~

at this time.

..,;,

, ..

THE COURT:

1 don't think you're going to get

into the clerk's office tomorrowo

Wednesday.

..

8

It s closed.

MR. HAZEL:

Might we then submit it on Wednesday?

THE COURT:

If we're going to be here on

I'm sorry to hear that.
MR. STEVENS: ·I think we can provide those

.. ~
. .....
~

covenants from the county attorney's office.
MR. HAZEL:

That'll be fine.

THE COURT:

If you have an office copy that

you can agree upon, all right.
}IR. HAZEL:

t-le would like to introduce that as

a part of our case.
No further questions now.
REDIRECT

E~1INATION

(CONTINUED)

BY MR. BETTIUS:
Q

~

.

Mr. Thompson, where do the largest lot sizes

occur in town house developments?
A

On the end.'

Q

Do these become premium lots?

··.
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A

Absolutely.

Q

\lhat is the amount of premium in an end

unit~

I

.I

!

t-tr. Thompson?

A

Wail, in the lot alone we would generally place

an additional value of

$1~000

on the lot

alon~.

Q

Do you tend to build a bigger bouse?

A

Twenty-four-foot units on the end.

Q

That would obviously mitigate, would it not,

against putting any sort of a minimal structure on the
end of the project if it .were to be sold under a progratv

that required minimums and
A

maxtm~s?

I would never put lt
MR. BETnus:

THE

COURT:

on

Thanlt you,

the end.

sir.

You may step down.
(Witness excused)

MR. HAZEL:

Mrs. Kincheloe is going out of the

country and we would like to have her testify as to
ownership.
~m.

STEVENS:

MR. HAZEL:

No objection.

I would like the record to indicate

it has been stipulated Mrs. Kincheloe is the owner of·

the parcel as alleced in her auit.
TilE COURT:

......~

That's stipulated to, sir?

...
....
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MR. STEVENS:
THE

COURT:

Yea·.

All righto

MRo HAZEL:

has been in

th~

sir.
Fine.

I don't know how long Mr e

Down~

courtroom, whether he 0 s been hera all

afternoon or not.

I don °t thin·k he has.

THE COURT:

How long ago did you come in 0 Mr.

MR. DOWNS:

About half an hour ago.

Downs1
Approxi-

mately an hour ago. sir •
.•
THE COURT: Do' you want to raise a question.
sir?

He has not violated any ruling because he wasn't

sworn as a witness.

MR. HAZEL:
room.

'.:

I did not know he was in the court-

In fact, 1 knew he was not earlier today and I

wasn't watching.

MR. STEVENS:
THE COURT:

No 8 I don°t objecto
Take the stand, please.

·,1

•
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Thereupon
· McKENZIE

DOWl~S

was called as a witneae, and after being duly· eworn 3 was
examined and testified' ·as follows:

DIRECT EXAMINATION
BY MRe HAZEL:

Q

MZ. Downs, would you state your name, please 9

A

McKenzie Downao

Q

Your

A

Real estate broker and appraiser.

air1

professio~1

MR. HAZEL:

Mr~

...
Stevens, I would intend to

o.ffer Mr. Downs as an expert appraiser working in Fairfax

County.

Do you have any questions to ask regarding his

expertise 'I
MR. STEVENS:

tHE COURT:

No& I don't.

Would you stipulate he's qualified

to give an opinion on real estate appraisal in Fairfax
Coun_ty'l

MR. STEVENS:
MR. HAZEL:

I'll stipulate to tbat •

.

Would that stipulation extend to

estimates of building costs for the type of units which

be appra1ses1

MR. STEVENS:

Not at this point in time.

1

frankly say that because 1°m not myself that familiar
with Mr. Downs's experience in that regard9
THE COURT:
BY
Q

l~R

Put on the voir dire~," please.

• HAZEL :

Mr. Downs, in connection with your profession

as au appraiser in this area, do you develop in each
appraisa~

appraisal as part of your

estimates of building

costs?
A·

As a matter of fact, t just

Yes, Gir; I do.

completed several appraisals for the County of Fairfax
where I had to estimate

Q

buildin~

values.

And they were appraisals which you did at the

request of Fairfax County?
A

That's correct, air.

Q

Mow, how do you develop your estimate of

building costs'l
A

Well 0 I rely to some degree on information

obtained from builders.

I also use various manuals such

as Marshall's Valuation Service which utilizoa building
costs developed by builders on actual costs and then
assigns theQ to various areas so that appraisers can

·•

.. ,:-

··-·-~

•

utilize theoe mcnuals in actually appraising buildings

#(•'

•
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in any section of the country.
~

Q

Do you check out the information you obtain from

these various sources so . that you of· your own personal

knowledge have an acquaintance with the information upon
which you rely?

A

Yes, sir; I do.

Q

And have you testified in numerous appraisals

ln this court that included estimates of

A

Yes, sir; that is correct.

buildl~g

costs?

I have done this

for the department of highways, for instance, for
approximately 20 years.
t•

1.!..1'-

MR. HAZEL:

If Your Honor please, I don't want

~\ .
."/
'I

to take the whole 30 minutes up qualifying Mr. Downs.
I'm sure we could if we set out to do ito

I would tender Mr. Downs as an expert.
MR. STEVENS:

One question I might ask.

When

you say "required to estimate building coats," are you
talking about preparation of the background for testimony
aa to the replacement value of a structure?
TltE loiiTNESS:

That's correct, and also the

development of·land cost.·

MR. STEVENS:

All right.

In connection with

the valuation primarily of existing structures1
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THE WITNESS:

Well, or netf structures.

Quite

often it is necessary to project a particular building
on a piece of. property to determine.whether it's
economteally·feasible to build that building, so I would
have to estimate a building cost just as a developer doe&
when he starts to build a building, just as an architect
might do.
I use the same basic data that they would
utilize.
~m.

STEVENS:

The data as I understand it would

be the manual, plus discusaions.on a day-to-day basis

with the gentlemen such as the plaintiff sitting bereT
THE WITNESS:

That's quite correct.

11R. STEVENS:

So that what they have

t~atified

to here today would be a primary element of your baekground for the projection of building costa1
THE WI"TNESS:

I didn 1 t hear all of the

testimony today so I don't know what has been said, but
I

would say that certainly they utilize much of the

sa~

information that I would rely upon in testifying as to
building vnlues and as to.development costs.
ltR. STEVENS:

objection.

I think I will withdraw my

I will ntipulnte that he can testify.
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THE COURT:

All right.

Go

ahead.

BY MR.. HAZEL :

Q

Mr. Downs, are you

~amiliar

with a parcel of

property owned by Mrs. Kincheloe near Burke 0 Virginia.

consisting of approximately 32 acres zoned in the RT-5?

A

Yes. sir; 1 am.

This is a piece of land on the

homeplace which is on the west side of Burke Road just
north of Burke.
Q

l·lr. Downs, have you arrived at a unit value on

the town bouse land on the Kincheloe
A

property~

Yes, based on a market data approach, I would

say that I have 0 . and in my estimate it's worth a minimum
of $3,500 a unit.
Q

~1r.

Downs • you are fam.iliar with the various

types of housing as far as price scale that are constructed

in Fairfax County, are you nott
A

Yes& sir.

Q

What type of housing pricewise in your opinion

represents the highest and beat use of Mrs. Kincheloe's
town house
A

property~

I would say a minimum of $30,000 a unit.

could go higher.

It

I think that land in view of the manner

in which the area bas been developed, the present
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character of the community could support in excess of

$30,000 a unit.
Q

Mr. Downs, have you familiarized yourself with

chapter 156 ·of the county code which is knot."tl
. as the low

and moderate income provision?

A

Yes, sir; I have a copy of it here.

Q

Are you familiar

wi~h

the price restraints

that are referred to by that code under which houses
would have to be constructed?

A

Yes, sir.

Q

Have you formed any opinion as to whether it

is feasible economically to construct on the Kincheloe
tract and sell houses at the market level referred to in
the code and attached documents'/
A

No, sir; I don't believe that it is pos~ible.

Q

You have developed an opinion?

A

Yes, air.

Q

And the opinion is no?

A

It is my opinion that it certainly would not

be possible or feasible to do it.

The only possible way

that it might be dona is for the developer or builde~
to do it at a loss.

MR. HAZEL:

I have no further questions.

!._

A.

I
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THE
•.. J

COURT:

Mr .. Bettius~ do you have any
.,)

~ions?

lm.. BETTIUS:
THE COURT:
CROSS

No questions, sir.

Mr. Stevens?
EXAl1INA~'£ION

BY MR. STEVENS:
Q
-~·~t'ect

Mr. Downs, in arriving at the conclusion with
to feasibility of construction in accordance with

ordinance. did you take into account the utilization

~~

-- the density bonus provided for7

A

Yes.

Q

Thank you, sir.

You said the highest and beet

of the Kincheloe property would be for the sale of

~~

-~~~

houses in the market range of $30,000 or above?

A

Yes.

Q

Where are there town houses to your knowledge

·~·. ~

7airfnx County for sale for less than that?
A

Well, Yeonas is building some units selling for

_, ·)·,~d $25,000, but his land unit cost is way way be low

He boueht this ~and at $6,000 an acre' and h!.s
;· r-ost is less than $600 a unit, so he's got, say,
~,~.,.,

to play uith that n purchaser of this particular

:.!

i

"l
:i
I
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property would not have.
I appreciate all of that in addition to the

Q

answer to the question I asked, but where else in the
count~

if you know, are town houses for sale today for

less than $33,0001
A

I· know of no others in the county.

not mean there are not

some~

That does

··There are some in Loudoun

where the land unit cost is way downo
There are some in Prince William and Woodbridge

where the land unit cost. is much lower than it is in

l"'airfax County.
Thank you, air.

MR. STEVENS:
lfR. HAZEL:

.,~

,,

If Your Honor please. could I ask

!tr. Downs to point out for the record the location of

the Kincheloe

property~

I forgot to ask him that

question.
THE COURT:

Go aheadG

MR. HAZEL:

Is there a red mark by Kincheloe 0

is that the property you have referred to in your

testilllony'l
THE \\'1TNESS:

Yes, it is just north of the·

Southern Railroad and on Burke Station Road.
TH~

COURT:

Where is the property that's
~

.:

'·.
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$25.000 per unit?
THE

WITI~~SS:

It's just to the west of this.

It's a several hundred-acre tract.

They are cheap units.

They are built at the very minimum and in my estimation

are no·t compatible with other town bouse units that l.fr.
Yeonas is selling which arc in excess of $35,000.
THE COURT:

The adjacent

THE WITNZSS:

property~

Yes, it was an adjacent tract,

but it's a large tract and the point where he's building
the cheap town house units is right on Braddock Road.

I would say they are approximately half a mile
distance from this.
THE COURT:

Is this going· west on Braddock7

Is this near where that new school or training home is1
THE WITNESS:

That is a new dial center of the

C&P Telephone Company.
THE COURT:

It's further up~

THE t11Tt~ESS:

1m. HAZEL:

Yes" sir.

It's further on upo

These are the ones under

construction right now?
TRE WITNESS:
TH~

COURT:

TH~ r,1ITH~SS:

~hat's

right, sir.

Near Guinea Road'
Right at the intersection of
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Guinea l.oad.

REDIRECT

EXJ~INATION
.·~

BY.MRo HAZEL:
Q

With

~egard

to those town houses the Yeonaa

organization is now building. you are familiar with the
zoning case under which llr. Yeonas

promise~

to build low

and moderate income housing on that parcel 0 are you not?

A

Yes.

Q

Is that correet1

A.

Yes, air.

Q

Are these the houses that Mr. Yeonas is

constructing as a result of his commitment at the time

of zoning to build a certain number of his units in that
price range'l
A

7hey are, sir.

Q

And are these units built 1n a designated area
I

'

of the Lake Braddock development?
A

Yes, they are all in one

cluste~

so to speak,

adjacent to what might be termed industrial land use and
on a heavily traveled road, which in my

estima~ion

cou.ld

not support an extrewely·high cost town house development.
Q

Uow

m~y

uuits is Mr. Yeonas coastructing 1n

the whole project, if you

know~

I

l
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.A

It's in the hundreds.

thousands~

t don't ltno\-t.

It might be in the

He's getting a densit_y of

three per acre and he's got several hundred acres of
land, so it's in excess of one thousand.
TR~

COtmT:

You mean three units per acre or

three of these buildings per aerc?
THE WITNESS:

His overall density, Your Honor 9

is probably in excess of three units to the aere .•

building some single family, some town

hou~e.

Ite's

some

apartments.
He's BOt commercial,

he~s

got everything in
I~.·

there.

-·i

TRE COURT:

All right.
'

RY MR. HAZEL:

Q

1
!,
l

f

Are you familiar with the project near Dulles

f

!
~

.
j

called Reflection Lake?

I

'j
(

A

l7ell, I'm not intimately familiar with it.

I

j

know of it, yes.

l

.Q.

Is that a 235 or 236 program?

A

That, I could not answer .

Q

Have you done

organization or
of the Yeonna·

I

1

~ny

otharwis~

or~cnization

1nvostigat1on with the Yeonaa

to determine whether the costs
in building those units

I

I

..1t
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exceeds the price at which they are marketing the units?
A

I have not checked his actual building costs

so I will have to answer no.

I can't see how he can

build them and put the land at a proper value and sell
them at that cost 9 no.
Q

You are not prepared to testify today that

those units are being sold at their cost even, are you?
1.~

0

.... l.. ....

.

A

~'

Q

It is possible that those units are costing

~

(!

4

more than that to build'?·
MR

he asked.

0

·That 1 s the obverse of the question

STEVENS:

Mr. Downs is perfectly capable of taking care

of himself.
MR. HAZEL:

That's all.

"THE COURT:

Mr. Bettius7

REDIRECT EXAMINATION (CONTINUED)
BY 1-1R. BETTIUS:

Q

Are these Yeonas homes the multicolored

structures on

A

nr~ddock

Road7

They're the ugliest thing on Braddock Road, if

that's what you're talkin&

Q
projec:t'l

about~

Mr. Downs, are you acqueirited with Mr. Thompson's
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A

Very familiar with it.

Q

What would you feel the effect of building one

of those units every seventh unit would be on the value
of that project?

A

I would say --

MR. STEVENS:

(Interposing)

If Your Honor

please, 1 1 m going to objact.to that unless be can lay
some foundation.

1 agreed and stipulated he is an expere appraiser
in the value of real estate, but until he can lay a
foundation about any contact with a mixed market project
eueh as that, I -MR. BETTIUS:

(Interposing)

I withdraw that.

BY MR. BETTIUS:
Q

Mr. Downs, have you appraised any town house

project in Fairfax County!
A

Yea, air.

Q

Would you just give us a couple of examples?

A

A couple of examples would be the one near

Chantilly which 1a being built up there on Route SO.
Of course individual town bouse units, I have appraised
many of them.
t·appra1sed right here in the City of Fairfax,
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The Commons, things of this nature.

Q

Have you ever done any individual appraisals

on units in the range we have been bearing testimony
about, say, ·$32, 000 to $38 9 000?

A

Yeo, sir; the major portion of them have been

in excess of $28,000.
Q

Can you conceive of any·· one of those projects

where the placement of one of these multicolored houses
would not depreciate the value of the other units?

MR. STEVENS:

If Your Honor please, the question

essential prior to asking that .que8tion is whether he
.

·,

has ever in fact seen such a project.
THE COURT:

He said he had just seen one.

I

don't think your objection is well taken here, sir,
because Mra Downs has been qualified as a real estate

appraiser and I think posing a hypothetical, :he could
say whether or not in his opinion it would affect the
land valueo
His business is appraising land values and the
effects of adjacent structures, et cetera,on the land
value, so I think he could give an opinion there.
Overruled.

THE WITNESS:

In my opinion it would have an

J
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adverse effect not only on the adjacent unit, but on the
project as a whole.
I sold real estate for many years and one of
the first things that a purchaser -- that a prudent
purchaser in the

marketplac~

will want to know about and

will look at is adjacent housing.
They will not buy

~

unit in a neighborhood

where there 1s a unit substantially below it in value.

.

There is a tremendous reluctance at least to do so.
If they buy it, they buy it at a reduced value.
.

l'
~

BY MR. BETTIUS:
Q

Mr. Downs, is part of your scope of inquiry

or observation to judge how the particular unit that

'0;

iI
i
i

I

I

you are appraising fits in with other units in the unit?
A

Yes, 1 thought I just covered that in previous

questions.
Q

I thought you did.

A

I. think this is one of the things that a

developer takes into consideration.

It's certainly of

prime importance to the buyer in the marketplace •
Q

.

Do you think that that sort of unit·, the unit

that we are discussing could under any circumstances be
considered harmonious with other developments that we
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••~•

town

bouse-w~

in Virginia and those that are being

~'" 8 true ted?

A
~

..

Living within the scope of the code and so

.:.' ..,~"• I don't believe that it could be constructed in

tucb a manner that it would be comparable and not have
48

adverse effect on the other unite in the project.
Q

~as

Mr. Downs, which unit in the town house proje•:t

the greatest value?

A

The end unit.

Q

Is this almost invariably true or ia it

invariably true?
Invar~ably

A

greater exposure.

that.

·true because the end unit has

Some like a corner lot because of

You can'do more with it.
Builders build normally a larger unit at that

location.

They can always put in a fireplace.
It will have windows on the end in that unit,

Q

1sn't that

correct~

And the lot is larger. too.

A

That's correct.

Q

In your opinion as a general proposition

throughout Fairfax County, would that mitigate against
Placing the cheaper units if this ordinance were upheld

on

th~

end of the projeet1

c..
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A

It certainly wouldo

Q

Now, in the project kuown as Reflection Lake,

was this done?
A

Were the cheaper unite put on the end?

I'm not that familiar with it~

whether they we:ce or not.

1 don•t know

Thii ia a cheap housing
~aa

development and in an area where your unit land cost
low.
Q

You have answered my next question.

If the

total project itself, Mr. Downs, were of a low caliber
and I don•t mean to

disp~rage

this ·type of housing, Your

Honor--if it were of a lover cost with lower land values,

would this make it possible to put the cheap units on
the end of the project?
A

I think the only way that it could be aceom-

plished is where a developer baa several hundred acres of
land and he can segregate all of these units in one
location.
If you take a relatively small projectp say,

of SO unite or something of this nature, and you

tak~

15 percent and put them into the low cost and medium
,

market, you're going to adversely affect the entire

~oat

or value of the rest of the projecto
It.'s more noticeable on smaller developments

'
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j

I

than it ie on a larger one •. You can by screening and
segregation have open space and so forth and you can
develop this sort of as a unity, a upit unto itself 9 but
in my estimation it cannot be done without adversely

I

affecting the project to integrate one of these units

in with a btgher cost unit.
You only have to see Yeonae' project and see
the stuff that he's building

OD

Braddock Road and then

go over and see the stuff that be built which is off
Braddock Road which sold.iu excess ·of

$30 1 00~

and 1

assure you they aren't the aama product.
It's like comparing a Cadillac with an old
,·

Model T Ford.
MR. BETTIUS:

No further questions.

RECROSS EXAMINATION

BY Mlt. STEVENS:
Q

Mro Downs, have you aver bad occasion to

appraise units in one of these mixed market town bouse

communities?
A

Not as envisioned by this ordinance, noo

1

have bad occasion to appraise units which were relatively
low cost where they had deteriorated. to the extent that

they adversely affected tho value of the other units 1n

.
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the project.

Q

They had deteriorated to that extent?

A

Yes.

You're getting the same effect if you

don 1 t keep a piece of property up.

Then you end up with

a unit somewhat like Yeonas is building down there.

The outward appearance is inferior, gives the
appearance of an inferior unito
Q

Your

testi~ony

is that in Fairfax County you

have never had occasion to appraise a un1t 0 either a
high or a low unit in a project eucb as is envisioned
or contemplated by this ordinance& whether it be
.

relatively similar or drastically different in sales
price?
A

That's correct, but I don't think Fairfax

County is unique in that respecto

The buyers are the

same.

Q

You say that there would be a great deal of

buyer reluctance?

A

Yes.

Q

Can you tell us why that 1a1

Let's assume now

that we haven't had time to have the deterioration occur.

A
nature.

Well, why is 1t1

I can 9 t account for human

I can only say that people buy what they see and

I

I
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i

I

if they see a bouse or a unit which is in appearance

in my estimation this ia the only vay that it could be.

there's going to be a difference in appearancee

You can°t put on the gingerbread and so forth
to make it compatible with a higher-priced unit with
your land costa as high as they are in Fairfax

County~

so it's just a reluctance on the market to buy in.a
particular subdivision or development which would have

low cost housing intermingled with stuff of a higher

I think 0 as I said• if you have enough land

..,

you can develop a relatively low cost housing if you

segregate it unto itself. screen it 0 allow open spaceo
In other words, if you actually put in another
community, you can do it• but it•a extremely difficult

to do, and you only have to look at Yeonas' two
developments right here in Fairfax County, the one where
he's trying to meet the ordinance and the other where he
had no control.
It's as different as day and night.
intermingling the two and· if

m'sm·~ rlg~

mind 0 I don't

1

. •J

i

think be willo
MR. STEVENS:

He's not

.

l
Nothing further.

f
j

I
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THE COURT:

Mr. Downs, instead of taking --

I'm not going to adopt your characterization of the
multicolored effect of Mr. Yeonas' property, that's your
designation»·not mine, but if you took a hypothetical
subdivision, I mean, town houses meant to be of the
$30 0 000 to $38 9 000 level and put in each
the word

~structure,"

let's use

with four bedrooms on either end 0

using your most expensive houses on either end 9 and came
toward the middle with your three bedrooms 9 if there were
in the middle one or two that were of. lesser size on the

interiorp but the same facade, only smaller, the same

brick, the same roof, how would that affect it, in your
opinion?
·~

THE WITNESS:

Well, Your Honor, if you could

do the same facade and everything as the othero, I don't

believe you would have quite the reluctance in the
marketplaee 9 but there are only so

~any

ways that you

can do this.
One way is to decrease the size of the unit.
THE COURT:

I'm assuming that.

Assume you cut

it down from a 20-foot width to whatever would.give

you 1 1 000 square feet or 1,200
THE \.JlTt~ESS:

~u~e

feet on the interioro

1 think it's virtually imposaible
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~~ do

it because when you reduce the size of the unit,

Y'"'u do not reduce its per-square-foot cost

in proportion.

'i

There are too many coats that are common to
A

large or a small unit.

You have got virtually the

nawe amount of street, sidewalk, development

cost~

overall cost for the land.
You have basically the same electrical cost.
You have basically the same cost for plumbing and this
sort of thing 9 light fixtures, and so forth.

You can't get enough reduction by reducing
the size.

And if you reduce it down to the point oft

say, 1,000

squar~

feet. you get a product which hangs on

-~

i

·, l

the market and which won't sell.
It doesn't have enough. space in it 8 Your Honor •..
You end up with eight-by-nine bedrooms, about three of

them. and tben you have virtually no apace for storage,
very little eating apace, nothing.

I

i

You just can't do it.

.i

These units that Yeonas

l

•J

l

ls building which are the cheapest ones are --

THE COURT:

(Interposing)

What is their

.)

squ~re

rootage?

THE WITNESS:
UtinlDlUID.

Around 1 0 200 or 1,300 square feat

It ·may run a little over that.

He baa it cut

. ,.

...·:

'.·

...

< i
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to the minimum.

He's got bedrooms eight by nine.

This is a small bedroom, Your Honor, and two
of them in there at that.

He has a.low unit land cost.

He bought that land about three or four years ago.

THE COURT:

I think you're going past my

question.
THE WITNESS:
THE COURT:

Excuse me.
If you did cut down your interior

units, one or two of them 1 ·to a 1 1 200-foot base. but

kept the exterior of the same quality so that it looked

the same roughly except for size, except for the widtht
would that adversely affect, in your opinion, the
salability of the other units?
THE WITNESS:
before~

Appearancewise, no.

As I said

you're cutting down space and 1 think, yes, that

it would cause -- they are not going to be desirableo

They are going to hang in the market.
THE COURT:

I'm not talking about whether you

would sell the 1,200-square-foot one.

I'm talking about

whether this ia going to affect the fair market value
and sales price on your end units, the big four bedrooms.
THE WITNESS:

To answer the ·question, I think

it would because I don't think you can build those units
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to sell for the -priees that are envisioned here.
THE COURT:

I didn't ask you that, sir.

MRo BETTIUS:

Based on Your Honor's questions,

I have another question.
REDIRECT EXAMINATION (CONTINUED)

BY MR. BETTIUS:
Q

Mr. Downs, is it a fair characterization that

the Fairfax County Building Code permits a minimum of an
lR-foot unit for a town house?
A

It's awfully snug, but it does permit it.

Q

You can't get any leas than that, is

~hat

c:orrect?
A

That's correct.

Q

All right.

Mr. Downs, if you would assume in

a block of houses we have a typical town house development here

MR. STEVENS:

(Interposing)

If Your Honor

please, I don't recall any evidence that that waa
THE COURT:

(Interposing)

I believe we heard

it was unique.
BY 1-!R. BETTI US:

Q

In an average cluster of town houses, the

coda as I understand it, Mr. Downs 8 permits ten to be ·
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connected, is that correct?
A

That's correct.

Q

Now 9 let's take the ten units in dimension

and parcel them off.

If you come to a minimum front on.

some of thuse interior units of 18 feet, Hr. Downs, in
order to get down to 1 8 000, letva assume you remove the

basement and you build them on a slab 0 is there any
possible way that you can do that without cutting the

interior diwensions7
A

No, it isn't. ·You have got to cut the

interior dimensions.
When you cut the interior dimensions, what do

Q

you do to the cost of this un1t: 0 l1r. Downs?

A

Well, you

incr~e

the cost of this unit and

you also increase the cost of this unit.

two

(Indicating)

Q

Will you tell His Honor how that occurs?

A

Wall, you have got more exposed wall for these

units~

for instance, and you have increased the cost

of this unit because as I pointed out before, you have
common costs which are applied here, anJ the actual
par-square-foot cost of this

So roany
out.

o~

uni~

will go up.

the basic costs· are uniform through-

There's no graat saving in electrical work or
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plumbing or lot development costso

They are common to the whole thing.

Q

Mro Downs, can you render an opinion on this:

that if you attempted to do it by this operation 9 whether
you could still produce this unit with a facade of brick
o~

siding or whatever facade characterizes town houses

in Fairfax Cou11ty, could you do it so it would be
burrnonious with these other developments'/

A

I don't think you can do it.

I thought I

answered thatc
Q

}ir o Downs 0 if you had

~o

do 1 t

I)

if the

ordinance were valid and you had to construct in rairfax
C.:Junty1) would you tell us where you think the units

would end up in the project 0 whether this scheme that's
outlined here would be the project development method
or whether they would end up being tacked cin the end?
HR. STEVENS:

Objection.

qualified as a builder.

He hasn't been

He's qualified as a real estate

appraiser 0 an appraiser of buildings and of land.
I don't know what great damage it will do, but
THg COURT:

(InterposinB)

You 8 re asking him

if this in effect -MR. BETTit'S:

(Interposins,)

FronJ a cost point

t
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put half a unit ou the endo

THE COURT:

It would be cheaper to put it on

HR ~ BETTI US:

l

t-J~n t:.acl

t.o f. i:ad out. if it ir;

0'11

che.apero
BY N.R" ilE'X'll US:

termg of construction costs

Q

cheaper

'

U?hich

i~~

the

method~

·I

I would say i i would be extremely difficult to

A

:~

eay that it

from the

prob~bly

standpoi~t

wouldoautowatically go in the middle
of harmonyo

If you could possibly get it in harmony» this

possibly might be the best place, but ua 1 said beforQ,
you \Jant too segregate it completely from these unita

Q
co~t:al)

~ir~

Q

Downs& from the standpoint of construction

II

when you add the final potential of the sale of

that mitigate against placing i t on the end7

A

Unqu~stionably

MR~

BETTIUS:

it

does~

No further questiODEu
~
0

..

j

